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"So w e sang, the forest behind us, for the ears of the
distant travellers. The grown-ups were still awake in the village,
the mothers were making down the beds for the night.
Our time was up. I kissed the one next me, reached hands
to the three nearest, and began to run home, none called m e
back. At the first cross-roads where they could no longer see m e
I turned off and ran by the field-paths into the forest again. I
was making for that city in the south of which it was said in our
village:
'There you'll find queer folk! Just think, they never sleep!'
'And w h y not?'
'Because they never get tired.'
'And w h y not?'
'Because they're fools.'
'Don't fools get tired?'
'How could fools get tired!'"

from Children on a Country Road
by Franz Kafka
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ABSTRACT

Ocular artifact is a major source of contamination of the EEG. This artifact cause

serious difficulties in EEG interpretation, and although methods to overcome these

difficulties have been sought since the late 1960s, there is no consensus on how b
to do this. A widely used means of removing ocular artifact is termed 'EOG

correction', where a portion of EOG is removed from the EEG. There are a number of
ways of performing this 'correction'. This thesis is an attempt to resolve these
differences.

A review of the literature suggested that the main discrepancies between EOG

correction findings (different rates of EOG propagation for different eye-movement
types and/or frequencies) could be removed if EOG magnitude was held constant. A
simulation study found that low EOG magnitude significantly inflated propagation

estimates (Bs), and a second study found that the same inflation pattern pertained

subject data. It was then found that if interference was removed, differences betw
Bs for different eye-movement types could also be removed. Thus it was suggested
that propagation does not vary between eye-movement types and/or frequencies.

A means of averaging eye-movements was thus suggested to overcome the effects of
interference in EOG and EEG channels (the AAA method). When tested with
simulation data, AAA was found to be relatively unaffected by interference. A more
easily implemented version of the AAA (NERP) was tested empirically, and found to

produce equivalent Bs. It was also found that at least 40 epochs should be include
such an averaging procedure. Due to difficulties with correcting blink data with
saccade Bs under certain circumstances, the role of the radial EOG channel (mean

19

voltage above and below the eye) was explored. It was found that in order to correct

blink data with saccade Bs adequately, the radial channel was required, and a revise
version of the AAA (RAAA) was proposed for this purpose. This was tested and

found to produce very good correction, and better than that of blinks corrected with
blink data Bs, or saccades with saccade data Bs.

It was also found empirically that vertical, horizontal and radial EOG channels are

required for good correction, that Bs remain constant for at least ninety minutes, t

calibration trials are appropriate for calculating Bs, and that simultaneous regres

is the best form of multiple regression for doing this. A number of other issues wer

addressed theoretically, the main one being the need to make an adjustment for overcorrection, even when Bs are accurately calculated. An adjustment was thus proposed
on theoretical grounds, but has not yet been validated. To summarize the various

conclusions reached in this thesis, a suggested EOG correction algorithm is presente
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C H A P T E R 1: Ocular artifact in the EEG 1
1.1 General Background
Eye-movements are a major source of contamination of the electroencephalogam
(EEG). This is because eye-movements cause a change in the electric fields that

surround the eyes, and these distort the electric fields over the scalp. Since the E

a record of the electrical activity over the scalp, the EEG is distorted. For exampl
Figure 1.1 the effect of a large vertical eye-movement on the EEG can be seen. In
measuring the EEG, we are typically interested in the underlying neural potentials
(the red line), but our recording is of the combination of neural and eye-movement
potentials (green line).

Eye-movements are not just a theoretical concern to researchers, but due to the
magnitude of the electric fields that they evoke, they affect the results that are
obtained as well. For instance Low, Borda, Frost and Kellaway (1966) noted that in
their contingent negative variation (CNV) study, the scalp ERP was similar to the
ERP in the eye-movement channel, suggesting that the ERP was contaminated by
ocular artifact. This observation was confirmed by Hillyard and Galambos (1970),
who established that in most of their subjects, a significant portion of the CNV was
due to eye-movement, and not solely neural potentials as had been thought
previously.

This chapter forms the introduction to the review article of Croft and Barry (in press [a]),
not cited.
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The effect of ocular potentials on the E E G is demonstrated. A

neural potential at Fz that we may be interested in (red line) is made more

negative (green line) by the large eye-movement voltage (blue line). If we do n
account for the negative shift caused by the eye-movement, we may conclude
that the neural potential is more negative than it really is.

With regard to quantitative E E G , in 1970 Chapman, Shelburne and Bragdon were
already trying to disentangle eye-movement voltages from alpha, whilst more
recently, the effect of eye-movement on EEG has been quantified more rigorously.
For example Gasser, Ziegler and Gattaz (1991) found that eye-movements increased
the power of slow frequency bands in schizophrenic patients, and also that they
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decreased the chance of finding significant differences between schizophrenic and
control groups.

Consequently, researchers must take into account the effect that eyes have on the
EEG. This might mean anything from rejecting all or some of a subject's data,

reinterpreting the data, or applying one of the many correction procedures available

That it can't be taken lightly is stressed in Donchin et al.'s (1977) guidelines for

publication of ERP investigations, where it is stated that "the measures taken to de
with this problem [ocular artifacts] should be considered in any published report"
(Donchin, Callaway, Cooper, Desmedt, Goff, Hillyard & Sutton, 1977, p.5).

1.2 How is the eve-movement voltage generated?
A number of studies have attempted to ascertain how and where the eye-movement
voltages are generated, but at present there is no consensus on the matter. Of
particular relevance to the present discussion is whether blinks and saccades are
generated similarly, and corresponding to this whether they affect the EEG in a

similar fashion. Some researchers simplify matters by assuming that there is only on

generator, or that our treatment of the EEG data will be reasonable if we assume thi
and correct ocular artifact accordingly (e.g. Lutzenberger & Elbert, 1989). Others
believe the possible complexity of the voltage generator sites to be an important
factor in the treatment of ocular artifact, and employ more complex means of
correction to account for this (e.g. Gratton, Coles & Donchin, 1983; Lins, Picton,
Berg & Scherg, 1993). Primarily, three mechanisms have been proposed:
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1.2.1 Cornea-retinal dipole m o v e m e n t
Each eye forms an electric dipole because the cornea is positive (+ 70 fiV) and the
retina negatively charged (- 30 |jV; Elbert, Lutzenberger, Rockstroh & Birbaumer,
1985). When this dipole moves (i.e. the subject moves her eyes), the electric field
around the eyes changes, which in turn affects the electric fields over the scalp

generated by neural potentials. A corollary of this view is that the electric dipol
centered approximately midway between cornea and retina, at about the level of the
orbit. This tends to be the standard view (e.g. Brunia, Mocks & van den BergLenssen, 1989; Gratton, 1998).

1.2.2 Retinal dipole movement
This is similar to the above view, differing only in that the ocular dipole is due

potential difference across the retina, rather than between the retina and cornea, w

the anterior side positive relative to the posterior side of the retina. The same eye

movements are thought to be responsible for ocular artifact, but the dipole is cent

about the retina, with the cornea having little effect. This distinction is importan
because this view places the source of eye-movements more posterior than the source
of blinks, which might complicate efforts to account for them in the EEG. Source

localization studies have provided the strongest support for this view (see Berg 19
Berg & Scherg, 1991; Lins et al., 1993).

1.2.3 Eyelid movement
It has been established that the voltage around the eyes is affected by the movement

of the eyelids over the eyeball, even when there is no rotation of the eyeball (Matsu

Peters & Reilly, 1975). It is thought that the eyelid acts as a sliding potential-so
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distorting the ocular dipole due to the eyelids' conductance properties, and that this
type of ocular activity (blinking) affects the EEG differently to the eye-movements
described above (Gratton et al., 1983). It has been argued that the source of such
blinking artifact is anterior to the source of other types of eye-movement artifact

(Berg, 1989), although in practice these artifact types generally occur together and a
difficult to separate.

1.3 Typical patterning of ocular voltages across the scalp
To describe the movement of eye-movement voltages from the eyes to scalp sites, I
shall hereafter use the term 'propagation'. The degree of ocular potential propagation
across the scalp is dependent on a number of factors, such as the filter properties of
the subject's skull, scalp and neuronal tissues. However, as an approximation, the

voltage at a scalp site tends to be inversely related to the square of the distance fro
the eyes, with the effect of the ocular artifact decreasing rapidly towards posterior
locations (Rockstroh, Elbert, Birbaumer & Lutzenberger, 1982). For example, it is
generally found that about 0.20 of a vertical eye-movement voltage reaches Fz, with

the amount decreasing posteriorly to about 0.05 at occipital sites, and with little ef
of laterality (Figure 1.2).

Horizontal eye-movement voltages decrease in a similar fashion posteriorly, but they
also vary laterally. When measured as the difference between voltages at the outer

canthi of the left and right eyes (see Section 1.4), this difference-voltage propagat
is positive on the left, and becomes more negative as we move to the right-hand side
of the scalp (Figure 1.2).
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VEOG

Fi£ure 1.2

HEOG

Distributions of ocular potentials across the scalp are shown. The

head on the left displays the patterning of voltages due to vertical eyemovements, and the head on the right displays the patterning of voltages due to
horizontal eye-movement. Red areas represent the highest degree of ocular
potential, with the magnitude of the potential decreasing to dark blue areas.

There often appears to be no effect of horizontal eye-movement on central sites,
suggesting that these voltages cancel each other out and do not affect the EEG
centrally. However, contrary results have been reported, and there is no consensus on
the matter at present One possibility is that observations of horizontal eye-movement
artifact centrally may be due to errors in propagation estimation, rather than
differences in propagation per se. This is suggested because different propagation
estimation methods applied to the same data set have produced different estimates of
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horizontal eye-movement contamination, (compare the different researchers'
estimates at the Tilburg symposium; Brunia, Mocks & van den Berg-Lenssen, 1989).

Thus the differences may be in the methodologies rather than the bio-electrodynamic
of the different subjects.

E6

Figure 1.3

The electrode placement scheme used at the Tilburg symposium

is drawn (Brunia et aL, 1989). Vertical eye movement is typically measured as
the difference between El and E3, horizontal eye-movement as the difference
between E5 and E6, and radial eye-movement as the mean of El, E2, E3 and E4.
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1.4 H o w do we measure eve-movements?

The electrooculogram (EOG), from a series of electrodes close to the eyes recordin
voltage changes, is the most widely used measurement tool for dealing with eyemovement artifact in the EEG. Other methods have been employed (such as retinal

reflection and video cameras), but these are only appropriate for the rejection of

eye-movements, and as argued in Section 1.5.3, this rejection method is an inadeq
means of dealing with ocular artifact.

It is thought that the various components of eye-movement artifact can be recorde

with three orthogonal EOG derivations, vertical, horizontal and radial EOG (Elbert
al., 1985). For vertical eye-movements we use the vertical EOG (VEOG), the

difference between voltages recorded above and below the eye or eyes (e.g. El - E

in Figure 1.3). This subtraction process reduces the neural potentials in the EOG

an amount of the neural potential reaching El will also reach E3, and thus will b
subtracted out of the VEOG (The problems that may be caused by neural potentials
contaminating the EOG will be dealt with later).

Horizontal eye-movements are measured with the horizontal EOG (HEOG), typically

the difference between the voltages at the left and right outer canthi of the eye

E5 - E6 in Figure 1.3). The radial component is measured by subtracting the avera

voltage at the eyes from the ear electrodes (e.g. [(El+E2+E3+E4)/4]-ear reference;
Figure 1.3). However, many variations and combinations of these derivations are
currently used, with no consensus as to the optimum configuration.
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1.5 Methods for accounting for ocular artifacts
1.5.1 Recording with eyes closed
One way of dealing with ocular artifact is to have subjects close their eyes during

recording session. The rationale for this approach is that the closed lid will reduc
high frequency eye-movement, as well as visual fatigue, sufficiently for adequate
recording.

However this method has serious difficulties in that subjects not only continue to
engage in slow frequency eye movement (due to the lack of visual reference), but

they also engage in blink-like eye-movements while their eyes are closed (Hillyard &

Galambos, 1970). Further, this procedure limits the task type as the subject is unabl

to see anything, it alters the EEG spectra (e.g. it increases alpha activity because
reduced visual input), and empirically it has been shown to be inadequate for
accounting for ocular artifact, relative to the EOG correction procedures discussed
later (O'Toole & Iacono, 1987).

1.5.2 Experimental Control
Having subjects fixate on a point generally reduces the amount of low frequency
ocular artifact in the EEG (Hillyard and Galambos, 1970), as does designing
experiments that do not require eye-movements or result in too much visual fatigue.
This experimental control is usually coupled with the EOG rejection technique
described in the next section, and together they form the most widely used strategy
for accounting for ocular artifact in the EEG.
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However, experimental control is not appropriate for a number of reasons. It imposes

secondary demands on the subject as they have the 'extra task' of focussing on the
fixation point, and this has been shown to affect the Nl and P3 ERP components

(Verleger, 1991), and also the CNV complex (Weerts & Lang, 1973). Significant eye-

movement due to the subjects' inability or reluctance to follow the instructions m

remain, especially with certain populations (e.g. children with Attention Deficit/

Hyperactivity Disorder, schizophrenic patients). If large enough these residual eye
movement voltages can be removed with EOG rejection, but the small eyemovements that remain with this approach can cause difficulties even at occipital
sites (Rowland, 1968), and again have been shown to distort the CNV complex
(Wasman, Morehead, Lee & Rowland, 1970).

Experimental control also restricts the type of task that can be employed, as thos

involving eye-movements are inappropriate with this method. For example, the early

latency ERPs that correspond with the startle blink have proven difficult to measu

for this reason (Putnam & Roth, 1990), as have neural potentials underlying saccade
Further, although blinks may be reduced with this method, many will remain
(Hillyard, 1974), thus making EOG rejection a necessary accompaniment to this
method.

1.5.3 EOG Rejection
Rejection procedures omit trials with large eye-movements from analysis, and are

typically used in conjunction with experimental control. Artifact trials are defin

trials with VEOG greater than a preset criterion, and removed from further analysi
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For example, a criterion of 50 u V m a y be set, with any trial containing a V E O G
deflection greater than 50 U.V (relative to baseline) eliminated.

The problems with this approach are numerous. Firstly, it does not reject trials with
small VEOG, and these can affect results (e.g. Rowland, 1968). This cannot be

avoided, since if the rejection criterion is set low enough to remove most of the eye
movement artifact from the EEG, there will be very few usable trials remaining, and
further, having such a low criterion would likely cause trials to be rejected on the
basis of prefrontal EEG picked up by the VEOG. Consequently it is generally used in
conjunction with experimental control procedures.

Secondly, this method would omit possibly useful information. For example, because
of the close link between eye-movements and cognition (Anthony, 1985), we may be
rejecting data relevant to our study. This is particularly important when we compare
populations who may exhibit differing types or levels of eye-movement, as our
differential removal of data may create a bias (for example, comparing schizophrenic
patients to controls). Correspondingly, should an ERP signature of a subject's
condition be temporally linked to large eye-movements, we could not identify it with
this technique.

Thirdly, the amount of data loss when using this method is not only costly in terms o
time required for testing (a factor that may create more bias by affecting different

populations differently), but it can also make certain tasks impossible. For example,
the early latency ERP components of the startle response have been very difficult to
analyze because by definition they are temporally related to blinks (Putnam & Roth,
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1990). Further, the amount of data loss using this method can be prohibitory. For
example, Small (1968) found data loss for autistic children to be nearly 100%.

Empirical studies assessing the merit of this method have tended to find it inadeq
and inferior compared to the correction methods that follow (O'Toole & Iacono,

1987, and Verleger, Gasser & Mocks, 1982). Therefore it is concluded that rejection
is not a suitable means of dealing with ocular artifact.

One study has found contrary results (Somsen & van Beek, 1998), but this is likely
be misleading as they used a poor correction procedure. That is, they estimated
correction coefficients from each epoch, and thus utilized low power EOG. As has
been argued before (Verleger et al., 1982; Woestenburg, Verbaten & Slangen, 1983),

and as will be demonstrated later (Chapters 3 and 4), such a procedure will produce
poor correction.

1.5.4 EOG Correction

Instead of removing the data affected by eye-movements from the analysis, correcti
procedures attempt to remove the effect of the eye-movement from the EEG. For
example, it may be estimated that 0.20 of the VEOG channel is contaminating an

EEG electrode, and so at every time point, the researcher subtracts 0.20 of the VEO
voltage from the corresponding EEG voltage.

When we 'correct' a portion of EOG from the EEG, we need to calculate different

correction coefficients (Bs) for different sites, because the distance between ocul

dipole and EEG site affects the magnitude of ocular potential in the EEG (see Secti
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1.3). Similarly, because the conductivity of the m e d i u m between ocular dipole and
EEG site varies between subjects (Nunez, 1981), B needs to be calculated separately
for each subject (see Section 11.1 for alternative views on this point). Further,

because each EOG derivation only detects a portion of the ocular voltage that affects
an EEG electrode (the portion perpendicular to it), correction coefficients need to
calculated for each of the derivations.

1.5.4.1 Early analogue techniques
The main problem with the early analogue correction procedures is that they were not
sensitive enough to obtain accurate estimates of the ocular effect. An example is
Girton and Kamiya's (1973) online correction procedure. Their method involved
attaching a voltage attenuator between the EOG and EEG sites, and while the subject
made extreme eye-movements, adjusting it until the eye-movement voltages were no
longer apparent in the EEG channels. There were only ten possible attenuation
factors, with the optimal setting coming from the one that visually yielded "minimal
eye-movement artifacts in the corrected EEG trace" (p.213).

This analogue technique avoided many of the problems discussed in Sections 1.5.1,
1.5.2 and 1.5.3, but it was too crude to account for small EOG artifact. It is not

surprising that subsequent frequency analysis found that although it seemed to corre
well visually, EOG did remain in the corrected EEG (Whitton, Lue & Moldovsky,
1978), and that Jervis, Nichols, Allen, Hudson and Johnson (1985) found such

procedures inferior to the mathematically based ones that follow. Thus I will not de
further with these.
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1.5.4.2 Advanced Regression Techniques
A major improvement on the analogue techniques was the use of the 'least squares'
regression function introduced by Quilter, McGillivray and Wadbrook (1977). This

regression function calculates B, the fraction of one variable that is explained by

another, and in terms of EOG correction, an estimate of the fraction of EOG that is

present in a particular EEG channel. Formally this is given by Equation 1.1, where

represents the EOG and Yj the EEG voltage at time i. A separate B is calculated for
each subject and electrode site. The equivalent formula of Equation 1.2 is perhaps
more intuitive. Here we have r^, the correlation between the EOG and EEG channels,
and it has been scaled by the standard deviations of the two channels to yield the
same result.

B = Z(Xj- X )(Yi- Y ) / Z(Xi- X f Eqn. 1.1
B = rxy * sdy lsdx Eqn. 1.2

This is referred to as the time domain approach (TDA) because it compares voltages
from EOG and EEG channels at each time point. Correction then takes place

according to Equation 1.3, where estTEEGi is the estimated true neural potential a
MEEGj the measured EEG at time / at a particular scalp site, B is the propagation
coefficient described in Equations 1.1 and 1.2, and C is the y-intercept of the
regression equation. The use of C is to remove the EOG baseline from the EEG, and

its calculation is described in Equation 1.4, where X and Y are as defined in Equa

1.1. Because it will remove a constant value from the EEG, it is not necessary if t
EEG's baseline is to be subtracted, as is the case in most ERP studies.
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estTEEGi = MEEGj - (B*EOGj) - C

Eqn. 1.3

C=Y-(X*B) Eqn. 1.4

The obvious extension of this procedure is to use two EOG channels (generally
VEOG and HEOG), but it can be extended for any number of EOG channels. The

principle is the same, the formulae a little more complex. B is calculated for each
EOG channel using Equation 1.5, where Byx.z is the propagation value from EOG
channel X to EEG channel Y, after taking into account the influence of EOG channel
Z, sd is standard deviation and r the Pearson product-moment coefficient. B is
calculated separately for each EOG channel. We then correct with Equation 1.6,

differing from Equation 1.3 only in that it subtracts a portion of each EOG channel

#yx.z = sdy / sdx * (ryx - Tyz*^ / 1 - r2xz) Eqn. 1.5
TEEGj = MEEGi - (Byxz* EOGxi) - (Byzx* EOGzi) - C Eqn. 1.6

1.6 The problem with EOG correction
Although EOG correction techniques avoid the problems associated with the
rejection, control and eyes-closed methods discussed above, they have not been

universally accepted. The main reason for this is that there is no obvious validati
criterion with which to compare the many different EOG correction techniques, and

so the researcher is left in a quandary with regards to which (if any) procedure is
appropriate for correcting ocular artifact.

This difficulty arises because a measure of EEG uncontaminated by eye-movement is

required to compare with the outcome of our correction procedures, but this is what
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the correction methods are attempting to obtain, and thus validation can be viciously
circular. As the different correction techniques are often based on vastly different
assumptions, without adequate validation, it is difficult for researchers to have
confidence in the data manipulation that EOG correction entails. As examples of the
problems involved in validation, I shall comment briefly on two groups' validity
criteria.

Verleger, Gasser and Mocks (1982) proposed a reduction in data loss, a low

EOG/corrected EEG correlation, and face validity as criteria for good correction. The
first condition should be, and generally is met, but it is not sufficient by itself.
second is based on the assumption that there is no correlation between true EEG and
EOG. However this is not the case, as was shown by the early work of Hillyard and
Galambos (1970) on separating the eye-movement from the CNV. As the degree of
EOG/EEG correlation will vary between groups and tasks, this validation criterion is
only appropriate as a rough guide. By 'face validity', Verleger et al. (1982) were
referring to the appearance to the experimenter that the EOG artifact had been
removed. This may be a good criterion as it utilizes the experience of the
experimenter, but this is also problematic as it lacks any clear definition.

Gratton et al. (1983) proposed that uncontaminated ERPs should be similar to

corrected ERPs, and that individual trials should be more similar to the average when
correction is good. Because uncontaminated trials cannot be obtained, they used
ERPs composed of trials that did not contain EOG above a certain criterion. This
means that the test of validity is whether corrected ERPs resemble ERPs
contaminated by only small eye-movements, allowing a reasonable but again not
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refined measure of validation. Their second criterion is a measure relative to the E R P
which would be appropriate only if eye-movements did not correspond temporally
with ERPs. However, as eye-movements do correspond temporally with ERPs (e.g.
Hillyard & Galambos, 1970; Low et al., 1966), this validation criterion is only
appropriate as a rough guide.

Highlighting this problem of validation, not one of the participants at the Tilburg
symposium on EOG correction found a particular method preferable (Brunia, Mocks
& van den Berg-Lenssen, 1989). One discussant even cautioned that "the question is
not even which model is best, but which model is adequate" (Roth, p.49).

In light of the arguments given above against the use of the rejection, control and

eyes-closed methods, I do not believe that Roth's scepticism is warranted. However i

does demonstrate the sentiment that has led many to continue to use these techniques.
With this sentiment, a secondary problem is created in that there is a discrepancy
between those that correct and those that do not; they are essentially performing
different experiments and making comparison very difficult.

For example, if the rejection and control methods are used in an ERP selective
attention task, then the Nl and P3 components will be reduced due to the secondary

task of fixating and not blinking (Verleger, 1991), and it will generally include ocu
artifact related to the task that is under about 50 ^tV. Conversely, the researcher
uses EOG correction will not have these problems, but in their place they will have
any artifact introduced by inadequacies in the EOG correction technique. Therefore,
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the two techniques for removing E O G artifact will introduce different sources of error
into their calculations, which will make comparison of the results difficult.

Because of these difficulties, a more thorough understanding of EOG correction is
required. The researcher needs to know if all of the correction methods are equally
valid, and if not which ones should be used and which ones should be avoided. In
order to decide on these matters, this thesis shall begin by analyzing the rationales
behind the various EOG correction approaches, and determining if there are any
solutions to the present differences between the methods.
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Chapter 2: Towards a unified E O G correction theory2
Although there are a number of minor discrepancies between EOG correction

methods, the main areas of conflict are to do with whether we need to treat different
frequencies and/or types of eye-movement (e.g. blinks and saccades) separately. For
example, some researchers separate the EOG into a number of frequency bands, and

correct each band using a different correction coefficient (Woestenburg et al., 1983
van Driel, Woestenburg & van Blokland-Vogelesang, 1989; Gasser, Sroka & Mocks,
1985; Mocks, Gasser & Sroka, 1989). Others group the different EOG frequencies
together, but correct blinks and non-blink eye movement separately (Gratton, 1998).
The latter, being employed on the commercial software package 'Neuroscan', is
perhaps the most widely used correction method today. Still others group all
frequencies, blinks and non-blinks together, and correct using the same correction
coefficients.

Studies have attempted to ascertain the comparative validity of these methods, but as
is described in Section 1.6, due to the inherent difficulties in validating EOG
correction procedures, to date their results have been inconclusive.

It is important to know whether eye movement types and/or frequencies need to be

corrected separately in order for EOG correction to be a valid method of dealing wit
ocular artifact. This is because if different eye-movement types or frequencies
propagate similarly and we apply different Bs, then at best only one of the Bs will

This chapter forms part of Croft and Barry (1998a), not cited.
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accurate and the 'correction' procedure will introduce ocular artifact into the E E G . If
they propagate differently and w e correct with only one B, then that B will be
inappropriate for at least one eye-movement type or frequency, and again the
'correction' will introduce ocular artifact into the E E G . This is demonstrated in
Figure 2.1, where a saccade and a blink artifact are corrected from simulated Fz data,
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Figure 2.1

time
Simulated Fz data is shown ( M E E G ) that has been contaminated

by blink (green) and saccade (blue) voltages. Corrected data ( C E E G ) is also
shown, and true E E G is the y = 0 line. The example assumes that the two artifact
types propagate differently, and the correction is obtained by applying the
correction coefficient for the blink portion of the epoch to the whole epoch. The
main blink artifact can be seen to be removed from Fz at A, but an undercorrection can be seen at B, due to the use of an inappropriate coefficient for the
saccade artifact.
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where the simulation assumes that the two artifact types propagate at different rates.

Here the correction coefficient from the saccade part of the epoch is used to correct

both artifact types, the result being a good correction of the saccade portion but a p

correction of the blink portion of the epoch. As discussed above, to date research has
failed to show whether it is best to treat eye movement types and/or frequencies
separately when correcting EOG artifact from the EEG. I shall thus discuss in more
detail the rationale behind the various approaches, before describing a possible
resolution to the disparate views.

2.1 The frequency domain approach (FDA)
The frequency domain approach is similar to the time domain approach (1.5.4.2)

except that it calculates Bs separately for the different frequencies of eye-movement.

It should be noted that correction coefficients are termed 'transfer functions' in the
frequency domain literature. However, as they do not differ from Bs in a way relevant
to this thesis, I shall refer to them as 'Bs' to simplify matters.

The basic procedure for the frequency domain approach is to group the time series
EEG data into frequency ranges (using fast Fourier transformation), and to calculate
separate correction coefficients for each frequency range. These frequency ranges are

corrected separately using their respective Bs, and if necessary transformed back into
the time domain for subsequent analysis. The mathematics for the calculation of
frequency domain Bs is unnecessarily complicated for the present discussion and will
not be dealt with here (for an example of the formulae involved see Woestenburg et
al., 1983).
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2.1.1 Arguments for treating different frequencies differently
It has been argued that the tissues between cortex and scalp attenuate different
frequencies of electrical activity differently (De Lucchi, Garontte & Aird, 1962;
Pfurtscheller & Cooper, 1975). It is thus thought that if eye-movement voltages
propagate through neural matter on the way to EEG electrodes, then different eyemovement frequencies are likely to be attenuated differently (Whitton et al., 1978).
Correspondingly, the frequency domain approach is used by a number of researchers

because it takes into account this differential attenuation. Specific frequency bands
that correspond to the differing propagation rates have not been discerned, and so

frequencies are grouped according to either statistical criteria or the experimenter
intuition.

The frequency domain approach has also been argued for on the grounds that there is
a phase shift as eye-movement voltages propagate to EEG electrodes. This may
manifest itself in two ways. Firstly, due to the time that it takes the eye-movement
voltage to reach a site, there may be a temporal discrepancy between the artifact in
the EOG and EEG recordings, and thus Bs calculated in the time domain may be
inaccurate. Secondly, if different frequencies propagate differently, the EOG waveforms may be distorted at the EEG sites, which would again make B estimates
inaccurate (Woestenburg et al., 1983).

Corresponding to these arguments, exponents of the frequency domain approach have

found Bs to be different for different frequency ranges (Woestenburg et al., 1983; va
Driel et al., 1989; Gasser et al., 1985; Gasser et al., 1986; Mocks et al., 1989).
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2.1.2 Evaluation of these arguments
Whitton et al.'s (1978) argument on biophysical grounds that different frequencies
should propagate differently, is not sound enough to treat as an a priori reason for
using the frequency domain approach. For example, others argue that although there

is differential filtering of frequencies, within the frequency range relevant to eye
movement, filter properties are relatively constant (Nunez, 1981). Therefore, unless
more convincing argument is put forward, the 'biophysical grounds' argument should
be treated as an hypothesis only.

Regarding the findings of different Bs for different frequencies of eye-movement, as
is shown in Figure 2.2, this is true for a specific range of frequencies only. The
frequencies of eye-movement where most eye-movement occurs (< 5 Hz) tend to give

the same Bs as in the time domain (Berg, 1989). It is only above this frequency range

that the Bs of the methods differ. In the higher frequency range the amount of ocular

artifact in the EEG is very small, and so it is likely that there is significant for
propagation of neural potentials onto the EOG here, and thus the B estimates are
unlikely to be accurate (Berg, 1989).

Described another way, the frequency domain approach has found B not to be
dependent on frequency within the low frequency (high power) EOG band. Further,
high power EOG is more likely to produce accurate correction coefficients than low
power EOG (Verleger et al., 1982; Woestenburg et al., 1983). This means that the B

estimates most likely to be accurate are the same for different frequencies (the high
power EOG range < 5 Hz). This suggests that the B variation in the higher frequency
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A n example of correction coefficients for frequency and time

domain methods is shown for Fz, based on the results published by Mocks et al.
(1989). It can be seen that coefficients are very similar for the two methods
below about 5 Hz, diverging as the frequency increases to the 10-15 Hz range,
and reducing to zero at frequencies above 25 Hz.

bands may be due to inaccuracies in the estimates that are caused by the lower EOG
power.

However, although low power E O G is less likely to produce accurate B s than high
power EOG, whether this difference plays a significant role in B estimation has not
been established. For instance, it may be the case that even the low power EOG (> 5

Hz) is large enough to calculate accurate coefficients from. Most researchers appear
to hold this view, because although they argue that EOG magnitude is important in B
estimation, their methods only account for it in a cursory and unargued manner,
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suggesting that it is not viewed as an important factor (e.g. Woestenburg et al., 1983;
Gasser, et al., 1985; 1986).

Therefore, the findings of different Bs in different frequency ranges is not strong
support for the frequency dependence of Bs, as it requires the assumption that EOG
magnitude does not play a significant role in B estimation, and this has not been
established.

Regarding phase differences between ocular artifact in the EOG and EEG, there is
little evidence of it in the literature. Jenkins and Watts reported a 16 degree phase

distortion (cited in Woestenburg et al., 1983), but as many others have failed to find

any such phase distortion, this is not a reliable phenomenon (e.g. Gasser et al., 198
1986; van den Berg-Lenssen, Brunia & Blom, 1989; Kenemans et al., 1991) and there
is no problem to be remedied here. Phase differences are therefore not a good reason
to adopt the frequency domain approach.

It is difficult to provide a definitive test of the frequency approach because of the

difficulty in validating correction techniques described above (Section 1.6). However
we can talk in terms of the correction outcomes, and these have tended to show no
difference between the frequency and time domain approaches. For example
Kenemans et al. (1991) and van den Berg-Lenssen, van Gisbergen and Jervis (1994)
reported equivalent results for the two methods, and there was no clear advantage of
either method at the Tilburg symposium on EOG correction (Brunia et al., 1989).
That is, empirical comparisons of the methods have failed to find any reason to

support the thesis that ocular artifacts propagate differently for different frequenc
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T o conclude, the only evidence for frequency dependent propagation is that different
Bs have been calculated for different frequency ranges. As this evidence assumes that
EOG magnitude does not affect B calculation significantly in the EOG frequency
ranges where differences have been found, we need to establish if EOG magnitude
does affect propagation estimates in these ranges in order to determine whether
propagation is frequency dependent.

2.2 The calculation of separate Bs for blinks and other types of eyemovement voltage
It has been argued by many researchers that blinks and eye-movements due to eyeball
rotation propagate at different rates, with a smaller percentage of the blink voltage
reaching the EEG than other types of eye-movement (Gratton et al., 1983; Berg,
1989). To deal with this distinction researchers typically separate blinks from nonblinks, calculate Bs from the artifact types separately, and correct separately. There
are different means of doing this.

Some researchers identify blinks using pattern recognition algorithms. For example,
Gratton et al. (1983) employed the criterion whereby a data point was classified as a
blink if the EOG voltage over a 20 ms period changed by more than a preset value.
As this essentially classifies all large fast eye-movements as blinks, large fast

rotations of the eyeball will also be classified as blinks, and so a visual inspection

the data is also employed to ensure that this does not happen. Once classified, the dat
types were corrected separately.
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The difficulty with such a procedure is that the definition of a blink is arbitrary; w e
have no meaningful way of separating them from non-blinks. Intuitively, we might
expect a blink to be where the eyelids close, but standard eye-movement correction
procedures are unable to establish when this occurs. Further, if we employed a means
of obtaining this information, we would still have the problem of determining the
amount of eyelid movement required to be classified as a blink. Some researchers, for
instance, correct the whole epoch containing a suspected blink as a blink (e.g.
Semlitsch, Anderer, Schuster & Presslich, 1986), while others only use the data
points defined by the pattern recognition algorithm as blinks (e.g. Gratton et al.,
1983), with the two procedures affecting the data differently (see Figure 2.1).

Noting that blinks and non-blinks are generally of different frequencies, some
researchers account for the blink/non-blink distinction by calculating Bs separately,
and correcting separately, for different frequency ranges (see Section 2.1). Although

this appears to overcome the difficulties in classifying blinks, blinks are composed of
a number of frequencies and thus an arbitrary criterion must again be imposed in
order to separate these artifacts. Another method is based on the assumption that the
discrepancy between blink and non-blink Bs is merely an artifact caused by there
being too few EOG channels (Mocks, Gasser & Sroka, 1989). To solve this problem
Fortgens and De Bruin (1983), for instance, used four EOG channels, believing that
both artifact types could be corrected together.

Another variation is that of Gratton et al. (1983), which first corrects the time point
defined by a pattern recognition algorithm as blinks, and then groups all of the data

together (including the corrected blink data points) and calculates Bs from this set to
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correct the data. A major discrepancy between this and other methods is that the first
step of the correction will minimize EOG power in the EEG, which will complicate
the calculation of correction coefficients for the remaining data (see Chapter 3).

So there are a number of different procedures that attempt to correct blinks and nonblinks differently, and as these procedures will produce different results, it is

important to determine which of these (if any) will produce valid correction. In order
to do this, the more fundamental question of whether blinks and saccades do
propagate differently will be considered.

2.2.1 Arguments for the distinction
Most EOG correction researchers cite Overton and Shagass (1969) and Corby and
Kopell (1972) as evidence for blink/non-blink propagation differences. Overton and
Shagass (1969) reported two results. The first was that they observed different
voltage distributions over the scalp for eye-movements and blinks. The second was
that the relative voltages picked up by the EOG electrodes differed for different eye
movement types. That is, eye-movements caused equal and opposite voltage changes
above and below the eyes, whereas blinks predominately affected the electrode above

the eye, leaving the electrode under the eye relatively unaffected. Thus it was thoug
that blinks and eye-movements were qualitatively distinct and should be treated
differently. Compatible with this view, source localization research has argued that

the generator sources are different for blinks and non-blinks (Berg, 1989; Lins et al.
1993; Berg & Scherg, 1994).
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Following on from this, Corby and Kopell (1972) tested whether this difference
would result in different rates of propagation for blinks and non-blinks. They found
that it did, with blinks producing smaller Bs than non-blinks. A number of later
researchers found a similar pattern of results (e.g. Gratton et al., 1983; Hillyard,
1974).

2.2.2 Evaluation of these arguments
Overton and Shagass (1969) only published their study as an abstract and so it is
difficult to comment authoritatively on it. However, what they did report was only

that the blinks and non-blinks produced different patterns of voltages over the scalp
and we know different voltage patterns over the scalp may be caused by a number of
factors. For example, the amount of EOG detected over the scalp will be affected by
the magnitude of the EOG relative to the background EEG (Verleger et al., 1982;
Woestenburg et al., 1983). Therefore larger eye-movements may be seen over the
scalp where smaller ones may be masked by the background EEG. So without more
detailed information regarding this study, we are unable to conclude that blinks and
eye-movements have different propagation rates.

Overton and Shagass (1969) also reported that eye-movements produced equal and
opposite voltages above and below the eye, whilst blinks primarily affected the
electrode above the eye. This is consistent with the findings of source localization
techniques, that claim to have isolated distinct generators for blink and non-blink
artifacts (Berg & Scherg, 1991; 1994), and that correspondingly argue that the two

artifacts need to be corrected separately (Berg, 1989). I will not address the accurac
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of these source localization results here, but it should be noted that if correct, it does
not follow that Bs need to be calculated separately.

The reason for this is that what is needed in the time domain approach is an estimate

of ocular activity (via the EOG), and an estimate of the propagation (B). If the rate o
propagation from EOG to EEG is constant for blinks and non-blinks, then irrespective
of small differences in origin, if we have B and a record of the ocular activity (EOG)
then ocular artifacts can be corrected. What generator differences do make more

difficult is the calculation of B, because this will be differentially affected by for

propagation if one artifact source is closer to the EEG electrode than the other. This,
however, is a different problem and will be discussed later.

Corby and Kopell's (1972) findings are difficult to interpret because of their analogu
method of measurement. Although they reported smaller Bs for blinks than nonblinks, consideration of their examples of subjects JRN and AMC (p.642) suggests

that their subjective measurement technique may be responsible for their results. That

is, depending on how the peak and base are defined, different propagation coefficients
may be calculated, ranging from those reported, to coefficients that do not differ
between blinks and non-blinks.

The differences that have been found using the more advanced least squares
regression procedure (see 1.5.4.2) are more compelling (e.g. Gratton et al., 1983).
These do not have the ambiguity of Corby and Kopell's results in regard to the B
estimates, but their results assume that there is no significant effect of EOG
magnitude on B calculation. For instance, Gratton et al. (1983) calculated Bs from
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blinks (high power E O G ) and compared them to B s calculated from the data
remaining after the removal of the blinks (most likely low power EOG). Therefore, as
with the frequency dependence results above, these should only be conditionally
viewed as accurate (conditional on EOG magnitude not affecting propagation
estimates significantly).

Other research has found no difference between blink and non-blink propagation. For
example, Girton and Kamiya (1973) failed to find differences using their analogue
correction technique, and similar results were found at the Tilburg symposium
(Brunia et al., 1989). Further, Gasser et al. (1986), and Van den Berg-Lenssen et al.
(1989) found that applying the correction coefficients calculated from blinks to nonblinks produced good correction, but not vice versa, suggesting that matters are far
from clear regarding the blink/non-blink distinction.

To conclude, the only studies that offer support for the blink/non-blink distinction a
based on the assumption that EOG magnitude does not significantly affect B

calculation, whereas other studies addressing this issue have found no difference. The
variable results suggest that there are some conditions that will lead to differences
propagation estimates. These conditions need to be identified in order to determine
the best means of correction.

2.3 Does EOG magnitude significantly affect Bl
The above discussion, of literature relating to whether propagation is different for
different eye-movement types and/or frequencies, suggested that the most compelling
research reporting B differences has been based on the assumption that EOG
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magnitude does not affect B estimates significantly. Certain factors suggest the

possibility that the different Bs calculated from different artifact types (saccade

blinks, different frequencies) are due to the effect of EOG magnitude in the regres
equation. That is, blinks (for example) may produce smaller Bs because they are too

large (relative to the magnitude of the EEG channel voltage) to be markedly affected
by forward propagation of neural potentials or D.C. shift in the EOG and EEG
channels.

This possibility is suggested when we consider the relative effect of neural potent
on the EOG, as the EOG increases in magnitude. For example, when fixating on a
point, the standard deviations of the EEG and EOG channels are approximately the
same, and so a 20% propagation of the EEG voltage to the EOG will cause a
substantial change in the EOG (because the two channels have similar standard
deviations, it will change the EOG by about 20%), and hence produce a substantial
inflation of B. However, if the EOG is much larger than the EEG (say ten times
larger), 20% of the EEG propagated forward will make little difference to the EOG
(contributing only some 2% to the larger EOG), and will thus produce a relatively
small increase in B.

Forward propagation thus has a much greater effect in the regression equation when
EOG is small. Similarly, other forms of interference in the EOG and EEG channels,

such as mains frequency or D.C. shift, will inflate B more at small EOGs than large.
This EOG magnitude effect can be seen in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3

Top: Simulated true E O G ( T E O G ) is shown with simulated

measured E O G ( M E O G - E O G contaminated by forward propagation and D.C.

shift) at EOG/EEG ratios of 1/1 and 20/1. Bottom: Simulated true EEG (TEEG)
and simulated measured EEG (MEEG - EEG contaminated by EOG and D.C.

shift) are shown at EOG/EEG ratios of 1/1 and 20/1. It should be noted that
20/1 ratios have been scaled to allow comparison.
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This can be described formally. Let us refer to the E O G channel as X, and the E E G

channel as Y. The regression equation calculates B, the proportion of the

common to both the EOG and EEG, as the covariance of X and Y divided by t
variance of X...

B = X[(X- X )(Y- Y)] / Z[(X- X )(X- X)]

If we assume that there is no EOG propagation, then B represents the cova

the two channels resulting from sources unrelated to EOG propagation (suc

shift and propagation from the EEG to the EOG). Now if we add a proportio
the EOG to the EEG to represent ocular artifact, then we get...

B = Z{(X-X)[(Y+kX)-(Y+kX)]}/X[(X-X)(X-X)]

If we consider the numerator alone...

numerator = E[(X-X )(Y+ kX) - (X-X)(Y+ kX)]
= 2[(XY + XkX - X Y - XkX) - (XY + XkX - X Y - X*X)]
= Z[(XY + ifcX2-XY- JKX) - (XY + kXX - X Y - kX2)]
= E(XY + jfcX2-XY- feXX - XY - JKX + XY +kX2)
= Z(XY - X Y - XY + X Y) + Z(kX2 - 2 kXX + kX2)
= E(XY-XY-XY +X Y) + A;E(X2-2XX + X2)
= E[(X- X )(Y- Y)] + kL(X2 -2XX + X2)
= Z[(X- X )(Y- Y)] + kZ[(X- X )(X- X)]
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Thus

B = {E[(X-X)(Y-YVJ + *£[(X-X )(X-X)]} /E[(X-X)(X-X)]

= (X[(X-X)(Y-Y)]/E[(X-X)(X-X)]} +
{kX[(X-X)(X-X)] /E[(X-X)(X-X)]}
= {E[(X-X)(Y-Y)]/E[(X-X)(X-X)]} +k

When we multiply X (i.e. the EOG channel) by m...

E[(X-X)(Y-Y)] ==>m *E[(X-X)(Y-Y)]
and E[(X- X )(X- X)] ==> m2 * E[(X- X )(X- X)]

This means that as m gets larger, {E[(X-X)(Y-Y)] / E[(X-X)(X-X)]} gets smaller,
since the denominator gets disproportionately large (m * the denominator larger
the numerator). Now (E[(X-X)(Y-Y)] / E[(X-X)(X-X)]} represents the covariance
of the EOG and EEG channels not due to the propagation of EOG onto EEG, and k
represents the actual propagation from EOG to EEG. Therefore, B is influenced by

preexisting covariance more at small values of X, since as X gets larger, the ef
the covariance is diminished, whilst the contribution from k is unaffected.

Since the above two components add to give us B, preexisting positive covariance
such as mains frequency and forward propagation, will make B larger than k, and
preexisting negative covariance will make B smaller than k.

Differences in reported Bs might thus be explained by the EOG magnitudes involve

Blinks, being of larger magnitude than most other eye-movements, are not as affe
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by interference in the E E G and E O G channels, and thus give more-valid B s than
small eye-movements, whose resultant Bs may be inflated. Similarly, the different Bs
calculated from different frequencies of eye movement may arise from different EOG
magnitudes being associated with different frequencies.

2.4 Conclusions
It has been argued above that it is important to determine whether different types
and/or frequencies of eye-movement artifact propagate to EEG electrodes at different
rates. It has also been shown above that the strongest evidence for the differential
propagation of different eye-movement types and/or frequencies is based on the
assumption that EOG magnitude does not play a significant role in B estimation. The
proof in Section 2.3 has shown that EOG magnitude does play a role in B estimation.
It follows that the evidence supporting differential propagation may be explained by
EOG magnitude not being accounted for in the literature. It is therefore important to
determine how large this 'EOG magnitude effect' is, and whether it is large enough to

explain the reported differences in blink and saccade propagation estimates. Chapter 3
will address these issues.
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C H A P T E R 3: Determining if E O G magnitude affects B
estimates3
3.1 Computer Simulation Data
3.1.1 Introduction
In the last chapter the relationship between E O G magnitude and propagation
estimation was outlined in mathematical terms, and this relationship was proposed as
a possible cause of the observed within-subject differences in propagation estimations
of blink and saccade propagation. However, as the complexity of mathematics can be
both obscure and misleading, the first study of this thesis was designed to consider
this relationship empirically.

To this end, computer simulations were employed so that the rate of EOG to EEG
propagation could be controlled. Because it was argued in Chapter 2 that interference
interacts with E O G magnitude to distort B estimates, these simulations were designed
to assess the effect of E O G magnitude under varying interference levels. Thus in
these simulations, E O G to E E G propagation occurred without other forms of
interference (control), where the E O G was contaminated by either forward
propagation or a D.C. shift, or where the E O G was contaminated by both forward
propagation and a D.C. shift.

These contamination types were applied to different EOG magnitudes (and hence,
because E E G was kept constant, different E O G / E E G ratios), in order to investigate
h o w B is affected by these interferences at different E O G magnitudes. It was

The bulk of this chapter has been published as Croft and Barry (1998a), not cited.
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predicted that the simulated interference would inflate B relative to the control
condition, especially at smaller E O G amplitudes.

3.1.2 Method
3.1.2.1 Simulations
To simulate true E E G (TEEG), a 40 data point series was designed. This series was
created to allow an easy inspection of the various effects, and thus does not show the
characteristic random appearance of E E G (Figure 3.1). T o simulate true E O G
(TEOG), twenty series of 40 data points were randomly generated with the constraint
that they had the same range as the E E G series (see Figure 3.1). E O G series were then

T i m e (arbitrary units)
Figure 3.1 Simulations of EEG, EOG and D.C. interference, are shown for
a 40 data-point epoch.
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multiplied by 1, 2.5, 5, 10, or 20, giving 20 series for each ratio. T o simulate E O G to
EEG propagation with a true B of 0.2, each EOG series was multiplied by 0.2, and
added to TEEG to give 20 series designated as measured EEG (MEEG1) for each
ratio. To simulate forward propagation with the same B value, we multiplied TEEG
by 0.2, and added this to each of the TEOG series, creating 20 measured EOG series
(MEOG1) for each ratio. Figure 2.3 gives an example of the effect of the ratio
change; note that MEOG (ratio = 20:1) has been divided by 20 to make it easier to
compare to MEOG (ratio = 1:1). It can be seen that the EEG causes much greater
distortion to the EOG when the EOG ratio is small (1:1).

A simulated D.C. shift and consequent readjustment was created (coherent
interference; condition CI) (Figure 3.1). This was added to each of the MEEG1 and
TEOG series for each ratio for the CI condition (giving MEEG2 and MEOG2), and to
each of the MEOG1 series for each ratio for the FP+CI condition (giving MEOG3).

We thus had four simulation types, designated control, FP, CI, and FP+CI, each with
100 paired series.

3.1.2.2 Statistical Methods
Least-squares regressions were performed on the 100 series pairs with MEEG1 as the
dependent variable, and TEOG and MEOG1 as the independent variables for the
control and FP conditions respectively. For CI and FP+CI, MEEG2 was the
dependent variable, with MEOG2 and MEOG3 the respective independent variables.
This generated 20 Bs for each ratio for each propagation type. Directional matched
pairs t-tests were then performed on the resultant Bs for each artifact type to

determine whether Bs were larger than in the control condition. Because this invol
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fifteen t-tests, the Bonferroni adjustment was employed, changing a from 0.05 to
0.0033.

To determine whether variations from the true propagation level (0.20) decreased
with increasing EOG magnitude, directional matched pairs t-tests were performed for

each artifact type, comparing the absolute variation from the true propagation of 0.20

for the ratios 1 versus 2.5, 2.5 versus 5, 5 versus 10, and 10 versus 20. Because this
involved sixteen t-tests, the Bonferroni adjustment was again employed, changing a
from 0.05 to 0.0031.

3.1.3 Results
The large variability of the Bs at low ratios, both between and within artifact types,

apparent in Figure 3.2. Here it can be seen that standard error bars for the Bs decrea
and merge as the ratios increase. Mean Bs for each type and ratio are given in Table
3.1.

Forward propagation caused a significant increase in B for all ratios, with forward
propagation Bs significantly larger than the control group at all ratios (t(19)>6.31,
0.0001). Bs from the D.C. shift condition were significantly larger than the control
group at ratios of 1 and 2.5 (t(19)>4.43, p < 0.0001), but not at ratios of 5, 10, or
(t(19)<2.44, p > 0.0125). That is, the D.C. shift caused a significant B increase at
small, but not large ratios. Bs from the combined forward propagation and coherent

interference condition were significantly larger than the control group at ratios of 1

2.5, 5, and 10 (t(19)>5.25, p < 0.0002), but not at 20 (t(19) = 2.01, p = 0.0285). Tha
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is, the combination of artifacts caused a significant increase in B at all but the largest
E O G / E E G ratios.
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Figure 3.2

M e a n Bs and corresponding standard error bars are shown for

each of the simulated data types. Lines join the different ratios of the same data
typ*-
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Matched t-tests demonstrated that differences between measured and true B were

significantly reduced for each type as we moved from ratios of 1 to 2.5, 2.5 to 5
10, and from 10 to 20 (t(19)>4.18, p < 0.0001).

EOG/EEG

Forward

Coherent

Forward Propagation +

Propagation

Interference

Coherent Interference

Control

Ratio
1:1

0.1502

0.2778

0.2416

0.3606

2.5:1

0.1801

0.2011

0.1961

0.2174

5:1

0.1901

0.1960

0.1944

0.1999

10:1

0.1950

0.1965

0.1963

0.1978

20:1

0.1975

0.1979

0.1979

0.1983

Table 3.1

M e a n Bs are given for each of the artifact type simulations, for

each of the EOG/EEG ratios.

The results indicate that at low E O G / E E G ratios, when a D.C. shift is introduced into
the EOG and EEG channels, or EEG forward propagation occurs there, estimates of

EOG propagation are inflated. They also show that as the EOG/EEG ratio increases,
the effect of these artifacts decreases, making propagation estimates more valid
large EOG/EEG ratios.

3.1.4 Discussion

These results indicate that simulated forward propagation and D.C. shifts both in
B at small EOG/EEG ratios. As the EOG/EEG ratio increases, B is less affected by

these forms of interference and it approaches the true propagation value. Thus if
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assumptions m a d e are reasonable (that forward propagation and D.C. shifts do occur
in experimental data at rates similar to those employed above), then the relationship
described mathematically in Chapter 2 is important to EOG correction. As it is
accepted amongst EOG researchers that interference does occur (Gratton, 1998; Berg,
1989; Gasser et al., 1985), it is concluded that EOG magnitude can affect B estimates
appreciably.

This supports the hypothesis that the larger Bs for saccades compared with blinks,

reported in the literature (Corby & Kopell, 1972; Gratton et al., 1983), are due to th
smaller EOG/EEG ratios of the saccade Bs. This process can be seen in Figure 2.3,
where the difference between true and measured EOG is negligible at a ratio of 20:1,
but large at a ratio of 1:1: As the EOG magnitude increases, the effects of such
interference as forward propagation and D.C. shift becomes negligible.

As stated in the methods, simulation data was randomly generated and does not

resemble real data closely. This leaves open the possibility that the frequencies that
were generated, being different to those typically encountered in EOG correction,
may be responsible for the pattern of results. To be prudent, I thus addressed this
concern empirically, by rerunning the study with frequencies of half of the EEG

simulation epochs doubled. The same pattern of results as in the original data set was
found, showing that the frequency of the arbitrarily chosen EEG did not distort these
results, and suggesting that this effect of EOG magnitude is robust to such frequency
variation.
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It m a y be noted that the m e a n control B was m u c h less than that of the true
propagation rate (0.20). Therefore, it might be suggested that the B inflation in the
D.C. shift and forward propagation conditions described above, may be an artifact of
the reduced control Bs, and not a genuine B increase relative to true propagation.
However, a reanalysis of the data revealed that the low control Bs were due to the
negative correlation between the EOG and EEG channels prior to adding a proportion
of EOG to EEG. This preexisting negative correlation would have affected all
contamination types equally and thus not the t-tests used to analyze the data.

That is, the relatively poor B estimation for the control condition at ratios of 1, 2.
and 10, was caused by the original negative correlation of EEG and EOG channels; if
there was no correlation prior to the stimulated propagation being added, the control
Bs would have equalled 0.20 precisely. Therefore it was appropriate to use the control
Bs as referents as they offer an unbiased estimate of B, and will, on average, equal
true propagation.

It is concluded that EOG magnitude is an important factor in the calculation of

correction coefficients, and that it may explain some of the within-subject B variatio
described in Chapter 2.

3.2 Real Data
3.2.1 Introduction
The first part of this Chapter has demonstrated that for simulations, our estimate of
EOG to EEG propagation is affected by EOG magnitude when there is interference in
the EOG and EEG channels. It is possible that there are elements of the simulations
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that are importantly different from real data, and so it is necessary to determine
whether this pattern is present in real data.

The following study was designed to determine this. To make the real data
comparable to that of the simulation experiment, blinks, saccades and data from
visual fixations were used, covering a range of EOG/EEG ratios similar to that of

Section 3.1. Bs were calculated using a Gratton-style procedure (Gratton et al., 1983),
and it was predicted that all eye-movements of at least a certain size would give
similar Bs, irrespective of the type of movement, and that below that point, Bs would
increase as EOG power approached zero.

The variation from the Gratton et al. (1983) procedure was that ERP activity was not

subtracted prior to B estimation, as it was in their procedure. This variation has bee
employed because the innovation has been shown not to improve results (Berg,

1986), and there are aspects of it that make interpretation difficult. For instance, th
removal of ERP activity will decrease the low frequency (high power) ocular activity
in the EOG and EEG channels, and as it is the effect of EOG power that we are
addressing, the innovation will make matters unnecessarily complicated.

3.2.2 Method
3.2.2.1 Subjects
Subjects consisted of 3 female and 2 male undergraduate psychology students. All
subjects were right-handed and ranged in age from 24 to 31 years. Subjects were not
paid for their participation.
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3.2.2.2 Data Acquisition
EEG was recorded from Fz and referenced to linked ears using tin electrodes. The
subject was grounded midway between Fz and Fpz. Bipolar vertical EOG was
derived using tin electrodes above (El) and below (E3) the left eye. Impedances for
all sites were kept below 2.5 kOhm. Gains of 20000 and 10000 were used for the
EEG and EOG channels respectively, with a bandpass of 0.016 to 35 Hz. The two
channels were continuously digitized at 256 Hz.

3.2.2.3 Procedure
Subjects sat in an armchair in a dimly lit room. There was a central fixation cross

computer monitor at eye level, and other crosses 7.5 degrees above and below center.
In the following order, subjects were instructed to:

a. Blink approximately every 4 seconds.
b. Look at the central fixation cross and blink if they felt the need to do so.
c. From the central fixation cross, look up to the top cross and back down to
the central fixation cross, approximately every 4 seconds.
d. From the central fixation cross, look down to the bottom cross and back up
to the central fixation cross, approximately every 4 seconds.

Each task lasted approximately 4 minutes. There was a 2 minute rest period between
tasks.
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3.2.2.4 Data Analysis

Twenty epochs with only a single artifact type were visually selected from each of th

four tasks (hereafter referred to as 'cued', 'spontaneous', 'up', and 'down'). A maxim
initial peak was defined as the first time point above 85 (j,V that was greater in

absolute magnitude than the next time point. Epochs were then extracted starting 500
ms before each peak, and continuing 500 ms after.

For the purposes of the present study, the cued and spontaneous blinks were grouped

as 'blinks', and the up and down saccades were grouped as 'saccades'. This created a

total of forty 1-second epochs per type, per subject. Bs were then calculated for ea
epoch using standard least squares regression techniques, with Fz the dependent and
VEOG the independent variable. This gave a total of forty Bs for each type and for

each subject, each based on 256 data-point pairs. For each subject, baseline Bs were
calculated from twenty artifact-free 1-second "fixation" epochs, occurring prior to
any significant eye-movements.

3.2.3 Results
Figure 3.3 shows the relationship between B and EOG range for fixation, saccade,
and blink epochs, plus the voltage range of the eye-movements in these epochs. As
found in Section 3.1, Bs are highly variable at small EOG ranges, and become more
stable with increasing EOG magnitude (EOG/EEG ratio). Blink and saccade means
did not differ (t(393) = 0.23, p = 0.819).
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Baseline Bs were larger than the B s of the other two types combined (t(593) = 8.62, p
< 0.0001; see means in Table 3.2), indicating that low E O G activity produces larger

Bs.
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Figure 3.3

Bs are shown as a function of E O G range, for each of the eye-

movement types (real data). The fitted line indicates the mean as a function of
E O G range.
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A direct comparison of the simulation results of Section 3.1 and the current results is
provided via Figure 3.4, where the Bs from both experiments are plotted against
EOG/EEG ratio. Power regressions for each data set show similar effects of EOG
magnitude on B estimates. That is, in both data sets, as the ratio of EOG to EEG
decreases, B increases exponentially.

The mean EOG/EEG ratios for blinks, saccades and fixations were 7.40, 5.18, and

1.33 respectively, indicating, by analogy with the experiment reported in Section 3.1
that the only artifact type where B is inflated due to low EOG/EEG ratio is the

fixation. Since fixation Bs were inflated, and since saccade and blink Bs were the
same, the simulations have been shown to be relevantly similar to real data.

Artifact

EOG

EOG-RANGE

Ratio

B

B

Type

RANGE (uV)

MEAN (uV)

EOG/EEG

MEAN

St. Dev.

Fixations

16.75- 82.50

34.78

1.33

0.3244

0.26

Saccades

82.75 - 200.00

139.60

5.18

0.1388

0.06

Blinks

200.25 - 910.00

446.39

7.40

0.1316

0.04

Table 3.2

E O G ranges, EOG-range means, E O G / E E G ratios, and B means

and standard deviations are given for the real data using Gratton-style
regressions.

3.2.4 Discussion

The pattern of inflated Bs at small EOG/EEG ratios, observed in the simulation study,
can be seen in the real data of Figure 3.3, with a direct comparison with the
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Both simulated and real data Bs are plotted against the ratio

EOG/EEG. Power regressions have been overlaid to allow comparison.
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simulation results given in Figure 3.4. This indicates that for real data, corrections
based on small EOGs are susceptible to B inflation, adding validity to the
experimental assumption regarding coherent interference in the simulation study.
Correction based on small EOG is thus problematic, and Bs obtained in this manner
are not only going to be highly variable (Corby & Kopell, 1972), but may also be
inflated.

Since previously reported Bs calculated from saccade data were typically obtained
from epochs without blinks (irrespective of whether large eye-movements occurred in
them), they are likely to have been based on small ranges of EOG activity, and
therefore we would expect inflated Bs. The patterning of Figure 3.3 strongly supports
this view: Eye-movements (7.5 degrees of visual arc) and visual fixations fall on the
same scatter as blinks, but at different EOG ranges. Past research has used the right-

hand side of the X-axis to calculate small Bs for blinks, whereas the left-hand side of
the X-axis has been used to calculate the larger Bs for non-blinks.

It is possible that the patterning of the data is a function of true changes in
propagation, and that small eye-movements propagate more than large. However, the
consistency of the real data with the simulations, where equal propagation occurred
across the simulated EOG magnitudes, suggests a much simpler solution. That is,
propagation is constant and B is artificially inflated at relatively small EOG ranges
because the regression equation fails to estimate accurately when the EEG and EOG
ranges are of a similar magnitude. The lack of any strong reason for assuming
different propagations supports this view (see Chapter 2), but further research is
needed to resolve this matter. Chapter 4 will attempt to resolve any ambiguity with
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regards to this matter by manipulating the level of interference to determine if this
will affect B estimation.
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C H A P T E R 4: Determining whether the relationship
between B and E O G magnitude is real or
artifactual in nature4
It was demonstrated in Chapter 3 that Bs are larger when calculated from small
amplitude E O G data (corresponding to small E O G / E E G ratios), and that as the
amplitude of the E O G increases, B s decrease to what it was argued in Chapter 2 to be
the true propagation level. Further, when calculated from relatively large eyemovements, it was found that blinks and saccades produced similar B estimates.
However, it remained unclear whether changes in B as a function of E O G magnitude
were artifactual, or represented real changes in the rate of propagation of eyemovement related fields.

The current chapter reports on two analyses designed to answer this question. To this
end, interference in the E E G and E O G channels, the hypothesized sources of B
inflation, were manipulated to determine if this affected B. If the relationship between
B and E O G magnitude observed in Chapter 3 is real, then the removal of interference
should not affect this relationship. However, if the hypothesis that the relationship is
artifactual is correct, then removal of the interference should remove the relationship.
Thus the data from Section 3.2 were re-analyzed, controlling for the effect of
preexisting interference in the E O G and E E G channels. It was predicted that for low
power E O G , B s would get smaller as the preexisting interference was removed from
the data.

This chapter was published as the first experiment of Croft and Barry (1998b), not
cited.
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4.1 Controlling for D.C. shifts in the E O G and E E G channels
4.1.1 Introduction
One type of interference in the EOG and EEG channels that can be controlled for is
that due to D.C. shifts in the channels. This interference form is thought to cause
problems because a D.C. shift in the EOG and EEG channels will increase the

correlation between these channels, and thus the B estimates (Gratton, 1998). Further,

as D.C. fluctuations can be large relative to background EEG, the correlation due to

D.C. shift may be the primary determinant of the B estimate. As this inflation is not

due to ocular artifact, the inflated B will not represent EOG propagation and will no
be appropriate for correcting the EEG.

Previous researchers have attempted to remove this form of interference from the B

estimation process. For example Gratton et al. (1983) attempted to remove this effect
by subtracting the mean D.C. level from each 1200 ms epoch of EOG and EEG,

before calculating B from their conjunction. This has the effect of minimizing the lo
frequency component of the EEG, which leaves the frequencies most likely to be
caused by eye-movement for the calculation of B.

To determine whether D.C. shifts cause a significant inflation of B, we shall employ
Gratton et al.'s (1983) rationale and vary the length of the epoch from which the

mean D.C. levels are subtracted. That is, D.C. levels will be subtracted from either
1200 ms epochs (the Gratton-style method, hereafter referred to as GM), or every 78
ms sub-epoch (the alternate method, hereafter referred to as AM). It should be noted

that the Gratton-style method varies from the Gratton et al. (1983) method in that i
does not adjust for forward propagation. That adjustment has been omitted to make
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interpretation easier, since a procedure designed to remove the effect of forward
propagation is not relevant to the current investigation.

Further, the method that Gratton et al. (1983) employed to remove forward
propagation also has the effect of reducing EOG power (Berg, 1989), because it
removes EOG time-locked to the evoking stimulus. As it is the hypothesis that 'EOG
power distorts B estimation' that we are testing, the inclusion of this part of the
Gratton et al. procedure would unnecessarily complicate the interpretation of the

results. Further, this aspect of the correction procedure has been shown not to assis
EOG correction (Berg, 1986).

The present study thus predicted that the alternative method would produce smaller
Bs than the Gratton-style method at small EOG ranges, because it has more D.C. shift
removed (relative to EOG magnitude). Secondly, it predicted that there would be no
difference between the methods at large EOG power, because D.C. shift here is small
relative to EOG power, and so differences between the methods will be less
important.

4.1.2 Method
4.1.2.1 Subjects
The same as in Section 3.2.2.1

4.1.2.2 Data Acquisition
The same as in Section 3.2.2.2.
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4.1.2.3 Procedure
The same as in Section 3.2.2.3

4.1.2.4 Data Manipulation

The twenty events from each artifact type selected in Section 3.2.2.4 were reanalyze
Epochs were extracted from these artifacts starting 1600 ms before each maxima, and
continuing 1600 ms after. Cued and spontaneous blinks were grouped as 'blinks', and
the up and down saccades were grouped as 'saccades'. Each epoch was divided into
78 ms segments (20 data points) and for each channel, the mean of each segment was
subtracted from each data point within that segment. For each subject and artifact
type, temporally corresponding 78 ms adjusted segments were combined.

For example, for each subject, after subtracting the mean, the 20 data points
comprising the first 78 ms segment of each of 20 blinks were combined

(sequentially). This produced a total of 400 data point pairs per regression. Bs were
then calculated for the combined segments, for each artifact type and subject,
producing five Bs per artifact type, for each of the forty segment-pairs. The ranges
EOG/ EEG from each of the segments were also computed.

4.1.2.5 Statistical Analysis

To determine if the variation in artifact type Bs is reduced with the removal of D.C.

shift, t-tests were used for each eye movement range separately (fixation, saccade an
blink epochs). Between subject ANOVAs were performed for each method
separately, to determine if there were differences between the four eye movement
type Bs. As a more general test of the same hypothesis, Levene's test of homogeneity
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of variances was used to determine if B variation was greater in G M than A M . This
was performed for both the eye movement derived Bs (blink and saccade data), and
the sub-eye movement derived Bs (fixation data).

4.1.3 Results
A scatter plot of B versus EOG range for both the Alternate and Gratton-style
methods is given in Figure 4.1. There are no differences between the Bs of the two

methods in the 160.0-728.0 (iV eye blink range (t(226) = 0.48, p = 0.628), nor in th
66.0-159.8 u\V saccade range (t(267) = 1.09, p = 0.279). The GM mean in the sub
eye-movement range is greater than the AM (t(164.25) = 6.26, p < 0.0001, using a ttest for unequal variances). Means are displayed in Table 4.1.

A main effect of artifact type on B was found for GM, F(3,383) = 18.89, p < 0.001,
but not for AM, F(3,597) = 0.255, p < 0.858 (means given in Table 4.1), indicating

that B estimates only differ where there is substantial interference in the channel
Using Levene's test, B variability was found to be greater in the sub-eye-movement
range for GM than AM (F = 135.609, p < 0.001), but not in the eye-movement range

(F = 1.367, p = 0.243), indicating that the increased variability of GM over AM only
occurs when eye-movements are very small.
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Bs are shown as a function of E O G range, for both the Gratton-

style Method and the Alternate Method of analysis.
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B MEANS
ARTIFACT TYPES

Gratton Method

Alternate Method

Fixations

0.324 (0.265)

0.185(0.112)

Saccades

0.139(0.064)

0.148(0.060)

Blinks

0.132(0.043)

0.119(0.060)

Cued Blinks

0.137 (0.043)

0.130(0.048)

Spontaneous Blinks

0.126(0.042)

0.119(0.048)

Looking Down

0.164(0.048)

0.162(0.060)

Looking Up

0.111(0.066)

0.143(0.059)

Grouped Types

Individual Types

Table 4.1

Means and standard deviations are given for both methods of

analysis, for each of the eye-movement types, as well as the general eyemovement types.

4.1.4 Discussion
This study has found that a reduction in D.C. shift causes a reduction in B variation

and inflation (Figure 4.1), and thus it has demonstrated that interference in the form
of D.C. shift inflates B and causes greater within-subject variability when B is
calculated from epochs with little EOG activity. That is, the B inflation at low power
EOG observed in Chapter 3 is artificial. Correspondingly, correction procedures
based on low power EOG will produce distorted EEGs because of this interference
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(unless means are employed to overcome the effect of D.C. shift such as is the case
with the frequency domain approach).

In this study a residual B variation and inflation remained after the removal of the
D.C. shift. That is, Bs were reduced from a mean of 0.32 using the Gratton-style
procedure, to a mean of 0.18 using the alternate method, but this was still
significantly higher than the blink mean of 0.14 (which, due to its larger magnitude,
was hypothesized to be closer to true propagation). Therefore, as some of the
relationship between B and EOG magnitude has remained, we cannot conclude that
all B variation is artifactual.

However, the cause of this residual inflation cannot be ascertained from the present
study, as the present study only removed a portion of the D.C. interference. Thus the
residual inflation may either be real, due to the forward propagation of EEG to EOG,

due to other sources of interference, or due to the remaining effect of D.C. variatio
within the 78 ms sub-epochs. A more powerful test is thus needed to determine if all
B inflation at low EOG power is artifactual.

4.2 Controlling for other forms of interference in the EOG and EEG
channels
4.2.1 Introduction
To control for other types of interference in the channels, we shall use a variant of
procedure employed by Semlitsch, Anderer, Schuster and Presslich (1986). It is based
on the logic of the ERP, averaging a number of eye-movements to remove artifact
sources not time locked to the eye-movements. As the number in the average
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increases, E O G magnitude increases relative to the E E G , as does the chance of

obtaining an accurate B (if B variation is artifactual). Semlitsch et al. (1986) avera
on blink maxima, and calculated Bs for blinks only. The difference with the present

method is that averages will be created for all types of ocular artifact. I shall use
phrase 'aligned-artifact averages' (AAAs) to distinguish them from traditional ERPs,
since the AAAs are not necessarily time locked to an event. They may be aligned, for
example, with a blink maximum.

By definition, all that should be left in the AAAs of the EOG and EEG channels are
the potentials created by the eye-movements themselves, and any neural potentials
related to these eye-movements (such as described by Berg & Davies, 1988). The
impact of preexisting interference would thus be eliminated from the computations,
and B should approximate the true rate of propagation. This will be a more powerful
test than that of Section 4.1 because it will remove all activity not time locked to
artifact (e.g. forward propagation and background EEG as well as D.C. shifts), and so
virtually all artifactual B variation should be removed.

In Section 4.1 there was significant B variation between the different artifact types
(see Table 4.1). According to the current thesis, this variation should disappear as
interference is removed from the two channels by creating AAAs for each of the eyemovement types. Thus for each artifact type, we compared the mean of the individual
Bs to the mean of the Bs derived from each subject's AAAs, and to the B derived
from the AAAs of the combined subjects. As the number of epochs included in the
mean increases, so will the ratio of EOG/EEG, and hence Bs from each artifact type
should approach the same value if B variability is artifactual.
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4.2.2 Method
4.2.2.1 Subjects
The same as in Section 3.2.2.1

4.2.2.2 Data Acquisition
The same as in Section 3.2.2.2

4.2.2.3 Procedure
The same as in Section 3.2.2.3

4.2.2.4 Data Manipulation
Data from Section 4.1 were reanalyzed. One second epochs, designated AAA1, were
selected from each 3200 ms epoch, such that artifact peaks occurred at 157 ms (to
maximize the eye movement-to-noise ratio). For each subject and type, the twenty
epochs were averaged to give an AAA (AAA20), and for each type, the 5 subjects'
AAA20s were averaged to give another AAA (AAA100; displayed in Figure 4.2). Bs

were then calculated using standard regression techniques, with EOG the independent
and EEG the dependent variable, for each artifact type, for AAA1, AAA20 and
AAA 100. The means of the AAA1 Bs and AAA20 Bs were then calculated.

4.2.2.5 Statistical Analysis
One way ANOVAs tested for B differences between the four artifact types, for
AAAls and AAA20s Bs separately.

ms
Figure 4.2

A A A s for the four artifact types are shown. The A A A s consist of

oie epochs from all subjects combined, aligned at point '0' on the X-axis.

4.2.3 Results
A scatter plot displaying B s for each artifact type shows that as the number of epochs
in the A A A increases, B s calculated from the different artifact types converge (Figure
4.3). The A N O V A s revealed significant differences among A A A 1 B s (F(3,394) =
24.12, p < 0.0001), but not A A A 2 0 B s (F(3,19) = 0.2651, p =8496). It is not
appropriate to test for differences where there is only one B per group, but it can be
seen in Figure 4.3 that the range of B s is smaller at A A A 1 0 0 than at A A A 2 0 ,
suggesting that not enough E E G had been removed at A A A 2 0 for optimal estimation.
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M e a n Bs and standard deviations are shown for individual epochs

(AAA1), and mean epochs (AAA20 and AAA100). Different artifact types are drawn
separately, and their convergence can be seen as the number in the AAA increases.
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4.2.4 Discussion
This study has provided validation of the thesis that within-subject/site B variation
artifactual, in that at moderate EOG magnitudes, the AAA method (by removing most
of the interference), removed most of the B variation as well. For example, 'up' and
'down' eye-movements had significantly different Bs at moderate EOG/EEG ratios
(0.11 and 0.16 respectively), but as the number of epochs in the AAAs increased (and
thus much of the contamination was removed), the values approached equality
(0.1409 and 0.1428 respectively). The initial variation in eye movement type Bs

observed in Section 4.1 was thus likely due to interference and not true differences i
propagation, and when the mechanism of variation was nullified by the increased
EOG/EEG ratio, the variation vanished.

It should be noted that B values calculated from the up and down AAAs were similar
to the mean of the individual blink Bs. This suggests that individual blink EOG/EEG

ratios (mean = 7.3) are large enough to give adequate B estimates for sites close to t
eyes. However it is not clear whether blinks are large enough to give accurate Bs at

posterior sites. The results reported in Chapter 3 suggests that they will not be larg

enough, as even blinks produce a very small effect at posterior sites, and simulations
of similarly sized eye-movements to those observed at posterior sites were not large
enough to give accurate Bs. It thus seems that an averaging procedure such as the
AAA, that maximizes the EOG/EEG ratio, is required to correct posterior sites.

These results are therefore consistent with the thesis discussed in Chapter 2, that th
reported B differences for blinks and saccades can be explained in terms of the lower
EOG power typically used to calculate saccade Bs. That is, blink Bs are invariably
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calculated from large E O G power, and saccade B s generally from data that are simply
lacking blinks. Saccade Bs may therefore have been calculated from data with very
little EOG activity, causing B inflation (e.g. Gratton et al., 1983).

The situation may be the same for frequency domain approaches, as they typically
obtain Bs that are substantially larger for low compared with high power EOG. That
is, the frequencies where Bs have been found to vary from those obtained in the time
domain are generally above 5 Hz (Gasser et al., 1985; 1986). Above 5 Hz there tends
to be very little EOG power, and so the higher Bs that have been reported here would

be expected on the basis of interference alone (even if propagation was not frequency
dependent). That is, frequencies of eye-movement producing large Bs may
correspond to low power EOG, and frequencies producing small Bs may be
associated with high power EOG.

Coefficients calculated from low EOG power, using current methods, are likely to be
highly variable and inflated (particularly at posterior electrode sites). Their
corresponding "corrections" are likely to introduce EOG artifact and should be

avoided. It follows that procedures that calculate coefficients from the data set its
should be avoided because they often use data that are of low EOG power. This

applies to procedures that use high power EOG as well, such as that of Verleger et al.
(1982) because as argued above, EOG/EEG ratios at posterior sites will still not be
large enough for adequate B estimation.

The magnitude of the ocular dipole generally ranges from about 30 \iV in total

darkness, to about 100 |xV in a well-lit room (Elbert et al., 1985). This variation do
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not change the proportion of the ocular potential that propagates to a site, but it will

change the magnitude of this voltage at a site, relative to the neural potentials there.
That is, the relative ocular voltage at a site will be smaller when it is darker.
Therefore, the results of this study suggest that because of the effect of EOG
magnitude on B estimation, it will be easier to obtain an accurate B estimate in a
well-lit rather than dark environment. As there is no advantage in calculating B in a
dark room, this study suggests that Bs should be calculated from eye-movements
obtained in a well-lit environment.

To conclude, eye-movement related potentials have been shown to propagate across
the scalp in a uniform fashion, independent of artifact type. This was shown for a
five-subject sample using site Fz only. I am unaware of any reason why this finding

should not be generalizable to other sites and subjects. It is therefore suggested that
the different propagation coefficient values previously reported for saccades, blinks
and different frequencies, are due to a deficiency of the regression equation that
becomes significant only at low EOG power. The AAA method is proposed as an
intuitive remedy to the distortion caused at low power EOG, but it remains to be
adequately tested.
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C H A P T E R 5: H o w best to account for preexisting
interference in the E O G and E E G
channels?5
5.1 Introduction
Chapters 3 and 4 have demonstrated that preexisting interference in the EOG and
E E G channels distorts B estimates significantly. Therefore it is important to
determine the best w a y of removing the effect of this interference.

'Preexisting interference' here refers to any signal that is not due to an eyemovement. For example, mains frequency in a channel is preexisting interference, but
the propagated E O G voltage at F z is not. 'Preexisting coherent interference' shall
refer to such interference in the E O G and E E G channels that is correlated (positively
or negatively), and 'preexisting incoherent interference' shall refer to such
interference in the E O G and E E G channels that is not correlated.

The types of problems that are encountered in EOG correction can be grouped into
these two categories. T h efirst,preexisting coherent interference, primarily concerns
us in the form of forward propagation of neural potentials to the E O G , and D.C. shift.
This type of interference inflates the propagation estimate and m a y lead to an overcorrection of the E E G . Although in theory negative coherent interference can occur in
the channels, I a m unaware of any and so will treat this as an 'over-correction'
problem.

A n abridged version of this chapter was published as part of Croft and Barry (in press [b]),
not cited.
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A n example of the second type, incoherent interference, is at occipital sites where
only a small signal from the EOG reaches. Here the EOG signal is barely detectable
from the background, and so the small propagation value that should be calculated
tends to get washed out with all the background voltage. This may lead to an

underestimation of B, and correspondingly an under-correction of ocular artifact from
the EEG. The efficacy of methods designed to overcome these problems is addressed
below.

5.2 Forward Propagation (preexisting coherent interference)
5.2.1 Calibration Trials
Calibration trials are pre-experiment sessions where the subject makes large eyemovements, and Bs are estimated from the resultant data. This is thought to reduce
forward propagation because it does not have the 'experiment-related' neural
potentials to propagate forward to the EOG (e.g. van den Berg-Lenssen et al., 1989).
However, it makes no difference whether the neural potentials propagating forward
are related to the experiment. As was shown in Chapter 3, any type of forward
propagation will inflate B.

For example, large magnitude slow frequency oscillations may be generated frontally
and propagate forward to the EOG. This forward propagation will increase the
coherence between EOG and EEG channels, even though these oscillations may not

be related to the task per se. As all that is relevant to the degree of B inflation i
magnitude of the neural potentials that reach the EOG channels, this method will only

be useful if it can minimize the neural potentials during the calibration trial. As th
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is no reason to assume that neural potentials in general will be smaller during
calibration trials, this method will not be effective.

5.2.2 Large Magnitude EOG
Verleger et al. (1982) and Woestenburg et al. (1983) tried to overcome the problem

interference by using epochs with large EOG power to calculate B. However, this wil
not solve the problem because even within high power epochs, the size of the EOG is

not large enough to correct posterior sites. For example, the simulations in Chapte
have shown that the EOG that has propagated to a site must be much larger than the
EEG for good correction, yet at posterior sites, the EOG will only be of a similar

magnitude to the EEG, and thus it will be too small to obtain an accurate estimate o
B.

Further, this method is not appropriate for the frequency domain approach, even at

frontal sites. This is because when the frequencies are separated, some will contai
very little EOG (Berg, 1989), even within samples taken from high power epochs,
and these low power frequency ranges would produce inaccurate Bs. For example, in
the Woestenburg et al. (1983) procedure, the high power EOG epochs were
subdivided into frequency ranges, allowing any frequency ranges with low EOG
power to have given poor B estimates.

What would be required in the frequency domain approach to overcome this problem

is to only use frequencies with substantial EOG. As the only range where this occurs
(< 5 Hz) gives the same Bs as the time domain approach (Gasser et al., 1985; 1986),
this method would essentially become that of Verleger et al.'s (1982) time domain
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approach. Thus any advantage of the frequency domain over the time domain
approach would be removed.

5.2.3 Modeling the EEG
Gratton et al. (1983) designed a method that attempted to remove forward
propagation in ERP studies by calculating ERPs in the normal way for all channels,
including EOG, subtracting the ERP from the raw epoch, and calculating B from the
remaining 'raw-ERP' data. However, there is a problem with this method, in that it
minimizes EOG power. This occurs because the EOG tends to be time locked to the
evoking stimuli (Hillyard & Galambos, 1970), so that when the ERP is subtracted
from the raw data, a portion of EOG is also removed. This will cause a reduction in
EOG amplitude and possibly a number of other related problems. For example, the
reduced EOG power might increase the effect of D.C. shifts, as was the case in
Chapter 4.

Further, this method does not overcome the major difficulty to the correction proce
that as B is calculated from the raw data, these data will contain the forward
propagation from the raw EEG. This forward propagation will be larger and more

consequential than the forward propagation of event related potentials, because a r
epoch has greater power than an ERP. It will thus inflate B more. Empirically, this

method has been tested by Berg (1986), who found that it did not improve correction.

Lutzenberger and Elbert (1989) proposed a variation of this procedure, where the
difference between data on two successive trials was assumed to be of ocular origin
(as the event-related neural potentials would presumably be removed by the
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subtraction process). Jervis, Ifeachor and Coelho (1989) proposed another variation,
where a model of the expected ERP was included as a predictor variable in the
multiple regression, thus reducing its effect on the B estimates.

It should be noted that if such methods did work, they would, like the Gratton et al.
(1983) method, only be appropriate for ERP research. However, these methods both
suffer from the same problems as the Gratton et al. (1983) method, in that they only
remove the 'lower power' event-related forward propagation, leaving the propagation
of large power raw EEG. These methods will accordingly still be susceptible to B

inflation. The relative merits of these particular variants on the Gratton et al. (1
procedure will thus not be discussed further.

Another form of modeling was proposed by Gasser, Sroka and Mocks (1985), who
attempted to overcome the problem by calculating how much of the EEG channel had
propagated to the EOG channels using epochs of low EOG activity (that is, they

calculated the proportion of EEG in the EOG using standard least-squares regression)
This amount was then subtracted from the EOG to EEG propagation estimate, with
the method performed in the frequency domain.

The problem with Gasser et al.'s method is that it assumes that there is negligible
propagation from EOG to EEG during these epochs. Gasser et al. believed this to be a
reasonable assumption. However, during low power EOG epochs, the EEG channel is
only of a similar magnitude to the EOG, which is not nearly large enough to generate
an accurate propagation estimate (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). Consequently, there
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will be inaccuracies in the adjustment to B (the E O G to E E G propagation coefficient),
and ultimately the correction itself.

5.2.4 A Priori Cut-Offs

The frequency domain approach offers a solution to this problem, as it can selectivel
remove only the frequencies thought to be related to eye-movements. For instance, a
cut-off criterion might be employed, above which it is thought that a propagation
coefficient must be artifactual, and only those frequencies with Bs below this value
are corrected (van Driel, Woestenburg & van Blokland-Vogelesang, 1989).

However, I am not aware of any theoretical or empirical rationale for employing any

particular cut-off, and thus the technique appears overly arbitrary. For instance, th
cut off employed by van Driel et al. was 0.7, which is over twice as large as time
domain and other frequency domain Bs (e.g. Gratton, 1998; Gasser et al., 1985;
1986), and thus in need of some justification. It also appears counterintuitive to
correct when B = 0.65, and yet not correct at all when B = 0.70, and if such a
distinction was made, it would produce a 'step' in the corrected data.

5.2.5 Separation of ocular from other EOG voltages
Another method of removing interference in the B estimation process is to only
calculate Bs from the voltages resulting from eye movement. For instance, Attias,
Urbach, Gold and Shemesh (1993) use EOG to calculate Bs only if the voltage below
the eye was the opposite phase to the voltage at Fz. This may be thought to remove
the forward propagation of neural potentials to the EOG for instance, because this
would be of similar phase below the eye and at Fz. However, this procedure will only
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be useful for detecting large eye-movements, because this 'opposing-phase pattern'
will be obscured by neural activity during small eye-movements. Further, even these

large eye-movements will be susceptible to B inflation, as is the case for other large
eye-movements (see Section 3.3.5).

5.2.6 Dipole Modeling
Dipole modeling offers another way of removing the effect of forward propagation in

propagation estimation (Berg, 1991), as it estimates the source of the ocular artifact,
which is, by definition, independent of neural potentials. This is a very powerful
correction technique when an accurate model of the head is available, such as from an
MRI scan. However, as MRI scans are not routinely available, either a spherical or
average head model is generally substituted. Unfortunately this does not offer a

reasonable solution to the correction of ocular artifact either. As argued by Berg and
Scherg (1994), dipole analysis is not accurate enough to model eye-movements,
because there are significant deviations of subjects' head shapes from the spherical
and average head model at the eyes. Vigario (1997) proposed a similar method based

on independent component analysis, but this too will have difficulties where precision
is required around the eyes.

Multiple-source eye correction (MSEC) is an advance on these techniques that uses
modeling of the neural potentials in conjunction with traditional methods of
calculating B (such as are described in Section 1.3) to overcome the problem (Berg &

Scherg, 1994). However, as the success of this method is reliant on the success of the
traditional B estimation method employed, we shall not consider this here, as it does
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not offer anything different from the other methods being discussed in terms of B
estimation.

5.2.7 The Artifact-Aligned Average procedure
The AAA procedure employed in Section 4.2 also addresses this problem. As
mentioned above, it is based on the logic of the ERP, averaging a number of eyemovements to remove artifact sources not time locked to the eye-movements. As the
number in the average increases, EOG magnitude increases relative to the EEG, as
does the chance of obtaining an accurate B. This procedure is an extension of the

method of Semlitsch et al. (1986), who averaged on blinks to calculate a B for blinks.
The difference with the AAA is that whereas they thought the correction of nonblinks too problematic, the AAA appears appropriate for the correction of all ocular
artifact.

A calibration trial is used in this procedure, where subjects make a series of large
vertical and horizontal eye-movements. Each artifact type is then averaged, and Bs
calculated from these averages are then applied to the experiment data that follow.
This method greatly increases the ratio of EOG to EEG, and so it is appropriate for
correcting all scalp locations.

To conclude, except for the AAA, each of the methods described above suffers
serious problems and thus were adjudged unsuitable for removing the effect of neural
potentials from the EOG. Therefore the AAA would seem the most appropriate
solution to this problem.
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5.3 D.C. Shifts (preexisting coherent interference)
As was shown in Section 4.1, these are a serious problem for the time domain
approach (see also Gratton, 1998), and their effect needs to be removed.

5.3.1 Frequency Domain Approach / Filtering
The frequency domain approach offers a solution to this problem by separating the
frequencies and calculating Bs for each frequency. Because only the frequency range

that the D.C. shifts fall within is inflated, and as this is (usually) distinct from a
EEG of interest, it can be omitted and will not affect the results. This is a very
effective means of overcoming the problems of D.C. shift, except that, as argued
above (Section 5.2.2), there are other problems with this approach that will lower
EOG power and distort B estimation. Although it will remove the effect of D.C.

fluctuations, it is very susceptible to the effect of forward propagation, and because
this it is not an adequate solution to the problem.

5.3.2 Subtraction

Gratton et al.'s (1983) solution to this was to subtract the mean D.C. level from eve
1200 ms epoch before calculating B from the conjunction of the epochs. As was

shown in Section 4.1, this method is not effective as it still produces significant B
inflation. The failure of a more powerful variation of this method (removing the mean
from every 78 ms epoch, see Section 4.1) suggests that variations of this method are
unlikely to be successful. That is, the 78 ms epochs removed some but not all B

variation. It is difficult to know what the effect of reducing the length of the epoch
even further would have on the Bs. A further reduction in epoch length might remove
the residual D.C. effect, but more inaccuracies might also be introduced due to the
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restricted epoch length. Further research would thus be required in order to justify the
use of an extension of this procedure, and until such research is performed, such a
method should not be employed.

5.3.3 The Aligned-Artifact Average Procedure
The AAA procedure solves the problem by averaging out most of the D.C. shifts. It
only has the D.C. shift from the final average to affect it, and this shift will not
a problem since it is the result of the EOG only (as the EEG has been averaged out).
That is, D.C. shifts will be removed through the averaging process using the AAA.
The only 'shift' that would remain would be that due to the time constant acting on
the EOG average. As the time constant will reduce the ocular artifact in EOG and
EEG by the same proportion, it will not distort the amount of ocular artifact in the
EEG relative to that in the EOG.

For example, if there is only EOG in a site average, then the correlation between it
and the EOG would be 1. If a time constant acted on EEG and EOG, it would reduce
both channels in a similar manner, with the correlation of the 'shifted' voltage also
equal to 1. Thus the time constant would not affect B.

5.3.4 Other Techniques
The use of calibration trials, high power EOG, means of separating EOG from EEG
and dipole analysis, discussed in Section 5.2, are also possible solutions to this
problem. However, the problems discussed in relation to these techniques earlier

(Section 5.2) are also applicable here, and so they do not offer adequate solutions to
the problem of D.C. shift in EOG correction.
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5.3.5 Conclusion
From the above it appears that the frequency domain approach and the AAA are the
only feasible methods for removing the effect of D.C. shifts. However, the frequency
domain approach is more complex, and, as argued in Chapter 4, it will introduce
correction error due to inaccurate propagation estimates of eye movement frequencies
greater than 5 Hz. Therefore the AAA would appear the best means of avoiding the
effect of D.C. shifts on B estimates.

5.4 Other Sources (preexisting coherent interference)
Other sources of coherent interference, such as mains frequency and voltages due to
tongue and facial movement, can also affect B. As these tend to be in frequency
ranges not relevant to much of psychophysiology, they can often be handled
adequately with the use of appropriate filtering (or the frequency domain approach).
The use of large magnitude EOG and dipole modeling may also be viewed as possible
solutions to these forms of interference. However, due to the problems with these
methods discussed in Section 5.2, they will not adequately solve this problem.

However, because these voltages are removed through averaging in the AAA

procedure, the AAA estimate of B will not be affected by these forms of interference.
Thus it can be used in place of filtering, and hence is preferable where such
frequencies are of interest to the researcher.

5.5 Preexisting Incoherent Interference
Preexisting incoherent interference can make B estimation difficult because the EOG
signal can be obscured by this noisy background. It is of particular importance at
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posterior sites, where very little ocular artifact reaches, and the result of this type of

distortion is generally that B is underestimated. However, it is difficult to determine
the magnitude of this effect, as there is also the inflating effect of coherent

interference operating. Correspondingly, there will be an interaction of effects on th
B estimates, with the result being difficult to predict. Clearly, this will be more of
problem at posterior sites, where the ocular artifact and the affect of forward
propagation are both small.

As per the discussion in Section 5.4, using high power EOG epochs (Verleger et al.,
1982), means of separating EOG from EEG (Attias et al., 1993), dipole modeling
techniques (Berg & Scherg, 1994) or the artifact-aligned average procedure will all
reduce the effect of preexisting interference. However, the problems with dipole
modeling, Attias et al.'s (1993) and Verleger et al.'s (1982) methods, as discussed in
Section 5.2, make them unsuitable for EOG correction. The AAA procedure is a
suitable means of overcoming this problem as it maximizes the size of the ocular
artifact relative to the EEG.

5.6 Conclusion
On theoretical grounds, the AAA procedure would appear to be the best means of
dealing with preexisting interference in the EOG and EEG channels. It is an easily
implemented procedure that requires minimal assumptions to be met and avoids the
problems of most other EOG correction procedures. However, this conclusion
remains to be verified empirically.
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C H A P T E R 6: An empirical test of the AAA 6
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, the AAA was argued on theoretical grounds to be an efficient means of
calculating correction coefficients, and that it avoided the shortcomings of previous
procedures (also discussed). The AAA was used in Chapter 4 as a tool for removing
the effects of preexisting interference in the EOG and EEG channels from B
estimation, with the results suggesting that it was very successful. However, a more
detailed test of its ability to overcome the distortions caused by various forms of
interference is needed, and this chapter reports a study designed for this purpose.

Because we cannot at present determine the true rate of EOG to EEG propagation, or
obtain an accurate estimate of preexisting interference in the EOG and EEG channels,
this study employs computer simulations to compare the relative efficiency of a
traditional Gratton-style correction with that of the AAA. To this end, a known
proportion of simulated EOG was added to a randomly generated EEG series, and
then simulated forward propagation and D.C. shift were added to both the EOG and
EEG series.

Contaminated EEG series were then corrected using either the Gratton-style (the
same variation of Gratton et al.'s [1983] procedure described in Chapter 4), or the
AAA procedure. Correlations between true and corrected simulated EEG were used
to evaluate the success of the methods. It was hypothesized that because the AAA

This chapter forms the second half of Croft and Barry (1998b), not cited.
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procedure minimizes interference in the E O G and E E G channels, it would be
relatively unaffected by the E O G / E E G ratio, and would perform consistently better
than the Gratton-style procedure.

6.2 Method
6.2.1 Simulations
To simulate true E E G (TEEG), fifty 1000 data point series were randomly generated
(Figure 6.1). T o simulate true E O G (TEOG), a 1000 data point series was created to
represent twenty 50 data point blinks (Figure 6.1). The T E O G series was then
multiplied by a factor of either 1, 2.5, 5, or 7.5 (forming series designated T E O G a ,

n E O G - E E G - D C Shift

0

10

20

30

40

Time (arbitrary units)
Figure 6.1 Examples of the simulated data are shown at the EOG/EEG
ratio of 1. Displayed are 40 data point E O G and E E G series, as well as a portion
of the D.C. shift.
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T E O G b , T E O G c and T E O G d ) . T o simulate forward propagation, each of the fifty
TEEG series was multiplied by 0.20 and added to each of the four TEOG series. This
created fifty measured EOG (MEOG1) series for each of the four TEOG magnitudes.

To simulate backward propagation, each of the four TEOG series was multiplied by
0.20 and added to each of the fifty TEEG series. This created four measured EEG
(MEEG1) series for each of the fifty EEG series. A 1000 data point D.C. simulation
was designed (Figure 6.1), and this was added to both MEEG1 and MEOG1, to give
MEEG2 and MEOG2. This resulted in fifty series at each EOG magnitude, for each
of the EEG and EOG types. In addition, the D.C. series was added to each of the
TEEG series (designated TEEG+D.C).

6.2.2 Statistical Methods
6.2.2.1 Gratton-Style
6.2.2.1.1 Forward Propagation (FP) Condition

At each EOG magnitude, regressions were performed on the fifty pairs of data serie
with MEEG1 as dependent variable and MEOG1 as independent variable. The
resultant Bs were then used to correct the corresponding MEEG1 series (giving
CEEG1). r-squared values were calculated between corresponding CEEG1 and TEEG
series.

6.2.2.1.2 Forward Propagation and Coherent Interference (FP/CI) Condition

At each EOG magnitude, regressions were performed on the fifty pairs of data serie
with MEEG2 as the dependent variable and MEOG2 as the independent variable. The
resultant Bs were then used to correct the corresponding MEEG2 series (giving
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C E E G 2 ) . r-squared values were calculated between corresponding C E E G 2 and
TEEG+D.C. series.

6.2.2.2 AAA Correction Method
6.2.2.2.1 Forward Propagation Condition
MEEG1 and MEOG1 series were divided into twenty 50 data point segments, and the
mean at each point of the twenty segments was computed. Regressions were then
calculated on these averaged series with MEEG1 as dependent variable, and MEOG1
as independent variable. The resultant Bs were used to correct the corresponding
1000 data point MEEG1 series (giving CEEG3). r-squared values were calculated
between corresponding CEEG3 and TEEG series.

6.2.2.2.2 Forward Propagation /Coherent Interference Condition
MEEG2 and MEOG2 data series were divided into twenty 50 data point segments,
and the mean at each point of the twenty segments was computed. Regressions were
then calculated on these averaged series with MEEG2 as dependent variable, and
MEOG2 as independent variable. The resultant Bs were used to correct the
corresponding 1000 data point MEEG2 series (giving CEEG4). r-squared values were
calculated between corresponding CEEG4 and TEEG+D.C. series.

6.2.2.3 General
The following tests were performed for both the FP and the FP/CI conditions:
Directional matched pairs t-tests compared the Gratton and AAA correction
procedure Bs and r-squared values for each EOG magnitude. Because four
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comparisons were made in each condition, a Bonferroni adjustment reduced the
significance level required from 0.05 to 0.0125.
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Figure 6.2

Mean r-squared values (and error bars) for the corrected and

original EEG series are displayed as a function of EOG/EEG ratio, for both
Gratton-style procedure and the AAA correction method.
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Calculated Bs are displayed as a function of E O G / E E G ratio, for

both the Gratton-style procedure and the AAA correction method.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Forward Propagation Condition
M e a n B and r-squared values for the Gratton and A A A procedures are given in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. At all E O G magnitudes A A A had larger r-square
values than the Gratton method; t(49) > 2.49, p = 0.008 (Figure 6.2) and produced B s
closer to the true propagation rate of 0.20; t(49) > 17.22, p < 0.001 (Figure 6.3).

6.3.2 Forward Propagation /Coherent Interference Condition
M e a n B and r-squared values for the Gratton and A A A methods are shown in Tables
6.1 and 6.2. At each E O G magnitude A A A had larger r-square values than the
Gratton method; t(49) > 8.64, p < 0.001 (see Figure 6.2), and produced B s closer to
the true level of 0.20; t(49) > 101.00, p < 0.001 (see Figure 6.3). The m a x i m u m

GRATTON STYLE
METHOD
CONDITION

Forward
Propagation

Forward
Propagation/
Coherent
Interference

Table 6.1

AAA
METHOD

B

St. Dev.

B

St. Dev

1:1

0.334

0.023

0.207

0.025

2.5:1

0.223

0.010

0.201

0.010

5:1

0.206

0.005

0.200

0.005

7.5:1

0.202

0.003

0.200

0.003

1:1

0.473

0.021

0.209

0.025

2.5:1

0.254

0.010

0.202

0.010

5:1

0.214

0.005

0.201

0.005

7.5:1

0.206

0.003

0.200

0.003

RATIO

Gratton-style and A A A Method Bs are shown for both the

forward propagation and forward propagation plus coherent interference
conditions, for each of the E O G / E E G ratios.
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CONDITION

RATIO

Forward
Propagation

Forward
Propagation/
Coherent
Interference

Table 6.2

GRATTON STYLE

AAA

METHOD

METHOD

r-squared

St. Dev.

r-squared

St. Dev

1:1

0.970

0.010

0.999

0.002

2.5:1

0.994

0.005

0.999

0.001

5:1

0.998

0.003

0.999

0.001

7.5:1

0.999

0.002

0.999

0.001

1:1

0.862

0.027

0.993

0.003

2.5:1

0.969

0.008

0.994

0.002

5:1

0.987

0.005

0.994

0.001

7.5:1

0.991

0.003

0.994

0.001

Gratton-style and A A A method r-squared values are shown for

both the forward propagation and forward propagation plus coherent
interference conditions, for each of the E O G / E E G ratios.

discrepancy between actual and measured mean propagation levels (as a percentage
of the true propagation level) was 136.5% for the Gratton-style procedure, and 4.5%
for the A A A correction procedure.

6.4 Discussion
This study has shown that the AAA correction is superior to the Gratton-style
procedure, with the advantage being greater at smaller E O G / E E G ratios. In terms of
B accuracy and true-to-corrected E E G concordance, the A A A correction performed
better at all E O G / E E G ratios. T h e greatest difference was at the ratio 1/1 (equivalent
to fixations frontally, small saccades centrally, and large eye-movements at posterior
sites). A t this ratio, 99.29% of the variance of the true E E G was shared by the A A A corrected E E G , compared with only 86.18% for the Gratton-style corrected E E G .
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This suggests that the A A A correction procedure would be appropriate to use for
posterior sites. That is, even when EOG was only of the same magnitude as EEG,

which is similar to the conditions at posterior sites, correction was nearly perfect d
to the increased EOG signal (relative to the EEG). Thus Bs calculated by this method

will not be affected significantly by coherent interference or forward propagation, as
was demonstrated in the above experiment. It would appear that procedures employed

previously, that did not average data before calculating correction coefficients, have

been overcorrecting at posterior sites, and thus have been introducing artifact into t
EEG.

It should be noted that AAA correction did not correct perfectly in the simulations.
This is probably because the correction was performed on raw data, contaminated by
forward propagation and a D.C. shift. Instead of removing a portion of the eyemovement-related voltages, it removed a portion of these plus a portion of the
forward propagation plus a portion of the D.C. shift. This problem is distinct from
that being considered here, namely the ability of correction procedures to calculate

accurate propagation coefficients where interference is present, and will be dealt wit
in Chapter 12.
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C H A P T E R 7: Issues pertinent to the A A A procedure:
Comparing different calibration methods,
and determining the number of epochs
required7.
7.1 Introduction
It was shown in Chapter 6 that the AAA is an effective means of removing ocular
artifact from the E E G . The rationale behind this approach is that, by averaging the
eye-movements, m u c h of the B distortion, caused by sources such as forward
propagation of the E E G to the E O G , is eliminated. T o demonstrate the efficacy of this
approach, averages created by aligning eye-movement voltage peaks were used.

However, it is apparent that it would be computationally advantageous to average on
events, as is the case of standard ERPs, rather than artifacts. For example, w e could
average the one-second epochs following a cue for a subject to perform a certain type
of eye-movement, rather than aligning the peak voltages representing the
performance of the type of eye-movement following a cue. I shall refer to this version
of averaging procedure as the N e w E R P procedure (NERP).

Both the AAA and NERP methods are attempts to increase the EOG signal to noise
ratio at scalp sites, a condition argued by many (e.g. Verleger et al., 1982;
Woestenburg et al., 1983; Gasser et al., 1986), and shown in Chapter 3, to produce
more accurate Bs. However, the success of the N E R P method will depend on the
ability of subjects to perform the requisite eye-movements consistently in the

This Chapter was published as part of Croft and Barry (in press [b]), not cited.
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calibration trial. The more reliably subjects perform the eye-movements, the greater
will be the EOG to EEG ratio at scalp sites and the more closely the NERP will
approximate the AAA.

The present experiment is designed to test whether subjects do produce cued eyemovements consistently enough to be able to use the NERP in place of the AAA
method. Should we find that there is no difference between the AAA and NERP in
terms of B estimation, then it will follow that the more easily implemented NERP is
also appropriate for EOG correction. To this end, subjects will perform an EOG
calibration trial, with averaged epochs defined by both the AAA and NERP methods.
It is hypothesized that the resultant Bs will not vary between the two methods.

This study also tries to resolve the matter of how many epochs are required in the
above averages to correct adequately. Standard ERPs generally require 30 or more
epochs in the average, and so it would appear, by analogy, that a similar number
would be required to remove noise in an aligned-artifact average. Consistent with

this, Semlitsch et al. (1986) found, using their procedure where blinks were averaged
in order to obtain a VEOG B estimate, that about 25 epochs were required. However,
as most eye-movements are not as large as blinks, this number could vary
substantially.

No criterion has been put forth to determine the number of epochs required. A
possible standard by which to decide on the matter is proposed here. As argued in
Chapter 3, the estimation of B, and correspondingly the multiple correlation of the
EEG with the EOG channels, should improve with an increasing number in the
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average. However, at some point, enough of the interference would have been
removed so that increasing the number in the epoch does not further improve our

estimate. We shall thus take the number in the epoch at this point to be the nu

required for adequate correction. EEG sites will be grouped according to latera

and sagittality, and to take into account the often-inverse relationship betwee

and HEOG Bs, we will use the multiple revalue as dependent variable, instead of
VEOG and/or HEOG Bs.

7.2 Method
7.2.1 Subjects
12 female and 3 male university students participated in the study, as part of
year Psychology course requirements. Their ages ranged from 17 to 30 years.

7.2.2 Data Acquisition
EEG was recorded from Fpl, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, Cz, C3, C4, Pz, P3, P4, T3,
T5, T6, OI and 02 using an electrocap, and referenced to linked ears. Subjects

grounded midway between Fz and Fpz. EOG was recorded using tin electrodes above
(El) and below (E3) the left eye, above (E2) and below (E4) the right eye, and
the outer canthi of the left (E5) and right (E6) eyes, referred to linked ears.

was calculated as ((El + E2)-(E3 + E4)) / 2, and HEOG as E5 - E6. Impedances wer
kept below 2.5 kOhm. Gains of 20000 and 5000 were used for the EEG and EOG

channels respectively, with a bandpass of 0.016 to 35 Hz. Data were digitized a
Hz.
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7.2.3 Procedure
After completing a consent form, subjects were fitted with the E E G and E O G
recording apparatus and then seated in an armchair facing a computer monitor in a
recording booth. Subjects were given the following instruction: 'Please try to keep
your head still and follow the cross around the screen with your eyes as closely as you
can. This task will last about eight and a half minutes'. Subjects then completed the
following sequence, with a two minute break between each block: Calibration 1,
startle 1, startle 2, calibration 2, startle 3, startle 4, calibration 3.

Startle blocks were 12.5 minutes long and included to address questions not discussed
in this thesis. The calibration tasks consisted of a cross that appeared on the screen
and m o v e d from one location to another in a pseudo-random manner. There were 13
movement types, 12 of which are not relevant to this Chapter (discussed in Chapter
8). The 13th was a cross that moved across the screen from left toright(subtending
15 degrees of visual arc), following the path of a 1 H z sine wave for 4 seconds. The
peak to trough displacement of the sine wave was 13 degrees of visual arc.

7.2.3.1 Analysis One
For this analysis, only sites Fz, F3, F4, Cz, C 3 , C 4 , Pz, P3 and P 4 were used.

7.2.3.1.1 Data Manipulation
7.2.3.1.1.1 AAA
For each subject, an average was m a d e for each site consisting of the E E G and E O G
responses to the 90 sine-wave presentations. The average was created by aligning the
first vertical eye-movement following the initial sine wave cross presentation (as
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indexed by a d/dt function of the V E O G channel). This average was then cropped to
eliminate any effect of baseline on Bs by keeping only the 2 seconds of data
following the second negative VEOG peak.

7.2.3.1.1.2 NERP
For each subject, an average was made for each site consisting of the EEG and EOG
responses to the 90 sine-wave presentations. This average was made by aligning with
the initial sine-wave cross presentation. The average was then cropped to eliminate
any effect of baseline on Bs by keeping only the 2 seconds of data following the
second negative VEOG peak.

7.2.3.1.2 Statistical Analysis
Bs were calculated from the averaged data for each site, subject, EOG channel, and
both the AAA and NERP methods, using a simultaneous regression procedure with
EEG as dependent variable, and VEOG and HEOG as independent variables. Planned
contrasts tested for effects amongst the within-subjects factors of method (AAA,
NERP), channel (VEOG, HEOG), laterality (left versus right, midline versus lateral),
and sagittality (frontal versus parietal, central versus mean 'frontal+parietal').

7.2.3.1.3 Results
Bs are displayed for each site and channel in Table 7.1. There was no main effect of

method (F[l,14] = 0.00; p = 0.973), and no interaction of sagittality, or sagittality b
channel with method (F[l,14] < 2.99; p > 0.106). Method interacted with both the
difference between left and right hemisphere Bs (F[l,14] > 10.84; p < 0.005),and the
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interaction of the difference between midline and lateral sites with channel (F[l,14] =
5.72; p = 0.031).

Channel

VEOG
SITE
Fz
Cz
Pz
F3
F4
C3
C4
P3
P4
Mean of all Sites

Table 7.1

AAA

HEOG
AAA

0.226
0.170
0.135
0.216
0.220
0.152
0.159
0.124
0.120

NERP
0.225
0.172
0.140
0.214
0.220
0.148
0.162
0.127
0.126

-0.058
-0.038
-0.034
0.015
-0.117
0.014
-0.078
-0.013
-0.050

0.169

0.170

-0.040

NERP
-0.060
-0.041
-0.043
0.018
-0.109
0.015
-0.076
-0.015
-0.054
-0.041

M e a n Bs are shown for both the aligned-artifact average ( A A A )

and the new ERP (NERP) methods. The mean of all sites is shown along with
individual site means, for each EOG channel.

Follow-up analyses revealed that there was no difference between the A A A and
NERP Bs at any of the channel by laterality combinations (t[44] < 1.893; p > 0.065).

The significant interactions described above were a result of the difference between
the two methods varying laterally for horizontal EOG, with the ERP producing more
negative Bs than the AAA method at the midline than laterally. As we are only
interested in whether the methods differ significantly at each site and for each
channel, we will not explore this further.
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7.2.3.2 Analysis Two

For this analysis, only sites Fz, F3, F4, Cz, C3, C4, Pz, P3, P4, 01 and 02 were used.

7.2.3.2.1 Data Manipulation
For each subject, an average was made for each site, consisting of the EEG and EOG
responses to the first 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 sine-wave presentations
(N), using the NERP method described above. These averages were cropped to
eliminate any effect of baseline on r2 values by keeping only the 2 seconds of data
following the second VEOG peak.

7.2.3.2.2 Statistical Analysis
Multiple r values were calculated from the averaged data for each site and subject,
with the EEG channel as dependent variable, and the VEOG and HEOG channels as
independent variables. To facilitate the within-subject calculations of the factor
'sagittality', another site was fabricated from the average of the 01 and 02 revalues
to form Oz.

Planned contrasts tested for within-subject differences in revalues between left and
right hemisphere sites, and between midline and lateral sites. Planned contrasts also

tested for linear and quadratic trends over the 4 levels of the within-subjects factor
sagittality, and the 9 levels of the within subject factor number (N).

7.2.3.2.3 Results

As can be seen in Figure 7.1, there were significant linear and quadratic trends of th
revalues over number (F[ 1,14] > 15.46; p < 0.002). The linear trend over number
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Figure 7.1 Mean r2 values are shown along with lower 95% confidence
bands for the mean, as a function of 'distance from eyes', for each number of
epochs in the average.

interacted with the linear and quadratic trends over sagittality (F[l,14] > 5.18; p <
0.039). The difference between midline and lateral /-values interacted with the
quadratic trend of the revalues over number (F[l,14] = 8.38; p = 0.012). It can be
seen in Figure 7.1 that although the revalues reached asymptote at different levels as
a function of sagittality, they all start to do so where there are about 40 epochs in the
average.
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7.3 Discussion

The first part of this study has shown that it does not matter in the calculation of B
whether we create an average by aligning the artifact, or the stimulus, and thus that
the computationally advantageous NERP method is appropriate for EOG correction.
The similarity of the outcomes of the methods can be seen in Table 7.1, where the Bs,
averaged across the sites, vary by only 0.001 for both vertical and horizontal
channels.

It should be noted that if subjects were to produce less consistent eye-movements
than those in the present study, the relative EOG power at scalp sites would be
reduced, and the effectiveness of the NERP might also be reduced. For example, this
may be a problem with schizophrenic subjects when a tracking task is used for
calibration. In such circumstances, it may be more appropriate to use the AAA
procedure. However, as long as the eye-movements are not entirely random, the
problem could also be overcome by increasing the number of epochs in the NERP
average.

Figure 7.1 shows that r2 values are underestimated across the scalp until there are
about 40 epochs in the averages. I am hesitant to prescribe a particular number

required for adequate correction because of the arbitrary nature of such a decision. I
95% confidence limits were drawn around the r2 values where there is 90 in the
average, then the number required would vary from 40 epochs frontally to 70 epochs
at occipital sites. But as most of the underestimation is removed where there are 40
epochs in the average, it should be appropriate to estimate correction coefficients
from averages comprised of at least 40 epochs.
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This number is larger than the 15-25 obtained by Semlitsch et al. (1986), but this is
likely due to their use of blinks in their averages. That is, blinks generally contain
more power than the horizontal and vertical eye-movements used for the present
calibration task, and so fewer epochs would have been required in their procedure to
obtain the same EOG to EEG ratio over the scalp. It follows that the suggested 40
epochs may be reduced if larger eye movements than in the present study are used.

It can be seen in Figure 7.1 that the maximum revalues reduce from frontal to
occipital sites. This is because even if all of the interference was removed, there
would still be two components to the r2 values. The first would be due to the
correlation between the EOG channels and the propagated part of the EOG channels
at that site (the voltage that we are trying to measure). The second would be due to
the correlation between the EOG channels and the event-related neural potential at
that site (another source of interference in the B estimation process).

At frontal sites eye-movement potentials are very large relative to neural potentials

and so neural potentials have little effect on the revalues. At posterior sites the eye
movement potentials are not as large and thus the correlations will be affected more
by the neural potentials. However, we are only interested in the best situation for
estimation here, and so are content to find where the revalues stabilize. The best
method for dealing with these neural potentials in B estimation is dealt with in
Section 11.3.

To conclude, it is recommended that correction coefficients be calculated from
averages comprising at least 40 eye-movement epochs. It does not matter whether the
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averages are formed by aligning on eye-movement evoking stimuli, or the EOG
signatures following the stimuli.
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C H A P T E R 8: Correcting blink data with saccade Bs 8
8.1 Introduction
It was shown in Chapter 4 that although different propagation coefficients may be
calculated for different types of eye movement using traditional EOG correction
techniques, these differences were artifactual in nature and could be removed with the
artifact-aligned average procedure. Of particular importance to EOG correction was
that the difference between blink and saccade propagation rates was found to
disappear with this method, suggesting that, when calculated correctly, saccade Bs
could be used to correct blink data (and blink Bs could be used to correct saccade
data).

However, I have since observed some complications to the procedure. For instance, in
attempting to correct some blink ERPs using correction coefficients calculated from
saccade data, I found that these Bs were inappropriate. This can be seen in the
corrected Pz data in Figure 8.1, where there is an obvious blink-related artifact in the
AAA-corrected data that appears to be caused by the VEOG B being too large. In
distinction to this, the data corrected using the smaller Bs calculated from the blink
epoch itself does not display this artifact (also shown in Figure 8.1). It appears that,
contrary to the findings of Chapter 4, we are observing the classic saccade/blink B
distinction described by Corby and Kopell (1972), even after removing the effect of
interference with the use of the AAA procedure.

This chapter forms the first half of Croft and Barry (submitted [a]), not cited.
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This problem is an inconsistent one, as can be ascertained from the variable results
that have been reported. For example, Gratton et al. (1983) and Corby and Kopell
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Figure 8.1

The effect of correcting a blink at Pz with a correction coefficient

calculated from either saccade or blink data is shown. The saccade 'correction'
subtracts too much of the blink portion of the VEOG epoch from the measured
EEG, resulting in an artifact in the corrected waveform (point A) that is
inversely related to VEOG. Conversely, if the correction coefficient is obtained
from the blink itself (Corr. Bl.), the resultant waveform is not correlated with

VEOG.
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(1972) found B s to differ for blinks and saccades, whilst Gratton and Coles (1989)

and Chapter 4 of this thesis found them to be similar. Therefore the discrepancy is not
likely to be due to differences between the blink and saccade dipole locations, as was
suggested by Berg (1989), as there is no reason to suppose that people differ

significantly in these locations. It seems more likely that it is due to aspects of the
individual or recording scenario that have not been consistent between research
groups and recording sessions.

One such possibility has been proposed by Mocks and Gasser (1989), who argue that
the number of EOG channels used in the correction affects the adequacy of saccade
correction of blinks. Their rationale is that there are extra components to the blink
artifact that are not present in saccade data, and that the HEOG channel is needed in
order to account for the extra components. Correspondingly, it is argued that if only
the VEOG channel is used to measure propagation, the correction process will omit
an important regressor that is needed to correct blinks, and saccade data Bs will be
unable to correct data contaminated by blinks adequately.

The following study is designed to determine whether there are any discernible
patterns to the discrepancy between saccade and blink B correction, such as the one
above proposed by Mocks and Gasser (1989). I shall thus correct blink data with Bs
calculated from either blink or saccade data (as well as performing the converse
corrections), from a larger number of subjects than were used in Chapter 4, and from
a wider range of electrode sites. I shall also include horizontal and radial EOG
channels to determine whether there is a relationship between the number and type of
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E O G channels used and the ability of saccade B s to correct blink data (and blink B s
to correct saccade data).

As was discussed in Section 1.6, it is difficult to determine the effectiveness of
correction procedures because we do not have a measure of 'uncontaminated' EEG to
compare with the corrected EEG. Verleger et al. (1982) proposed that corrected
waveforms should have face validity; they should 'look' reasonable to the researcher.
Although this does not offer an explicit test of a method's effectiveness, it may be a
very useful form of validation because it does not require the many assumptions that
most mathematical validation tools do (e.g. Gratton et al., 1983; Gasser et al., 1986;
Berg, 1986). However, for this method to be useful, corrected data must be in an
easily accessible form, and such a form is suggested here.

That is, as opposed to assessing the correction of raw EEG, where the effect of ocular
potentials is summed with the EEG (and partially removed through averaging in the
case of an ERP), I shall use the eye-movement average itself, as this maximizes the
contribution of the ocular potential, and has far smaller neural potentials
accompanying it that may complicate evaluation.

Because of this, this method is conducive to visual inspection, and so we do not have

to rely on the statistical tests of adequacy that are generally used to evaluate ERP a
EEG corrected data (Gratton et al., 1983; Gasser et al., 1986; Berg, 1986). For
example, Figure 8.8 shows a corrected eye-blink average. The result of the correction
is a waveform that should only contain neural potentials related to the blink, and so
the validity of the correction can be ascertained by judging the reasonableness of the
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resultant E R P components and their scalp distributions. The E E G deflection, being in
phase with the VEOG channel, shows clearly that the correction was inadequate.

Therefore, this study shall correct blink artifacts with vertical EOG, vertical and
horizontal EOG, and vertical, horizontal and radial EOG, where the AAA Bs are
calculated from a calibration trial using saccades only. Here 'good correction' shall
be measured relative to corrected waveforms obtained by correcting with Bs
calculated from the blink data. This referent is used because we are attempting to
determine the factors involved in the distinction between blink and saccade
correction, and not whether either of them is correct.

Two competing hypotheses will be tested. The first is that of Mocks and Gasser, that
predicts that as the number of EOG channels increases in the correction, correction of
blinks with saccade Bs (and vice-versa) will improve. The second is the conclusion of
Chapter 4, which predicts that there will be no difference between the correction of
blinks with saccade or blink Bs.

This study will also test whether Bs calculated from blinks can correct saccade data
accurately, as has been argued by Gasser et al. (1986) and van den Berg-Lenssen et

al. (1989). If these researchers are correct in this regard, then it would not matter if
saccade Bs cannot correct blink data adequately, as blink Bs could be used to correct
both blink and saccade data.
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8.2 Method
8.2.1 Subjects
The same subjects as described in 7.2.1 were used.

8.2.2 Data Acquisition

The same data acquisition as described in 7.2.2 was used, with the addition of radial
EOG (REOG), defined as (El + E2 + E3 + E4) / 4.

8.2.3 Procedure
The procedure was as described in 7.2.3, except that 9 of the eye-movement types
were relevant to this paper. The relevant eye-movement types consisted of vertical
(subtending 13 degrees of visual arc), and horizontal eye-movements (subtending 15
degrees of visual arc), and a 1 Hz sine-wave (subtending 13 degrees of visual arc,

peak to trough) that moved from left to right across the screen (subtending 15 degre
of visual arc).

8.2.4 Data Manipulation
8.2.4.1 Eye Calibration
For each subject, site and each of the saccade eye-movement types, data were
averaged from 64 ms before to 192 ms after stimulus presentation, with each average
consisting of 90 eye-movements. For each subject and site, the mean D.C. level was
subtracted from each eye-movement average, and then the 8 eye-movement averages

were combined (sequentially). This shall hereafter be referred to as the 'calibration

data'. Mean EOG traces for the calibration data of Subject 1 are shown in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2

Average V E O G , H E O G and R E O G derivations are shown for

the combination of eye-movement types, for Subject 1. The left half of the g
primarily involves horizontal eye-movement, whilst the right hand side
primarily involves vertical eye-movement

8.2.4.2 Eye-Movement

Data

For each subject and site, data from the sine-wave presentations were averaged from

64 ms before to 4000 ms after stimulus presentation, with each average consisting of
90 eye-movements. This shall be referred to as the 'raw saccade referent average'
(Figure 8.3).
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Figure 8.3

E O G traces are shown of V E O G , H E O G and R E O G , for the

average of the sine-wave presentations, for Subject 1.

8.2.4.3 Blink Data

Two sets of 50 spontaneous blinks were extracted from each subject's startle sessio
and averaged separately (-250 ms to 750 ms post blink onset). The two sets were

collected 45 minutes apart, with blinks occurring up to 3 seconds after a startle-t
excluded from analysis. Blink onset was determined using a d/dt function, adjusted

for each subject separately so as to include blinks and reject saccades. EOG traces
the average of the first set of blink data from Subject 1 are shown in Figure 8.4.

first average shall be referred to as the 'raw blink referent average', and the sec
the 'raw blink average'.
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Figure 8.4

E O G traces of V E O G , H E O G and R E O G are shown for the

average of the first set of blink data, for Subject 1.

8.2.4.4 Correction
For each site and subject, two ERPs were derived to be used as referent waveforms
with which to evaluate the adequacy of the various correction methods. These were

obtained by correcting the raw saccade referent and the raw blink referent averages

using Bs calculated from the raw saccade referent and the raw blink referent averag
respectively. These correction coefficients were calculated using simultaneous
multiple regression, with the dependent variable the EEG data, and the independent
variables the VEOG, HEOG and REOG data. These corrected waveforms shall be
referred to as 'saccade' and 'blink referent' waveforms respectively.
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Sets of B s were then calculated from the 'calibration' data using E E G as dependent
and either VEOG, VEOG and HEOG, or VEOG, HEOG and REOG as independent
variables. Each B set was then used to correct the 'raw saccade referent average',
creating 'appropriate saccade VEOG' (AS[VJ), AS[VH] and AS[VHR] respectively.
Each B set was also used to correct the 'raw blink referent average', creating
'inappropriate blink VEOG' (IB[V]), IB[VH] and IB[VHR] respectively.

Similarly, sets of Bs were calculated from the 'raw blink average' data using EEG a
dependent and either VEOG, VEOG and HEOG, or VEOG, HEOG and REOG as
independent variables. Each B set was then used to correct the 'raw blink referent
average', creating 'appropriate blink VEOG' (AB[V]), AB[VH] and AB[VHR]

respectively. Each set was also used to correct the 'raw saccade referent average',
creating 'inappropriate saccade VEOG' (IS[VJ), IS[VH] and ISfVHR] respectively.

8.2.5 Statistical Analysis
To determine the effectiveness of the different methods of obtaining correction
coefficients to be used for correcting blink data, corrected data were transformed

deviation units, as was used by Gratton et al. (1983). This was done according to Eq

8.1, where Xi and Yi are the voltages from the true and corrected EEG at time i, an

is the number of data points in the epoch (here n = 256). This gives a measure of t
average difference between the corrected and the true ERP. The analogous
transformation was applied to the saccade corrections (n = 4064).

Deviation = S Q R T (Z[Xi - Yi] 2 / n)

Eqn. 8.1
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Because these deviation scores were not normally distributed, they were transformed
using natural log, and will be referred to as 'log D' units.

The first analysis was employed to determine whether corrections using saccade and
blink Bs differed, for both blink and saccade data, where either VEOG, VEOG and
HEOG, or VEOG, HEOG and REOG were used in the correction. Thus for corrected
blink and saccade data separately, 2x3x5 ANOVAs were performed on log D scores

to test for the within-subject effects of 'Type' of correction and 'Number' of chan

used in the correction, and for a between-subjects effect of distance from the eye

(Sagittality). Levels of sagittality were defined as 1: Fpl, Fp2; 2: Fz, F3, F4, F7
3: T3, T4, Cz, C3, C4; 4: T5, T6, Pz, P3, P4, and 5: 01, 02.

The second analysis was employed to determine whether correcting with REOG,
VEOG and HEOG (AS[VHR] and AB[VHR]), was superior to correcting with only
VEOG and HEOG (AS[VH] and AB[VH]), (Addition), as a function of sagittality
and type of artifact corrected. To this end, a 2x5x2 ANOVA tested for differences

the within-subject factor Addition, and the between-subjects factors Sagittality a
Artifact type.

8.3 Results

The first analysis found that blink Bs corrected blink data better than did saccad

(F[ 1,280] = 3.99; p = 0.047), and that this advantage interacted with the number o
channels used in the correction (F[2,560] = 7.21; p < 0.0001) and with sagittality

(F[4,280] = 40.61; p < 0001). To determine where these differences lay, t-tests wer
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Figure 8.5

F o r blink data corrected with either blink (appropriate) or

saccade (inappropriate) Bs, means and confidence intervals of the mean are
displayed as a function of number of EOG channels. Units are log deviation
units.

performed between deviation scores from saccade and blink Bs, for each of the one,

two and three channel corrections, and for each level of sagittality. For these tests,
was changed from 0.05 to 0.0167 and 0.01 for the method and sagittal comparisons
respectively, according to the Bonferroni adjustment.
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The was no difference between blink and saccade B correction for one (t[284] = 1.1;
p = 0.273) or two channel correction (t[284] = 2.31; p = 0.022). As can be seen in
Figure 8.5, where three EOG channels were used, blink Bs corrected blink data better
than did saccade Bs (t[284] = 14.20; p < 0.0001). There was no advantage of blink Bs

at prefrontal (t[29] = 1.78; p = 0.084) or frontal sites (t[74] = 1.10; p = 0.273), but
blink Bs were better than saccade Bs at central (t[74] = 3.62; p < 0.001), parietal
(t[74] = 4.52; p < 0.0001) and occipital sites (t[29] = 4.52; p < 0.0001).

It was also found that saccade Bs corrected saccade data better than blink Bs
(F[l,280] = 81.29; p < 0.0001), and that this advantage interacted with the number of

channels used in the correction (F[2,560] = 34.70; p < 0.0001) but not with sagittality
(F[4,280] = 0.66; p = 0.618). To determine where these differences lay, t-tests were
performed between deviation scores from saccade and blink Bs, for each of the one,
two and three channel corrections. For these tests, a was changed from 0.05 to 0.0167
according to the Bonferroni adjustment. As can be seen in Figure 8.6, the advantage
of saccade over blink Bs was evident at one, two and three channel correction (t[284]
> 7.84; p< 0.0001).

The final analysis found that correcting with REOG was superior to correcting
without (F[l,560] = 82.80; p < 0.0001), and that this advantage interacted with
sagittality (F[4,560] = 14.96; p < 0.0001) and with the type of artifact corrected
F([l,560] = 59.93; p < 0.0001). As can be seen in Figures 8.5 and 8.6, the advantage
of including REOG in the correction was significant for both saccade (t[284] = 3.14;
p = 0.002) and blink artifact correction (t[284] = 7.80; p < 0.0001, where a was
reduced to 0.025 using the Bonferroni adjustment). As can be seen in Figure 8.7, this
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advantage was present at all levels of sagittality (t[89-149] > 3.30; p < 0.001; where a
was reduced to 0.01 using the Bonferroni adjustment), except 'occipital' (t[59] =
1.41; p = 0.165).
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For saccade data corrected by either blink (inappropriate) or

saccade (appropriate) Bs, means and confidence intervals of the mean are
displayed as a function of number of EOG channels. Units are arbitrary
deviation units.
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For saccade and blink data combined, units of error are shown

where appropriate Bs are employed on both blink and saccade data. Means and
confidence intervals of the mean are displayed as a function of sagittality and
whether the radial channel has been included. Units are deviation units.
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8.4 Discussion
Regarding the speculation that the difference between blink and saccade B
corrections is due to the omission of HEOG (and possibly REOG) (Mocks & Gasser,
1989), this is clearly not the case. Correction did not improve with the inclusion of
the second channel (HEOG), and became significantly worse with the inclusion of the
third channel (REOG). Therefore, it would appear that the differences between
saccade and blink Bs cannot be explained in terms of the omission of the HEOG (and
REOG) channel.

As stated in the introduction, the fact that the difference between blink and saccade

correction is variable over sites and subjects, suggests that the explanation given b

source localization exponents (e.g. Berg, 1989; Lins et al., 1993), is not accurate. T
gain an understanding of what might be causing the variable results, we computed

correlations between the corrected blink ERPs, and the vertical, horizontal and radia
EOG. It was found that data corrected by saccades were highly correlated with VEOG

(see Table 8.1). This is consistent with the thesis that saccade Bs are too large to
correct blinks, and that the 'corrected' EEG is primarily a VEOG artifact (Corby &
Kopell, 1972; Gratton et al., 1983).

However, REOG was found to be even more highly correlated with the 'corrected'
waveform than was VEOG, suggesting that the radial component is the main
contributor to the inability of saccade Bs to correct blink data (see Table 8.1).
Therefore, it may be the case that previous studies have concluded that it was the
difference in VEOG Bs that made saccade Bs unsuitable to correct blink data (e.g.
Corby & Kopell, 1972; Gratton, 1998), merely because the VEOG channel was
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VEOG

REOG

correlation

st dev.

correlation

st. dev.

Prefrontal

0.96

0.05

0.97

0.03

Frontal

-0.94

0.02

-0.93

0.02

Central

-0.97

0.03

-0.98

0.02

Parietal

-0.95

0.03

-0.97

0.02

Occipital

-0.96

0.02

-0.98

0.01

Table 8.1

Correlations between blink waveforms (corrected with saccade

Bs) and VEOG and REOG are shown. Positive values show an under-correction
of that EOG type, and negative values an over-correction.

highly correlated with REOG, and thus almost indistinguishable from it - REOG may
be responsible for this difference between blink and saccade data correction.

As can be seen in Figure 8.8, there was a pattern to the errors obtained by correcting

blink data with saccade Bs. That is, there was an under-correction at prefrontal sites,
changing to an over-correction as more posterior sites were corrected. This suggests
that the results obtained in Chapter 4, showing that there was no difference between
blink and saccade Bs, are not generalizable. The reason for the discrepancy appears to
be that only frontal sites were tested in Chapter 4, the general scalp location where
correction error changes from under to over-correction and thus where the error
incurred by correcting blink data with saccade Bs is not easily discerned. Consistent
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with this, the present study found that the error incurred by correcting blink data with
saccade Bs was smallest at frontal sites.

Another reason for the discrepant findings is that only one EOG channel was used in
the experiment described in Chapter 4. This study has shown that one channel is

inferior to two (and three), and that the inability of saccade Bs to correct blink da
only emerges when VEOG, HEOG and REOG are all employed. So the differences
between Bs may have also been obscured by the variance incurred by the use of a less

than optimal set of correction coefficients. However, as will be discussed later, thi
study has shown that correction is improved with the inclusion of HEOG and REOG,
and so it follows that to obtain good correction, blinks cannot be corrected with
saccade Bs.

Another important finding of this study was that the radial channel was required for
adequate correction. Previously, the number of EOG channels required to adequately

describe eye-movements had not been clearly established. Elbert et al. (1985) argued
on biophysical grounds that three were needed (VEOG, HEOG and REOG), whilst
Fortgens and De Bruin (1983) argued that 4 EOG channels are required (to account
for differences in the movement patterns of the two eyes). Most researchers do not

use the radial EOG, and there has been no consensus on what might constitute a radial
eye-movement if it was decided that REOG should be included to measure it.
Lutzenberger and Elbert (1989, p.22) wrote that if "peculiar eye-movements" were
made, these peculiar eye-movements would involve the REOG, and Gratton (1998)
thought that large changes in eye convergence would affect the REOG (for example
during focusing).
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Figure 8.8

Blink waveforms corrected with V E O G only are shown. These

are averaged over the fifteen subjects, and grouped into levels of sagittality. It
can be seen mat an under-correction occurs at prefrontal sites, and that an over-

correction occurs from frontal to occipital sites. Central, parietal and occipital

site corrections are very similar and are not easily distinguishable in the figure

S o m e researchers have opted to avoid the uncertainty with regards to what R E O G
might constitute, by putting a number of combinations of EOG electrodes into an
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hierarchical regression, and letting the statistics 'decide' on the relevance of the
different possibilities (e.g. Lutzenberger & Elbert, 1989). However this is unlikely to

solve the problem because of the difficulties discussed later in Chapter 10 relating to
the inability of statistical processes to allocate joint variance accurately.

The failure of the statistical criteria approach to EOG channel inclusion can be seen i
the failure of blink Bs to correct saccade data (see Figure 8.6). In this example, B
estimates for HEOG were inappropriate when calculated from blink data because of
the co-incident HEOG and VEOG deflections that occurred during blinking. That is,
part of the EEG variance caused by VEOG was attributed to HEOG. This provided
adequate correction of the blink itself, but it failed to correct non-blink data
sufficiently. This can be seen in Figure 8.9 where HEOG Bs, being merely statistical
solutions, did not represent true HEOG propagation, and thus produced gross overcorrection of saccade data.

Researchers have typically found no advantage in using more than the standard
vertical and horizontal EOG (e.g. Lutzenberger and Elbert, 1989; van den BergLenssen, Brunia and Blom, 1991), which is inconsistent with the present results. That
is, the present study has found that including REOG produced substantially better
correction than using traditional methods with VEOG and HEOG only.

It should be noted that the inclusion of REOG does not necessitate the use of extra
electrodes. That is, if VEOG is recorded from one eye only, it is because one eye is
thought to be representative of both eyes. If this is so, then the same rationale would
allow the use of one eye to calculate REOG; VEOG would be the difference, and
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R a w E E G corresponding to a smooth pursuit eye movement, and

the same EEG corrected with blink Bs and with saccade Bs are shown. It can be

seen that the blink Bs failed to deal effectively with the horizontal eye movement
voltages.

R E O G the average of activity from the electrodes above and below the eye. However,
although only one eye is typically used for VEOG, this may be a convenient

approximation only; it has not been established that one eye is sufficient to correc

with (Fortgens and De Bruin, 1983). If different electrodes are required to account fo
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the eyes separately, then again extra electrodes would not be required for R E O G per
se, as these extra electrodes would likely also be required to account for VEOG.

It is concluded from the results of this study that the similarity of correction

coefficients for blinks and saccades described in Chapter 4 is limited to frontal sites,
or when only VEOG is used to correct. Therefore it is not appropriate to use saccade
Bs obtained using the AAA procedure to correct blink artifact (except to correct
frontal sites only). The inaccuracies caused by the use of saccade Bs was strongly

related to the radial channel, suggesting that it may play a role in these difficulties.
Further, this study has shown that correction should include VEOG, HEOG and
REOG channels, as fewer channels will produce significantly less accurate correction.
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C H A P T E R 9: The effect of the radial channel on eyeblink correction9
9.1 Introduction
In the last chapter it was shown that saccade Bs do not correct blink artifacts
adequately. It was also demonstrated that this deficiency cannot be remedied by
merely including H E O G (or H E O G and R E O G ) , and that the inclusion of R E O G in
fact m a d e the correction worse. Thus, contrary to the conclusions reached in Chapter
4, saccade and blink data cannot be corrected together, even after removing the effect
of interference with the A A A procedure. However, the relationship between R E O G
and poor correction in the last chapter suggested that the R E O G channel m a y be
involved in the inability of saccade B s to correct blink data.

Source localization research has argued that the difference between blink and saccade
artifacts is that they originate at different locations, with the evidence for this
hypothesis being that the direction of the ocular dipole-vector during blinking is
anterior, and that there is no corresponding vector during saccadic eye-movement
(Berg & Scherg, 1991). However, a dipole-vector of an anterior orientation is exactly
what R E O G is expected to register (Elbert et al., 1985), so the source localization
research m a y be viewed as consistent with the thesis that the inability of saccade B s
to correct blink data is due to R E O G . H o w this might work is not clear. It m a y be that
the eyeball physically moves forward during blinking, moving the dipole forward, or
it m a y be that the eyelid moving over the globe during a blink acts as a sliding
potential-source, in effect moving the dipole more anterior (Matsuo et al., 1975).

This chapter forms the second half of Croft and Barry (submitted [a]), not cited.
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The difficulty with such a position is that if it is the radial component that causes the
discrepancy between blink and saccade correction, then we might expect that the
inclusion of REOG would improve correction, but the last chapter demonstrated that
the converse was true; inclusion of REOG made the correction worse. However, if
true radial eye-movement only occurs during eye-blinks, a calibration trial with no
eye-blinks would not have enough radial activity to give an accurate estimate of
REOG propagation, which would explain why the inclusion of REOG made the
correction worse. For example, the radial component recorded during calibration
trials could be heavily influenced by prefrontal neural activity, and although there
may be some eyelid or eye-blink activity there, it may not be large enough to give an
accurate estimate of radial propagation.

It might be thought that the converse should be appropriate, that Bs calculated from
eye-blinks should be able to correct saccade data. Consistent with this, researchers
have argued that Bs calculated from blink data do correct saccade data well (e.g.

Gasser et al., 1986). However there is a difficulty with this view. The problem is tha
REOG and VEOG are almost identical during eye-blinks. For example, in the last
chapter, REOG and VEOG were found to have mean correlations, over the 1-second
blink epochs, of 0.994 (see Figure 8.5). This would have made it very difficult to
obtain an accurate estimate of either VEOG or REOG Bs. Further, although there is
no necessary relationship between eye-blinks and lateral eye-movement, individuals
tend to have their own horizontal eye movement patterns that can also affect VEOG
and REOG B estimates.
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For instance, a subject might always m o v e their eyes a little to the left when they
blink, and this may be correlated with the VEOG and REOG channels, and thus
distort the estimates (see Figure 8.5 for an example of this). Such a relationship

would not be a problem for the blink correction itself, but it would not allow a good
saccade correction. For instance, if HEOG was perfectly correlated with VEOG, the
correction coefficient for HEOG may be set to 0.5, say, whilst that for VEOG may be

set to 0. This would produce a good correction for the blink, but for saccades, where
this identity relationship does not hold, it would give a poor correction. Gasser et
(1986) claimed that they had shown that correction did not suffer when applying
blink Bs to saccade data, but the results of the last chapter conflict with their

conclusions, and due to the validation difficulties discussed in Section 1.6, the iss
far from resolved.

In order to avoid this difficulty in calculating REOG Bs, the following method of
calculating Bs is proposed. Due to the possible high correlations between VEOG and
REOG during blinking, saccade data should be used to obtain an accurate estimate of
VEOG and HEOG Bs. As there will not be enough radial activity during saccade

epochs to get an accurate estimate of REOG B, I suggest obtaining it from blink data.
That is, correct a blink AAA using VEOG and HEOG Bs, and calculate the REOG Bs
from the AAA residual. Further, to avoid the over-correcting that may occur because
of the correlation between REOG and the other EOG channels, REOG should be decorrelated from the other EOG channels before calculating the REOG B. This
procedure is described below.
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•

Calculate V E O G and H E O G B s from saccade A A A s (as these should be free

from the blink-related radial component)
• Correct a blink AAA using these VEOG and HEOG Bs, forming an AAA residual
ERP
• Decorrelate REOG from the other EOG channels (to avoid the overcorrecting that
could occur because of the correlations between REOG and the other EOG
channels)
• Calculate REOG B from the AAA residual (as REOG should be the only ocular
component remaining and thus will not be contaminated by other EOG voltages)

Although relying on both blink and saccade data to calculate Bs, this method is stil
solution to the problem of correcting blinks and saccades together. That is, a

calibration trial prior to the experiment proper could be used to calculate the thre
and these could then be employed in an online (or offline) correction of all eyemovement types during the testing phase. There would be no need to separate blinks
from saccades after the original B calculation process. Because this procedure is a
revision of the averaging procedure designed earlier to reduce interference in the
EOG and EEG channels (AAA), I shall refer to it as the 'Revised Aligned-Artifact
Average', or RAAA.

This study will test the efficiency of the RAAA method by reanalyzing the data
collected in Chapter 8. It will calculate RAAA Bs as described above, and determine
whether they correct both blink and saccade data adequately. The RAAA shall be
deemed adequate if it corrects blink and saccade data at least as well as the
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corrections produced by correcting these data with B s calculated from saccade and
blink data respectively.

In order to perform these comparisons, we require an estimate of uncontaminated
EEG with which to compare the various correction methods. To avoid some of the
validation difficulties discussed in Section 1.6, we shall measure the effectiveness

the methods relative to 'referent' ERPs (that is, an AAA that has been corrected using
VEOG, HEOG and REOG Bs calculated from that AAA itself). The rationale for this
validation method was described more fully in the last chapter.

9.2 Method
9.2.1 Subjects
The same subjects as described in 8.2.1 were used.

9.2.2 Data Acquisition
The same data acquisition as described in 8.2.2 was employed.

9.2.3 Procedure
The procedure was the same as that described in 8.2.3.

9.2.4 Data Manipulation
9.2.4.1 Eye Calibration
Eye calibration data was collected and transformed as per 8.2.4.1.
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9.2.4.2 Eye-Movement

Data

Eye movement data was collected and transformed as per 8.2.4.2.

9.2.4.3 Blink Data
Blink data was collected and transformed as per 8.2.4.3.

9.2.4.4 Correction
For each site and subject, two ERPs were derived to be used as referent waveforms
with which to evaluate the adequacy of the various correction methods. These were

obtained by correcting the raw saccade referent and the raw blink referent averages

using Bs calculated from the raw saccade referent and the raw blink referent averag
respectively. These correction coefficients were calculated using simultaneous
multiple regression, with the dependent variable the EEG data, and the independent
variables the VEOG, HEOG and REOG data. These corrected waveforms shall be
referred to as 'saccade referent' and 'blink referent' waveforms respectively.

Bs were then calculated from the 'calibration' data using EEG as dependent and
VEOG, HEOG and REOG as independent variables. This set of Bs was then used to
correct the 'raw saccade referent average', creating 'appropriate saccade
VEOG/HEOG/REOG', AS[VHR].

Similarly, a set of Bs was calculated from the 'raw blink average' data using EEG as
dependent and VEOG, HEOG and REOG as independent variables. This set of Bs

was then used to correct the 'raw blink referent average', creating 'appropriate bl
VEOG/HEOG/REOG' AB[VHR].
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In addition to these, a set of R A A A B s were calculated according to the algorithm
described in the introduction using 'calibration data' and 'raw blink average data'.

This set of Bs was then used to correct the 'raw saccade referent' and the 'raw blink
referent average', giving RAAA(s) and RAAA(b) respectively.

9.2.5 Statistical Analysis
To determine the effectiveness of the methods, corrected data were transformed into

deviation units in the manner employed by Gratton et al. (1983), as per Equation 8.1.
This gives a measure of the absolute difference between the corrected and true data.

Deviation units were calculated from each of the corrected saccade averages relative
to the 'saccade referent average', and from each of the corrected blink averages,
relative to the 'blink referent average'. Because these deviation scores were not
normally distributed, they were log transformed, and will be referred to as 'log D'
units.

To determine whether the RAAA corrected as well as did Bs calculated from the
'appropriate' artifact type (AS[VHR] and AB[VHR]), as a function of sagittality, a
2x2x5 repeated measures ANOVA was employed. This tested for within-subject log
D differences in the RAAA and appropriate corrections (Method), in the type of

artifact corrected (Type), and to determine if these results varied with distance fro

the eyes (Sagittality). Levels of sagittality were defined as 1: Fpl, Fp2; 2: Fz, F3,
F7, F8; 3: T3, T4, Cz, C3, C4; 4:; T5, T6, Pz, P3, P4; and 5: 01, 02.
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Figure 9.1

M e a n deviation scores and confidence intervals of the m e a n are

shown for the correction of blink and saccade data combined, using either the
appropriate B type (blink Bs to correct blinks and saccade Bs to correct
saccades) or R A A A Bs as a function of type of data corrected. It can be seen that
the R A A A Bs corrected better than did the appropriate B types, with the
advantage slightly larger for blink correction.
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Central

Parietal Occipital

M e a n deviation scores and confidence intervals of the m e a n are

shown for the correction of blink and saccade data combined, using either the
appropriate B type (blink Bs to correct blinks and saccade Bs to correct
saccades) or RAAA /Is as a function of the distance from the eyes, using three
EOG channels. It can be seen that the RAAA Bs corrected better than did the
appropriate B types, at prefrontal, frontal and occipital sites.
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9.3 Results
The analysis found that the RAAA procedure corrected better than the 'appropriate'
type of correction (F[ 1,560] = 27.66; p < 0.0001), and that this advantage interacted
with the type of artifact corrected (F[l,560] = 10.55; p < 0.0001), and with distance
from the eyes (F[4,560] = 5.31; p < 0.0001). Follow-up analyses found that this
advantage was highly significant for both blink and saccade data correction, where a
was adjusted to 0.025 using a Bonferroni adjustment (t[284] > 2.78; p < 0.006; see

Figure 9.1). This advantage was also highly significant at frontal sites (t[119] = 3.3
p < 0.001) and approaching significance at prefrontal and occipital sites (t[59-89] >

2.19; p < 0.033), but it was not significant at central and parietal sites (t[149] < 0.
p > 0.507), where a was adjusted to 0.01 using the Bonferroni adjustment. This can
be seen in Figure 9.2.

9.4 Discussion
The results have shown that the error incurred by correcting blink contaminated EEG
data with saccade Bs (and saccade contaminated EEG data with blink Bs) can be
removed if the contribution of radial eye-movement is accurately accounted for in the
correction. That is, when the B associated with REOG is calculated using the RAAA
method described above, the error disappears, and blink and saccade contaminated
EEG can be corrected with a common set of Bs. This correction is not only as

effective as using Bs calculated from the appropriate artifact type, it is significantl
better. This suggests that there is no reason to correct blink and saccade artifact
separately.
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The error due to correction has been expressed in arbitrary deviation units. These can
also be expressed as average uV-deviations, with those for saccades and blinks 0.6
and 1.2 uV respectively for the RAAA correction method. It should be noted that
most of this small saccade correction error was not due to the new way of correcting,
but rather it was due to error in the HEOG B estimation. This is why the saccade
correction was also adversely affected by the use of saccade Bs (note that saccade Bs
produced poorer correction of saccade data than did RAAA Bs).

It is likely that this HEOG B error occurred because the calibration trial had subject
move their eyes around the perimeter of a computer screen, rather than vertically and

horizontally in the center of the screen, which, as can be seen in Figure 8.2, added to
VEOG/HEOG correlation. Consequently, better HEOG B estimation should improve
both saccade correction (where most horizontal eye-movement occurs) and also that
of blinks (due to the role of radial eye-movement during blinks, and the reliance of
REOG B estimation on accurate VEOG and HEOG B estimation).

Further, this degree of error is likely to be an exaggerated estimate, because it
assumes that the referent ERP (corrected with Bs calculated from that ERP itself) is
an accurate estimate of the neural potentials associated with that eye movement type,
but this is likely not to be the case. That is, because of the large shared variance
between the EOG channels during a blink, for instance, it is difficult to obtain
accurate correction coefficients, even for the particular epoch that the Bs are

estimated from. The Bs are merely the statistically best 'variance reduction' solution
in that situation, and with three predictors and only a similar number of ERP
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components, the reference waveform m a y not be completely accurate. Thus the
RAAA correction may have been more accurate than the 'referent' waveform.

In support of this supposition, the main difference between the referent and RAAA

corrected ERPs was that the latter exhibited a positive deflection, maximal parietally
and decreasing frontally (Figure 9.3), that was not present in the referent waveform.
This deflection corresponded temporally to the HEOG channel (and neither VEOG or
REOG channels). It appears to have been removed from the referent ERP as a

consequence of the statistical 'least squares' requirement of the B estimation process
As opposed to this deflection's inclusion with the RAAA being an error, it may be
some form of late positivity, perhaps due to visual realignment to the surroundings
following the blink, and thus accurately retained with the RAAA.

Further, even if the RAAA is in error by the amounts described above, the degree of
distortion will generally be smaller in ERP studies, as much of this error will be
averaged out, leaving the 1 (IV distortion as a minor variability problem only.
However, as demonstrated in Figure 9.4, in this study, where error is consistent and
thus maximal due to artifact alignment, 'error' is still negligible.

This study has shown that with the appropriate use of the radial channel, there is no
need for separate corrections for blink and saccade contaminated data. However, it
has not shown that the cause of the discrepancy between blink and saccade

propagation coefficients is radial eye movement per se. It could be, for instance, tha
as reported by Corby and Kopell (1972), blinks propagate differently to saccades; that
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w e have simply engineered a solution based on the contiguity of V E O G and R E O G
during blinking, and their independence during saccades.
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time (msec)

Figure 9.3

Grand mean R A A A corrected blink E R P s are shown for frontal,

central, parietal and occipital sites. An early negative deflection that is maxim
at frontal/central sites, and a late positive component that is maximal at
parietal/occipital sites can be seen.
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This possibility cannot be discounted, but it would not affect the results obtained.

Further, prior investigations suggest that this possibility is unlikely. That is, origi
an attempt was made to eliminate the effect of REOG through the use of functions
designed to maximize the dissociation of REOG in the blink and saccade conditions.
These provided good corrections in a statistical sense, but introduced obvious

distortions to the corrected waveforms. In contrast, the more intuitive algorithm of th
RAAA (based only on the three orthogonal components argued for by Elbert et al.,
1985), produced the very reasonable corrections demonstrated in Figure 9.4.

Regarding the recording of radial eye movement, as discussed in the last chapter it
should be noted that it does not require any extra EOG electrodes, so long as the
electrodes employed above (El) and below (E3) an eye are monopolar (using the
same reference as the EEG). VEOG is then the difference between the two electrode
voltages, and REOG is their average.

It is concluded that blink and saccade data can and should be corrected using a
common set of Bs, providing that vertical, horizontal and radial EOG channels are
used in conjunction with the revised artifact-aligned average (RAAA) procedure
introduced here.
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Figure 9.4

Grand mean blink E R P waveforms (over subject and site) are

shown for reference and uncorrected EEG, and blink and RAAA corrected
blink data. It can be seen that RAAA corrected data is very similar to the

referent data, and that the main artifact that can be seen in the uncorrected
data does not correspond temporally with the negative deflection of the RAAA
corrected waveform.
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C H A P T E R 10: Issues relating to the type of regression10
10.1 Introduction
There are a number of possible ways to estimate the proportion of EOG that
propagates to a scalp site. Early techniques included such simple techniques as
measuring the physical displacement of an eye movement voltage trace in the EOG
relative to the EEG channel, but as described in Section 1.3, a large advance was

made with the introduction of 'the least squares' criterion (Quilter et al., 1977). Ther
are a number of variations of this 'least squares' procedure, and which of these is
(are) the most appropriate has not been ascertained. This chapter considers some
variations of the least squares criterion that have been proposed as solutions to
difficulties in EOG correction.

10.1.1 Time points as data
One problem with regression analysis in the time domain is that the error term is

actually the true EEG. That is, the residual variance in the EEG, after accounting fo
the effect of EOG, reflects the neural potentials themselves. Now as these neural
potentials are correlated with themselves over time (Jervis, Ifeachor & Coelho, 1989),
an assumption of the regression analysis is violated, namely, that the errors, here
neural potentials, are independent of each other.

Jervis et al. (1989) argued that because of this 'auto-correlation', B estimates are
unreliable, and they suggested using differenced data to overcome the problem. That

This chapter is an extension of Croft and Barry (in press [c]), not cited.
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is, instead of using the voltage at time i to calculate Bs, (voltage at [i+1] minus

voltage at i) is used. However B estimates are reliable - it is only the significance
these estimates that may be inaccurate when auto-correlation occurs (Tuan, 1989).
That is, the Bs themselves will be valid estimates of EOG propagation and are

appropriate to use for correction. Further, using differenced data is unlikely to sol
the problem of autocorrelation (Tuan, 1989), and so this innovation is neither
necessary, nor useful.

10.1.2 Simultaneous multiple, multiple-stage, or hierarchical regression?

Because it has been consistently demonstrated that it is best to correct with at least
two EOG channels (VEOG and HEOG; e.g. van den Berg-Lenssen et al., 1989;
Jervis, Nichols, Hudson & Johnson, 1985; Lutzenberger & Elbert, 1989), the question
arises as to what type of multiple regression is more appropriate for correcting
correction coefficients.

There are a number of ways of calculating the Bs in multiple regression, and these
produce different corrections. The manner in which EOG correction is affected by the

type of multiple regression used has not been demonstrated, yet different methods are
currently used by researchers. For example Woestenburg et al. (1983) and van Driel,
et al. (1989) argue for a 'multiple-stage' regression. Miller, Gratton and Yee (1988)

use a variant of this procedure, and most other researchers utilize the more traditio
'simultaneous' model (e.g., Gratton & Coles, 1989; Lutzenberger & Elbert, 1989;
Mocks et al., 1989).
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The question of which regression procedure to use arises primarily from the problem
of multicollinearity (for a discussion of which see Cohen, 1975). Put simply, in the
simultaneous model, the lvalue for an EOG channel represents the effect of that
EOG channel on the EEG after the effect of the other EOG channels has been
removed. This means that shared variance between the EOG channels will not be
included in the /^-values for any of the EOG channels. Therefore, when the EOG

channels are correlated the total lvalue is generally smaller than the sum of the fir
order EOG channel ^-values.

Woestenburg et al. (1983) suggested a 'multiple-stage' regression to counter this
problem. Their first stage is to calculate a B from Equation 1.1 using the MEEG and
one channel of EOG, and then to correct the MEEG using Eqn. 1.2. The corrected
data is then used as dependent variable in Equation 1.1 with the second EOG channel,
and then a second correction is applied using Equation 1.2. Corrected data from
Equation 1.2 are re-entered iteratively into Equation 1.1 until there are no further
EOG channels to enter, at which point the correction is complete. This method
assigns to an EOG channel any joint variance that it shares with a channel occurring
later in the equation, and thus the Avalue shared between EOG channels is not
omitted from the equation.

However, there are problems with this multiple-stage approach that distort the
correction (Tuan, 1989), and, as shall be shown later, the problem with
multicollinearity in the simultaneous model is not as harmful as might be thought.
The multiple-stage regression introduces error in the following manner. Because
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Equation 1.1 is mathematically equivalent to Equation 10.1, an increase in ryx will
produce an increase in By*. In the case of multicollinearity, the EEG and EOG

.«
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Figure 10.1

Pure E E G and E E G contaminated by V E O G and H E O G

(MEEG) are shown with VEOG and HEOG in subplot A. In subplot B, EEG is
compared to the first stage of a multiple-stage correction using the VEOG
channel. An overcorrection can be seen at point X, the result of an inflated B
caused by a high VEOG/HEOG correlation. Subplot C compares true EEG with
the completed multiple-stage correction, where the second stage of correction
has been unable to remedy the overcorrection (point Y).
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channels (y, x and z) are all correlated, which means that ryx and thus B ^ will be
artificially inflated.

Byx = sdy / sdx * r^ Eqn. 10.1

As can be seen in Figure 10.1, this B inflation will cause too much EOGx to be
removed in the first stage of correction. The second stage of the correction cannot
resolve this overcorrection unless by chance the second EOG channel has a
component perfectly correlated and synchronized with the overcorrected portion of
CEEG, but even then the rest of the epoch would be distorted. This overcorrection
becomes more serious as both the size of the EOG increases (since the relative effect
of the correction procedure increases), and the degree of multicollinearity increases
(since B distortion is proportional to this). The multiple-stage regression approach is
thus not appropriate for EOG correction.

It should be noted that this multi-stage regression is different from that of Miller et
(1988), as in their method, EOG channels yet to be used in the correction are
decorrelated from EOG channels that have already been used to correct. Thus Miller
et al.'s method should produce an equivalent correction to that of the simultaneous
multiple regression (although I am not aware of any advantage in employing this over
the simpler simultaneous regression).

Regarding the simultaneous regression method and multicollinearity, it is only a
confusion between B and /^-values that makes its use appear problematic. That is,
although interpretation of ^-values becomes difficult when the EOG channels are
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correlated, B will still be a good predictor of the effect of the E O G channels. This can
be seen in the simultaneous multiple regression formula of Equation 10.2, where y
represents the EEG, x the EOG channel whose B we wish to calculate, and z an EOG

channel that we wish to partial out of the analysis. A similar formula would calculat
Bzy.x by substituting x for z and z for x, and together these Bs would correct the
MEEG according to Equation 10.3.

B yx.z = sdy / sdx * (ryx - ryz*rzx / 1 - r2xz) Eqn. 10.2
CEEGi = MEEGi - (B ^* EOG*) - (B

yz.x*

EOGzO Eqn. 10.3

The first part of Equation 10.2 (sdy / sdx) is for scaling purposes and will not conc
us here. The next part (ryx - fy^r^) removes the joint variance of the EOG channels
and is where multicollinearity becomes important. However, the next part (1 - r2^)
shows that the covariance unique to y and x is divided not by the overall variance of
x, but by the variance of x not due to z. B yx.z is therefore not just predicting the
unique variance due to y and x, but attempts to account for the variance lost due to
multicollinearity. If r^ was larger than (say) 0.9, other problems would pertain
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989), but within the ranges usually encountered in EOG/EEG
data, a good correction can be expected. However, this needs to be determined
empirically.

To test the thesis that the simultaneous regression method will produce better
correction than the multiple-stage regression method, computer simulations were
carried out. These compared the success of the two methods under conditions of
varying EOG/EEG ratio (analysis 10.2.1) and multicollinearity (analysis 10.2.2). For
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Figure 10.2

A n example of data from Analysis 2 below is shown. Original

E E G , V E O G and H E O G are shown, as well as the E E G contaminated by V E O G
and H E O G ( M E E G ) . T o vary the V E O G / H E O G correlation, the point of
m a x i m u m V E O G amplitude was randomly varied in both amplitude and
position along the x-axis.

the reasons given above, it is predicted that the simultaneous will correct better than
the multiple-stage regression. Secondly, since multicollinearity has more effect on the
correction process at larger E O G / E E G ratios, it is predicted that the advantage of the
simultaneous method will increase with E O G / E E G ratio. Thirdly, since the difference
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between methods is based on their handling of multicollinearity, it is predicted that
the advantage of the simultaneous method will increase as a function of
multicollinearity.

These two analyses were performed with both simulated lateral and central sites to

demonstrate the relevance of regression choice as a function of site. Since centrall

there tends to be little horizontal EOG activity (and thus little multicollinearity

predicted that the hypothesized advantage of the simultaneous regression correction
will be larger at lateral than central sites.

10.2 Method
10.2.1 Analysis 1
10.2.1.1 Simulations
To simulate true EEG (EEG), a 50 data point series was randomly generated with a
range of 2.5 arbitrary units. Numerous 50 data point EOG series were randomly
generated with a range of 2.5 arbitrary units, and from these, 7 pairs of VEOG/HEOG
channels were selected so as to give a range of VEOG/HEOG correlations from 0.50
to -0.51. The 7 EOG pairs were then scaled by a factor of 4, 20, 40, 70 and 100,
creating a total of 35 EOG pairs. To simulate EOG propagation to Cz, C3 and C4,
proportions of these EOG channels were then added to the EEG. The proportions
added were based on propagation factors presented by the Tilburg group at the
Tilburg symposium (Brunia et al., 1989) and were 0.13, 0.12 and 0.14 for VEOG at
Cz, C3 and C4 respectively, and -0.01, 0.04 and -0.05 for HEOG at Cz, C3 and C4
respectively. Thus there were 35 measured EEG (MEEG) series, each with a
corresponding VEOG and HEOG series, for each of the 3 electrode sites.
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10.2.1.2 Data Manipulation

5 types of regression were used to calculate the correction Bs: Simple regression w
VEOG as independent variable (Rl), simple regression with HEOG as independent

variable (R2), simultaneous multiple regression (R3), multiple-stage regression usi
VEOG and then HEOG as independent variables (R4), and multiple-stage regression
using HEOG and then VEOG as independent variables (R5). Rl to R3 used MEEG as
dependent variable. Rl and R2 were performed according to Equation 1.1, and R3
according to Equation 10.2. Corrections were then performed according to Equation

1.2 and Equation 10.3 for the simple and multiple regression Bs respectively, creat
C1EEG to C3EEG. For the multiple-stage regressions, Bs were calculated using
C1EEG as dependent variable and HEOG as independent variable, and using C2EEG
as dependent variable and VEOG as independent variable. These were then corrected
using Equation 10.3, creating C4EEG and C5EEG.

10.2.1.3 Statistical Analysis

To assess the success of the 5 regression types, correlations were then performed on
each of the TEEG-C1EEG pairs, TEEG-C2EEG pairs, TEEG-C3EEG pairs, TEEGC4EEG pairs and TEEG-C5EEG pairs. This gave 35 correlations for each regression
type (Rl to R5 respectively) for each of the 3 sites.

Matched planned contrasts compared the one-channel regression correlations (Rl
with R2), the multiple-stage regression correlations (R4 with R5), the one channel
the multiple-stage regression correlations ('R1+R2' with 'R4+R5'), and the
simultaneous to the mean of the other methods (R3 with 'R1+R2+R4+R5'). Planned

contrasts also compared the lateral sites to each other (C3 to C4) and to the centra
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site ('C3+C4' to Cz), and a polynomial contrast examined trends over the E O G / E E G

ratio. Due to the non-interval nature of correlation data, scores were normalized u
Fisher's transformation prior to analysis.

10.2.2 Analysis 2
10.2.2.1 Simulations
To simulate EEG, a 50 data point series was randomly generated with a range of 10

arbitrary units (Figure 10.2). To simulate HEOG, a 50 data point series similar to a
up and down eye-movement was designed. To simulate VEOG, a 50 data point series
similar to a blink was designed. To vary the VEOG/HEOG correlation, the VEOG
series was multiplied by one of twenty random factors between 2 and 4, to give 20
new VEOG series, and then adjusted so that the maximum amplitude occurred
randomly in the epoch (Figure 10.2).

VEOG series were then grouped according to HEOG/VEOG correlation: GI

contained those with correlations 0.00-0.22, G2 those with 0.23-0.44, G3 those with
0.45-0.66 and G4 those with 0.67-0.88. MEEG series were created by adding a
proportion of the HEOG and VEOG series to the EEG, for each of C3, C4 and Cz
(Figure 10.2). The propagation factors used were the same as in Analysis 1.

10.2.2.2 Data Manipulation
This was identical to that of Analysis 10.2.1.2 above.
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10.2.2.3 Statistical Analysis
To assess the success of the 5 regression types, correlations were performed on each
of the MEEG-C1EEG pairs, MEEG-C2EEG pairs, MEEG-C3EEG pairs, MEEGC4EEG pairs and MEEG-C5EEG pairs. This gave 20 correlations for each of the 3
sites, for each regression type.

Matched planned contrasts for 'regression type' and 'site' were performed as in
Analysis 1 above, except that the between-subjects factor Group (G) was included.
Due to the non-interval nature of correlation data, scores were normalized using
Fisher's transformation before these analyses were performed.

10.3 Results
10.3.1 Analysis 1
As can be seen in Figure 10.3, Rl produced better corrections than R2 (F(l,6) =
717.29, p < 0.001) and R4 better corrections than R5 (F(l,6) = 28.88, p < 0.002). The
multiple-stage were better than the simple regression corrections (F(l,6) = 13.46, p
0.010), and the simultaneous was better than the other correction methods combined
(F(l,6)= 107.61, p< 0.001).

There was no difference between corrections at C3 and C4 (F(l,6) = 1.15, p = 0.324),
whilst corrections at Cz were better than those at lateral sites (F(l,6) = 112.97, p

0.001). All of the regression type contrasts varied as a function of the lateral contr
(F(l,6) > 20.95, p < 0.004), whilst the difference between C3 and C4 did not interact
with any of the regression type contrasts.
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HEOG
Figure 10.3

M e a n correlations (vertical axis) between original and corrected

E E G are shown for each of the regression types, for each of the E O G / E E G
ratios. The simultaneous regression method is labeled 'simult.', the multiplestage methods 'VE-HE' and HE-VE', and the single channel methods 'VEOG'
and 'HEOG'. These data are shown separately for Cz (below), and the mean of
C 3 and C 4 (above).
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There were significant linear and quadratic trends in the corrections as a function of
EOG/EEG ratio (F(l,6) > 61.20, p < 0.001), with corrections becoming worse as ratio
increased. Differences between R3 and R1+R2+R4+R5' interacted with both the
linear and quadratic functions of ratio (F(l,6) > 59.36, p < 0.001).

A follow-up analysis was performed to determine whether there were differences

between R3 and R4 at each of the ratios. This involved 5 matched-pairs t-tests, and s
a was adjusted to 0.01 using the Bonferroni adjustment. There was no difference
between R3 and R4 at a ratio of 4 (t(20) = 1.93, p = 0.068), and R3 was superior at
ratios of 20, 40, 70 and 100 (t(20) > 3.73, p < 0.001).

These results indicate that the simultaneous regression produced the best correction
(and thus B estimates), and that its advantage increased with increasing EOG/EEG
ratio.

10.3.2 Analysis 2
Results regarding the main effects of regression type and site were essentially the

same as those in Analysis 1. As can be seen in Figure 10.4, the superiority of Rl ove
R2, R4 over R5, and the simultaneous over the other methods combined, found in
Analysis 1, were not affected linearly by the correlation between VEOG and HEOG
(F(l,16) < 1.68, p > 0.216). The superiority of the multiple-stage over the simple
regression procedure decreased with increasing VEOG/HEOG correlation (F(l,16) =
14.31, p < 0.002). The superiority of the simultaneous over the other regression
methods varied as a square function of VEOG/HEOG correlation (F(l,16) = 5.09, p =
0.038).
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Figure 10.4

M e a n correlations (vertical axis) between original and corrected

E E G are shown for each of the regression types, for each of the V E O G / H E O G
correlations. The simultaneous regression method is labeled 'simult.', the
multiple-stage methods 'VE-HE' and HE-VE', and the single channel methods
' V E O G ' and 'HEOG'. These data are shown separately for Cz (below), and the
mean of C 3 and C 4 (above).
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A follow-up analysis determined whether there were differences between R 3 and R 4
at each of the levels of VEOG/HEOG correlation. This involved 4 matched pairs ttests, and so a was adjusted to 0.0125 using the Bonferroni adjustment. R3 was
superior to R4 for VEOG/HEOG correlations of 0.00-0.22 (t(l 1) = 3.04, p = 0.011),

0.23-0.44 (t(8) = 3.00, p = 0.017), and 0.45-0.66 (t(29) = 6.41, p < 0.001) but ther
was no difference between R3 and R4 at correlations greater than 0.66 (t(8) = 1.28,
= 0.237).

There was no linear or quadratic effect of VEOG/HEOG correlation on the lack of

difference between correction at C3 and C4 (F(l,16) < 0.01, p > 0.911), nor was ther
a linear or quadratic affect of VEOG/HEOG correlation on the superiority of Cz over
C3 and C4 combined (F(l,16) < 3.64, p > 0.074).

The results show that the advantage of the multiple-stage over single channel
regression methods, found in Analysis 1, decreased with increasing VEOG/HEOG
correlation, and that the advantage of the simultaneous over the other methods
combined varied with the square of VEOG/HEOG correlation.

10.4 Discussion
As can be seen in Figure 10.3, the single channel methods did not correct well at

lateral sites. They performed relatively well only at the EOG/EEG ratio of 4, but ev
then it was because the correction did not have much affect on the EEG, and not

because of good correction. As the effect of the correction increases (with increasi

ratio), the single channel failings are shown more clearly. Single channel correctio

were only adequate at the ratio of 4, which is roughly equivalent to fixations only,
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and too small for the single channel methods to be of value in E O G correction of
lateral sites. At central sites, where almost all EOG contamination is from the one

vertical eye-movement channel, the situation is different: The appropriate choice of a
single EOG channel (VEOG) will give a good correction.

Similar to the single channel methods, the failing of the multiple-stage corrections a
lateral sites becomes larger as the EOG/EEG ratio increases (Figure 10.3). The
difference between the two multiple-stage methods is due to the order of entry into
the correction process. The problem discussed in Section 10.1.3, regarding the
overcorrection of the first EOG channel, will be larger when the channel entered first
explains less of the EEG variance than the channel entered second. In the present case
the contribution of VEOG is greater than the contribution of HEOG, and so the
multiple-stage method performs better when VEOG is entered first. The simultaneous

method performed almost perfectly at all ratios, and significantly better than the nex

best method (multiple-stage) at ratios of 20 and greater. It is therefore a better met
than the others at lateral sites.

At Cz, where there was very little HEOG present in the EEG, the best of the multiplestage corrections performed almost perfectly, and just as well as the simultaneous
method (Figure 10.3). The reason for this is that where there is little HEOG but
significant VEOG propagation to the EEG, multicollinearity will not be important. As
can be seen in Figure 10.1, the reason for the multiple-stage correction failing is
because of this multicollinearity, and so the multiple-stage method should produce
good corrections at central sites where there is no HEOG contribution.
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The second analysis found that the advantage of the multiple-stage over the single
channel approach decreases with increasing multicollinearity (Figure 10.4). Laterally
the single channel corrections can be seen to improve with increasing

multicollinearity. This is because their failing is in their inability to take into a
the effect of the other channel on the EEG, and as the EOG correlation between

channels increases, so too does the information that each carries about the other. The
channel that explains more of the EEG variance will produce the best correction, but
as the correlation between EOG channels approaches 1, their corrections will
approach equality. Centrally, HEOG explains virtually no EEG variance, and so the
single channel VEOG correction is nearly perfect.

The simultaneous method was the only method unaffected by the patterns described
above. As VEOG/HEOG correlation approaches 0 or 1, the advantage over the next
best method (VEOG then HEOG) decreases, but for VEOG/HEOG correlations of up
to 0.66, it proved significantly better.

The simultaneous method has been shown to be the best under nearly all conditions.
Where it is not advantageous is where the HEOG channel has no effect on a site or
where the EOG/EEG ratio is extremely small. As we are never in a position to decide
a priori that HEOG has no effect on a site, the only situation where the simultaneous

method is not preferable is where there is very little eye-movement. Since this is no
realistic situation where EOG correction is of interest, it is concluded that the
simultaneous regression method is better under all conditions relevant to EOG
correction.
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Chapter 11: Other issues relating to B estimation11
There are a number of issues relating to EOG correction that have received little
systematic attention in the literature. For example, although researchers differ on
whether to include non-significant Bs in their EOG corrections (compare
Woestenburg et al., 1983, with Gratton et al., 1983), their decisions are based
primarily on intuition. The purpose of this chapter is thus to organize a range of
intuitions, theory and empirical research, into consistent generalizations about EOG
correction. Where appropriate, these issues will be tested empirically.

The issues addressed will be whether it is appropriate to use non-significant Bs to
correct with, whether it is appropriate to use a measure of B central tendency (either
within- or between-subject) and to correct with this, and whether it is appropriate to
use calibration trials to calculate Bs from.

11.1 Mean or Trimmed Mean B, Subject or Group?
If we assume that there is some random error involved in the B estimation process,
then we can employ means to overcome this. For example, instead of calculating one
B per site per subject, we could split the data, calculate a number of Bs, and use the
median B for correction. This would minimize the effect of B estimate outliers not
representative of true propagation. Verleger et al. (1982) proposed the use of a

Sections 11.1 and 11.2 are from Croft and Barry (in press [a]), and the experiment on the
effects of forward propagation in Section 11.3 is from Croft and Barry (1998b), neither
which have been cited.
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trimmed mean, where the highest and lowest 1 0 % of the B s are ignored when
calculating the mean. Berg (1986) argued for the use of the median B.

Taking a measure of central tendency of the Bs of a subject is a useful means of
overcoming random error, but it will not overcome consistent error. That is, it will

reduce the variability of correction, but it will not reduce consistent error, such as
B inflation due to interference in the EOG and EEG channels, discussed in Chapters 3
and 4. Conversely, a method that averages the data and calculates B from the average,
such as the AAA, will substantially reduce both random and systematic error, and
would be a better means of correcting this problem.

Verleger et al. (1982) and Gasser et al. (1985) argued that it was reasonable to use th
mean of the Bs from a number of subjects to correct data. However, B estimates vary
as a function of electrode placement and subjects' head dimensions. Consequently,
between-subject differences have been found at frontal, central and parietal sites
(Semlitsch et al., 1986), and Gasser et al. (1992) reported B standard deviations at
frontal sites ranging from 0.04 to 0.07 for controls, and from 0.06 to 0.13 for
schizophrenic patients. I would argue that such a variation in true propagation, as

large as the central and parietal Bs themselves, is too great to validly use any centr
tendency measure in which Bs are collated across subjects. Therefore it is concluded
that Bs should not be averaged across subjects.

11.2 Should we include non-significant Bs in the correction stage?
It might turn out that at some site/channel combinations, Bs are not significant
(particularly at central sites, where the HEOG channel may not have a significant
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effect). T h e question then arises as to whether to use these non-significant B s in the
correction. Woestenburg et al. (1983) opted not to use non-significant Bs, because
statistically they are due to chance rather than eye-movement propagation.
Accordingly, within each frequency range in their frequency domain approach, if the

correction coefficient for an EOG channel was not significant at a site, it was not used
in the correction.

Most other researchers include non-significant Bs. This is because they may represent
real eye-movement propagation that is only non-significant because it is very small,
and because probabilities arising from the autocorrelated EEG data are unreliable (see

Chapter 10). Further, because they are small, it is thought that if they are artifactual
they will not affect the data appreciably. I am unaware of any studies assessing the
effect of including non-significant Bs, but would be hesitant to include nonsignificant Bs because of the above rationale of Woestenburg et al. (1983) - that is,
because they are due to chance, and not EOG propagation.

A form of hierarchical multiple regression (e.g. backwards elimination) would
overcome the problem of non-significant Bs by eliminating them. However, it is
important that when calculating Bs, horizontal and vertical eye-movements should be
very large, so as to ensure that, if there is any effect of an EOG channel, it is
registered in the calculation process. Further, this would reduce the possible effects
auto-correlation (Tuan, 1989) because it will ensure that there is a genuine EOG
effect in the EEG. Thus our acceptance of a B will be partially based on the
knowledge that there was propagation, and not just the 'blind' and possibly erroneous
probability of obtaining the coefficient.
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11.3 Is it appropriate to use Bs calculated from calibration trials?
Most researchers are aware of the distortion in B that can occur when EOG

magnitude is too small, and thus it is generally accepted that to obtain accurate Bs,
eye-movements should be as large as possible (e.g. Verleger et al., 1982;
Woestenburg et al., 1983; Berg, 1989). However, as argued in Chapter 5, large eyemovements will not be large enough by themselves, and thus some form of averaging
procedure is required in order to obtain an EOG/EEG ratio large enough for adequate
correction.

The simplest way to implement an averaging procedure is with the use of an EOG

calibration trial. That is, prior to the experiment proper, subjects are required to m
their eyes in a predetermined manner, so that there are enough eye-movements of a
certain type to make an average from which to calculate B. The reason that data from

the experiment itself are not used is because of the difficulty in obtaining enough e
movements of a similar type with which to create the average (although this is not a
problem for blinks because they are more easily identified and extracted from the
experimental data).

It is thus important to ascertain if calibration trials are valid means of obtaining
estimates. Some researchers (e.g. Gratton & Coles, 1989; Gratton et al., 1983) have
claimed that calibration trials will not give a good estimate of the propagation

occurring in the experiment itself, and if their claims are valid, averaging procedur
would be problematic.
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I a m not aware of any empirical evidence raising doubts about the validity of
calibration trials. People may be concerned by the changes that occur in the cornea-

retinal dipole due to exposure to light (Elbert et al., 1985), or the reported differen
between cued and spontaneous eye-movements (e.g. Gratton et al., 1983), but these
will not affect the correction process. For instance, although the cornea-retinal

potential difference is larger in light than dark conditions, this will only change the

magnitude of the ocular dipole. It will not change the proportion of this ocular dipole
that reaches the scalp.

The only study that I am aware of that addresses this problem is that of Girton and
Kamiya (1973). They measured the rate of propagation after 15 minutes of light
adaptation, and again after 15 minutes of dark adaptation (a period substantial enough
to induce the above mentioned changes in the cornea-retinal dipole). It was found that
B did not vary as a function of light adaptation. Thus the difference in the retinal
potential between dark and light conditions has been shown not to affect the rate of
ocular dipole propagation.

Another reason why the use of calibration trials may not be appropriate is that eyemovements in calibration sessions are different from those in the experiment itself,
and so they might propagate differently (Gratton et al., 1983). However, the
distinction between cued and spontaneous eye-movements only affects the correction
if the eye-movement types propagate at different rates. As was shown in Chapter 2,
evidence supporting this assertion is not strong. Thus, as there is strong evidence
pointing to there being no B differences between eye-movement types (see Chapters
2, 3,4, 8 and 9), there should be no concern about the use of calibration trials.
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However, as little research has been conducted to determine these issues, it would be
prudent to examine them empirically. Thus, to check the present assertion that cued
and spontaneous blinks are not different in their propagation rates, the cued and
spontaneous EOG blink data from Chapter 4 were reanalyzed. It was found that they
varied in magnitude, with cued larger than spontaneous blinks, but that they were of a
very similar shape (see Figure 11.1).

For instance, correlation analyses were performed using time-point pairs as data.
These found that spontaneous and cued blinks correlated very highly at r - 0.98,
showing that they were morphologically very similar. This suggests that cued and
spontaneous blinks are analogous phenomena, and that the differences claimed above
(Gratton et al., 1983) are not large enough to offer an a priori reason for not using
calibration trials. Consistent with this, O'Toole and Iacono (1987) found corrected
ERPs to be similar when using calibration and experimental data to calculate Bs,
suggesting that with regard to EOG correction, cued and spontaneous blinks are
equivalent.

Another argument against the use of calibration trials is that since propagation
fluctuates during the recording session, Bs need to be recalculated regularly, and
correspondingly, that calibration trials will produce 'out of date' estimates of
propagation for much of the data. That propagation fluctuates has not been adequately
demonstrated, with only one study addressing this issue and finding Bs to be constant
for 30 minutes, and to vary after that (+/- 15 minutes from recording; van den BergLenssen et al., 1989). As the issue has not been explored further, and as there could
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1000

time (msec)
Figure 11.1

Spontaneous and cued blink averages from Chapter 4 are shown

for Subject 1. The correlation between these two blink types over the period
displayed is 0.983 for this subject, significant at the 0.001 level.

be many factors affecting the change in B over time (e.g. skin conductance changes)
the present study was designed to determine empirically whether propagation does
change over time.

T o test this proposition, data from the calibration trials of Chapters 8 and 9,
performed over a 90-minute period, were reanalyzed. Multiple-correlation values
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(between E E G , V E O G and H E O G ) were calculated from these data, to determine if
they changed over time. Ninety minutes was chosen because experiments rarely last
longer than this. Thus it gives a test of whether propagation changes during a normal
experiment. If it does, then we would expect the multiple-correlation values to vary
between calibration trials.

The reason for using multiple correlation values rather than Bs, is that there is a
complex relationship between the VEOG and HEOG channels. Multiple-correlation
captures the effect of VEOG, HEOG and the interaction of VEOG and HEOG on
EEG, without having to interpret the constituent parts of this relationship. We may
thus simply answer the question, using multiple-correlation, of whether the overall
relationship between EOG and EEG changes over time.

Another factor, that may be thought to render calibration trials inappropriate for B

estimation, is the role of forward propagation during these procedures. That is, it h

been argued that neural potentials during a calibration task will contaminate the EOG
and cause B distortion (Gratton et al., 1983). However, unlike other EOG correction
methods, forward propagation should be of little concern to techniques, such as the
AAA, which use averaging. This is because most forward propagation is cancelled
out in the averaging process prior to B calculation, and all that is left is the
propagated portion of the neural potential related to the eye-movement itself.

The size of this propagating potential varies, but for example, potentials due to eyeblinks in a well-lit room were reported by Berg and Davies (1988) to be

approximately 3 \iY frontally, increasing to approximately 7 |iV occipitally. So usin
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the values of Berg and Davies, even if w e m a k e a conservative estimate that 1 0 0 % of
this frontal component reaches the EOG, the ocular potentials in the EOG will be
over 130 times larger than the neural potentials there, and so by analogy with the
results of Chapter 3, should not affect B appreciably.

However, it is prudent to establish this empirically, since if forward propagation do
have a significant influence on B calculated from a calibration trial, the degree of
error involved and the means of accounting for it would need to be determined. Thus

the aim of the second part of this empirical study was to establish the degree to whic

forward propagation does affect B estimates. As criteria for 'significant' can only be

arbitrary, specific predictions shall not be made, but rather the significance shall b
evaluated qualitatively, in terms of the error that can be expected relative to
'acceptable' error incurred by other forms of interference. To do this, data from
Chapter 4 were reanalyzed.

11.3.2 Methods
11.3.2.1 Subjects
The same subjects as described in 8.2.1 were used.

11.3.2.2 Data Acquisition
The data acquisition was as described in 8.2.2.

11.3.2.3 Procedure
The procedure described in 8.2.3 was employed.
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11.3.2.4 Data Manipulation
11.3.2.4.1 Temporal Stability
For each subject, averages were made for each site consisting of the EEG and EOG
responses to the 30 presentations of each eye-movement type, for each of the 3
calibration tasks. 500 ms averages were aligned from 110 ms pre-stimulus.

11.3.2.4.2 Forward Propagation
Data from Chapter 4 were reanalyzed: For each artifact type, AAA 100 Bs were used
to obtain the corrected EEG (CEEG), equal to the EEG at Fz minus a proportion (B)
of the EOG. A portion (B) of the resultant CEEG was then removed from the EOG

channel to give an estimate of the 'pure' EOG. To do this I assumed that the rates o
propagation from EOG to EEG, and from EEG to EOG, are similar. There are

difficulties with this assumption, but as argued later in Chapter 12, overall it app
to be a reasonable one. Uncorrected Fz was then regressed on the 'pure' EOG to give
a 'pure' estimate of B (propagation not influenced by forward propagation of neural
potentials) for each eye-movement type.

11.3.2.5 Statistical Analysis
11.3.2.5.1 Temporal Stability
Multiple ^-values were calculated from the averaged data for each site and subject,
with the EEG channel the dependent variable, and the VEOG and HEOG the
independent variables. A repeated measures ANOVA tested for differences in the re-

values, for the within-subjects factors of time, laterality and sagittality. To faci

the within-subject calculations of the factor 'sagittality', another site was fabric
from the average of the 01 and 02 ^-values to form Oz.
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11.3.2.5.2 Forward

Propagation

As discussed above, no statistical tests will be performed on these data. Instead, a
qualitative judgement will be made with regard to whether the effect of removing
forward propagation is large relative to the range of between eye-movement type Bs.

11.3.3 Results
11.3.3.1 Temporal Stability
Main effects of sagittality (F[3,42] = 64.86, p < 0.001; Figure 11.2) and laterality
(F[2,28] = 14.07; p < 0.001; Figure 11.3) were found, as was a sagittality by laterality
interaction (F[6,84] = 7.12, p < 0.001). There was no main effect of time (F[2,281 =
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Transformed Bs are shown for frontal, central and parietal sites

separately for the successive calibration tasks (colour).
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0.46, p = 0.636), no sagittality by time (F[6,84] = 1.63, p = 0.148), laterality by time

(F[4,56] = 0.851, p = 0.499) or sagittality by laterality by time interactions (F[12,1
= 1.15, p = 0.327).

Thus correction coefficients vary as a function of sagittality and laterality, but they
are not affected by time (over a 90 minute period).
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Transformed Bs are shown for left hemisphere, midline and

right hemisphere sites separately for successive calibration tasks (colour).

11.3.3.2 Forward

Propagation

A comparison of the 'pure' estimates of B to the AAA 100 estimates of B, for each
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artifact type, is given in Figure 11.4. The difference between the B estimates,
expressed as percentages of the AAA100 Bs, was maximal for the 'up' saccades
(1.4%). In contrast, the range of AAA100 type Bs was 0.007, or 4.9% of the

PStandard B ^Adjusted B

Figure 11.4

r

Correction coefficients from the AAAlOOs are shown before

(standard B) and after (adjusted B) the residual neural potentials were remove
-see Table 11.1.

m a x i m u m B (see Table 11.1). A s the differences between artifact types are much

larger than the differences caused by forward propagation, this indicates that, using
averaging procedure to calculate Bs, the forward propagation of neural potentials to
the EOG does not substantially affect B.
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Artifact Type

B

Adjusted B

Change in B

Cued Blink

0.143

0.143

0.000

Spontaneous Blink

0.136

0.136

0.000

Looking D o w n

0.143

0.143

0.000

Looking U p

0.141

0.143

0.002

Table 11.1

Correction coefficients from the AAAlOOs are shown before (B)

and after (adjusted B) the residual neural potentials had been removed.

11.3.4 Discussion

The findings of this study conflict with the relationship between time and correctio
coefficients described by van den Berg-Lenssen et al. (1989). That is, they found

propagation rates to vary after 15 minutes, whereas the present study has found the
to be stable for at least 90 minutes. A possible reason for this difference may lie

different methods employed. That is, van den Berg-Lenssen et al.'s correction method
did not use an averaging procedure such as was used in the present study, which
would make it more susceptible to random variation and error due to changes in EOG
magnitude (as was discussed in Chapter 3). Thus if subjects' eye-movements varied

in magnitude after 15 minutes, then so too might the B estimates, even if propagati
was constant.

For example, a systematic decrease in E O G power due to muscle fatigue about the
eyes, might have resulted in a systematic increase in B estimates, van den BergLenssen et al. (1989) may have observed a relationship between time and EOG
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power, rather than in propagation per se. However, because they did not keep E O G
power constant, it cannot be ascertained if this explanation is accurate.

It was noted earlier that eye-movement AAAs contain contamination due to the
forward propagation of neural potentials related to these eye-movements themselves,
time-locked to the eye-movements and not removed in the averaging. The second
analysis has found that the removal of this contamination affected B very little. B
variation between artifact types decreased with removal of EEG from the EOG, but
the maximum change was only 1.4% of the original B (for the 'up' condition).

To translate into real data changes, if we take the eye movement type with the larges
change in B, the 'up' saccade, and assume that we are correcting a 100 uV eyemovement, then the amount of EEG subtracted from Fz would change from 14.1 uV
to 14.3 |xV when the effect of neural potentials is removed. As the variation in B
between artifact types was approximately 4.9% of the maximum B, equivalent to 0.2

|iV for the 'up' saccade, this variation due to eye-movement related neural potentia

(only a quarter of that due to the variation between eye-movement types itself) is no
sufficient to concern the correction process.

However, if this degree of error is of concern to the researcher (or if s/he is not
convinced by the assumptions that this analysis was based on), measures can be taken
to reduce this error. That is, depending on whether this blink neural potential

correlates with the EOG blink deflection, B may vary substantially (see Figure 11.5).
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A s such eye-movement-related potentials are inevitable when averaging on eyemovements, to avoid this problem eye-movements should be chosen that create neural
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Figure 11.5

A A A voltages at central and V E O G channels are shown for a

'down' (A) and an 'up' (B) saccade. During the 'down' saccade, the eyemovement related neural potential correlated negatively with the VEOG, but
during the 'up' saccade, it correlates positively with VEOG.

potentials with as little coherence as possible with the E O G channels. For example in

Figure 11.5, using both an 'up' and 'down' saccade to calculate B from would reduc
the total correlation between EOG and EEG, and thus minimize the effect that this
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has on B calculation. Thus, the eye-movements used for calibration should be paired,
such that if an 'up' saccade is used, a 'down' saccade of similar magnitude should

also be used, and if a 'left' saccade is used, a 'right' saccade should be paired with
This will make the EOG and EEG channels relatively orthogonal, and reduce the
effect of any forward propagation.

11.4 Summary
This chapter has argued the following
• it is appropriate to use measures of within-subject/site central tendency to reduce
error in propagation estimates
• it is inappropriate to use measures of between-subject central tendency to reduce
error in propagation estimates
• non-significant Bs should not be used to correct ocular artifact
• eye-movement calibration trials are appropriate for the calculation of correction
coefficients for the following reasons
• Bs were demonstrated in Section 11.3 to be stable for at least ninety minutes,
and the only demonstration contradicting this finding was methodologically
flawed (as it did not account for the EOG power changes shown to be
important in Chapters 3,4 and 6).
• Forward propagation during averaging procedures was shown to be
negligible, and a method for the reduction of this negligible effect was
proposed.
• Cued and spontaneous eye-movements (in the form of blinks) were shown to
be morphologically very similar
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C H A P T E R 12: Issues relating to the latter stage of the
correction of E O G artifact in the E E G 1 2
12.1 Introduction
EOG correction can be considered in two parts. The first part is concerned with the
calculation of the fraction (B) of ocular artifact that reaches the electrode site to be
corrected. This is what w e have been concerned with in the thesis so far, and w e shall
refer to thisfirstpart as the 'calculation phase'. The second part of the procedure is to
remove this fraction of the E O G from the E E G ; w e shall refer to this as the
'correction phase'.

The evolution of EOG correction techniques has seen a primary concentration on the
calculation phase. Early analogue methods (McCallum &

Walter, 1968) were

replaced by mathematically more advanced approaches (Quilter et al., 1977), and
these in turn by methods that accounted for possible variation in propagation due to
differences in eye-movement type and frequency (Gratton et al., 1983; Woestenburg
et al., 1983), and problems in B estimation such as forward propagation of neural
potentials onto the E O G (e.g. Gratton et al., 1983; Gasser et al., 1985).

These were all attempts to improve the accuracy of the calculation phase. In contrast,
there is little literature on the correction phase (although allusions have been m a d e to
the difficulties with the correction phase; e.g. Verleger et al., 1982). The purpose of
this chapter is to round out the thesis study of E O G correction by elucidating some

This chapter is a revised version of Croft and Barry (submitted [b]), not cited.
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problems relating to the correction phase, and to offer solutions to these problems.
Let us assume that we can now calculate B accurately, and consider how error may
occur in the correction phase, its magnitude, and how it may be remedied.

12.2 How does error occur in the correction phase?
Neural potentials propagate forward to the EOG, and so the measured EOG reflects

(at least) two components, that due to eye-movement and that due to neural potenti
(Verleger et al., 1982). This is indicated in Equation 12.1, where MEOG is the

voltage measured about the eyes, TEOG is the true portion of this voltage due to ey
movements, and EEGFP is the part due to forward propagation of neural potentials.

The goal of EOG correction is to subtract a portion (B) of TEOG from the measured
EEG (MEEG) at a particular scalp site, to yield an estimate of EEG uncontaminated

by ocular artifact (TEEG), as per Equation 12.2. But, as is shown by Equation 12.1,
as we only have access to MEOG and not TEOG, Equation 12.2 is not possible and

we must use Equation 12.3 instead (where estTEEG is the corrected or estimated true
EEG). Thus when we EOG correct, we are really doing it according to Equation 12.4;
we not only remove a portion of ocular artifact, we also remove some neural
potentials from the MEEG.

MEOG = TEOG +

Eqn. 12.1

EEGFP

TEEG = MEEG - (B*TEOG)

Eqn. 12.2

estTEEG = MEEG - (B*MEOG)

Eqn. 12.3

estTEEG = MEEG - (B*TEOG) -

(B*EEGFP)

Eqn. 12.4
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That is, by subtracting ( B * M E O G ) , w e are subtracting a portion of the neural

potentials that we are interested in, reducing the magnitude of our estimate of the t
EEG. The way that we traditionally measure the EOG reduces this problem. That is,
the vertical EOG (VEOG) is measured as the difference between voltages above and
below an eye, and the horizontal EOG (HEOG) as the difference between the outer
canthi of the eyes. Thus, if a similar amount of neural potential reaches both
electrodes, it will be cancelled out, eliminating

B*EEGFP

from Equation 12.4.

However, as can be ascertained from the lengthy discussion on the affect of forward
propagation in the literature (see Brunia et al., 1989 and Chapters 3, 4 and 5), the
amount remaining is significant. This is because neural potentials propagate forward

in (at least) two different ways, due to the different conductive properties of the s
and brain (Nunez, 1981).

The first and most direct route is through the brain to the EOG electrodes (the line

least resistance), and this portion of neural potential will be largely removed becau
of the 'difference' method of measuring the EOG described above. This assumes that
the neural potential that reaches each of the VEOG and HEOG electrode pairs will be
of a similar magnitude. This will be the case for VEOG because the line of least
resistance is through the eye which will 'center' the potential relative to the

electrodes. It will also be the case for HEOG when potentials originate centrally, bu

potentials originating laterally will affect the two outer canthi electrodes differen
and so error may occur in this situation.
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The second is through the more resistant skull and then via the scalp to the E O G
electrodes. As the direction of this propagation is forward and 'down' the scalp to
eyes, there will be less of the potential below than above the eyes, and thus the
subtraction of voltages below from above the eyes will not completely remove the
neural potentials from the VEOG.

HEOG will not pose as large a problem for neural potentials generated centrally, as
similar amounts will reach each outer canthus and be cancelled by subtraction.

However, potentials generated laterally will contribute to this error, as they effec
electrodes differentially and would not be removed. The following addresses the

effect of neural potential propagation via the scalp only, assuming the others to be
largely removed as described above.

12.3 What is the magnitude of this error?
12.3.1 Assuming neural potentials originate from the electrode site under study
If we consider Equations 12.2 and 12.4, we see that the error due to EOG correction
(the difference between true and estimated EEG) is equal to

(B*EEGFP). NOW EEGFP

is the neural potential recorded in the EOG, which is equal to the neural potential

the site of correction multiplied by the proportion of it that reaches the EOG (i.e.
TEEG*Bpp). Therefore the error due to correction (Ey) can be obtained using

Equation 12.5, where i is the time point, j is the site of correction, Bj and BjFp a
EOG to EEG and EEG to EOG propagation rates respectively, and the summation
takes place over EOG channels.

E ij = 2:(B j *BjFp)*TEEG ij

Eqn. 12.5
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If w e assume that the neural potential originates in close proximity to the site of
correction, we can use B] to represent Bpp, as there is no reason to assume that
voltages propagate differently when moving forward or backwards across the scalp.
This gives Equation 12.6, where terms are the same as in Equation 12.5. Thus the

error due to correction is equal to the product of the true neural potential at a si
the square of the EOG to EEG propagation coefficient.

Eij = E(Bj2)*TEEGij Eqn. 12.6

This assumes also that we are using an EOG montage that records voltages from both
eyes (e.g. the average of the voltages above minus the average of the voltages below

the eyes). This is important because the electrodes about an eye do not register much

of the contralateral^ generated neural potentials, whilst the converse is not true -

scalp electrode will appear to register the contralateral ocular potential because i
influenced by the similar movement of the ipsilateral eye. So if using one eye only,
EOG to EEG propagation would differ from EEG to EOG propagation contralateral
to the eye used, and equations 12.5 and 12.6 will overestimate the error at the
contralateral sites.

For example, let us consider the vertex, where for VEOG and HEOG, Bs are roughly
0.10 and 0.00 respectively (based on the propagation coefficients at the Tilburg
symposium; Brunia et al., 1989), and assume that some 50 uV activity originates
there. Then, as described above, we can assume Bpp to equal B (0.10), making the
estimated error 0.5 uV (B * B *MEEG = 0.1*0.1*50), 1% of the true voltage. That is,
the real potential of 50 uV would be over-corrected in the artifact removal process
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an apparent 49.5 u V . The degree of such E E G 'correction' error will be larger
anteriorly and smaller posteriorly from the vertex due to VEOG and HEOG, and
larger laterally due to HEOG.

12.3.2 Not assuming neural potentials originate from the electrode site under
study
If the source of the neural potential is anterior to the electrode, Bpp will differ
and so our error estimates will be inaccurate. Lateral variation from the site of
correction will also cause error for HEOG corrections. However the amount is too
small to concern us and will not be considered further. Consider the case above,
where 0.10 of a 50 uV deflection (5.0 uV) measured at the vertex was present in the

EOG.

If the source of the 50 uV vertex deflection was more anterior, say midway between

the vertex and the EOG electrode, then the originating neural potential must be much

larger than was measured at the vertex, with only a fraction, 50 uV, reaching both t
EOG and EEG. So our above estimate of neural potential in the EOG, 5 jxV, would be
a substantial underestimate as it should be the same as at the vertex, 50 uV. The
amount of neural potential subtracted from the EEG would in fact be B*EEGpp, or 5
fiV, yielding an apparent 45.0 \iV. As a proportion, the 50 pV deflection would be

reduced by 10% rather than the 1% of the true signal at the vertex described earlier

The magnitude of this discrepancy would be less when correcting posterior sites

relative to anterior if the source was anterior. When the source is posterior, there
be very little discrepancy between the amount of the potential that reaches the EOG
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from the site and generator (the potential will pass through the site on the w a y to the
EOG), and so error can be estimated quite well by assuming that the generator is at
the site of correction.

12.4 What does this mean for ERP and EEG results?
Studies comparing correction procedures to alternate methods of dealing with ocular

artifact (such as the rejection and control methods described above) have consistently
found correction procedures to be superior (O'Toole & Iacono, 1987; Verleger et al.,

1982; see Section 1.5 above). This suggests that even when this correction error is not
accounted for, EOG correction is the best means of dealing with ocular artifact.

However, there are obvious sources of difficulty in validating correction techniques i
general (see Gratton & Coles, 1989, and Section 1.6), and so questions remain
regarding the measures of validation that were employed in these studies. Hence error
remaining after 'correction' could have been substantial and significant to

researchers, even though correction proved better than traditional techniques. That is
these studies do not necessarily support the thesis that error is insignificant in the
correction phase.

It was found in Chapter 6, using simulations at Fz, that there was no real problem
created by over-correcting a forward propagation of 0.20 (obtaining a true to
corrected EEG correspondence with r2 = 0.999), which appears to suggest that the
theoretical point argued above is of no empirical relevance. However the following
needs to be considered. Firstly, the use of a B of 0.20 assumes that the neural
potentials propagate from Fz, and clearly they can propagate from prefrontal sites,
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which would m a k e the over-correction larger. Secondly, the use of the squared
correlation as a coefficient of determination only tells us if the relative morphology
similar. If the corrected EEG was reduced by 1% at every time point, as per the first
example, it would not change the revalue. So in retrospect that study could not
identify failings of the correction phase that were systematic in nature.

Correspondingly, where there are no relative changes in morphology, statistical

results will not be affected by this source of error (unless sub-populations differ fro
one another in the conductivity of neural tissue or have different neural generators,
and we compare these sub-populations). Thus in such situations, it would not be
necessary to account for this over-correction.

Although not previously discussed in the literature, it is important to note that
morphology may be altered where the rate of forward propagation at a site is different
for different neural frequencies or ERP components - that is, where the generators of

these are anterior to the site being corrected, and differ in their distance from the E
sites (relative to the electrode being corrected). For example, Nl may be reduced by
over-correction more than P3 in a selective attention task because Nl is generated
more anteriorly than P3. The result is the same for quantitative EEG, where

frequencies with different sources could be differentially attenuated. Interpretation o
site differences may be difficult too, as the greater attenuation anteriorly may make
EEG appear to get larger posteriorly when it is genuinely consistent over the scalp.

As a guide, Tables 12.1 and 12.2 show the magnitude of error that might be expected
at various sites due to forward propagation of neural potentials to VEOG and HEOG
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respectively, as per Equation 12.6 (i.e. assuming that potentials originate in close
proximity to the EEG site causing the over-correction). The propagation factors used
for the tables are those calculated from saccade data in Chapter 8, obtained using the
aligned-artifact average procedure.

Corrected
Site

Neural Potential Origin
Fpz

Fz

Cz

Pz

Oz

Fpz

11.56

-

-

-

-

Fz

6.80

4.00

-

-

-

Cz

4.76

2.80

1.96

-

-

Pz

3.74

2.20

1.54

1.21

-

Oz

2.72

1.60

1.12

0.89

0.64

Table 12.1

Error estimates are given for scalp sites sagittally. Numbers are

percentage errors of neural potentials at the scalp sites in the left hand column,
where the potential is generated at the scalp site given at the top. These assume
that EOG to EEG propagation is 0.34, 0.20, 0.14, 0.11 and 0.08 for Fpz to Oz
respectively, and that the EEG to EOG propagation is identical to the EOG to
EEG propagation.

This degree of error is expressed as a percentage of the true voltage at the scalp site
being corrected. For instance, we might want to know the magnitude of over-
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correction at Pz, due to the forward propagation of activity from Cz. Table 12.1 gives
1.54% as the amount, which means that 1.54% of the voltage originating near Cz is
subtracted from the voltage at Pz. When a voltage is generated posterior to the site

that is being corrected, the degree of error will be the same as if it was generated at

the site being corrected. This is because the voltage passes through the EEG site on it

Corrected
Site

Neural Potential Origin
Fpl

F3

C3

P3

OI

Fpl

0.36

-

-

-

-

F3

0.30

0.25

-

-

-

C3

0.24

0.20

0.16

-

-

P3

0.18

0.15

0.12

0.09

-

OI

0.12

0.10

0.08

0.06

0.04

Table 12.2

Error estimates are given for left hemisphere sites. Numbers are

percentage errors of neural potentials at the scalp sites in the left hand colu

where the potential is generated at the scalp site given at the top. These assum
that EOG to EEG propagation is 0.06, 0.05, 0.04, 0.03 and 0.02 for Fpl to OI
respectively, and that the EEG to EOG propagation is identical to the EOG to
EEG propagation. Right hemisphere errors are of the same magnitude and

carry a negative sign to signify that they are 'under-corrections' as opposed to
the 'over-corrections' of the left hemisphere. This assumes the standard 'left
minus right outer canthi' recording configuration.
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w a y to the E O G , and so an accurate estimate of the propagation from site to E O G can
be obtained at the site. Therefore in Tables 12.1 and 12.2, error estimates are not
given for generator sites posterior to the correction sites, as we may obtain a
reasonable estimate assuming that the generator is at the correction site.

VEOG errors are only given for central sites because there is little difference late
and HEOG errors are only given laterally because there is little effect of HEOG
centrally. It should be noted that estimates are not given for HEOG where the
generator is lateral to a site. This is because although estimates in this situation

not mimic those in the table, the discrepancy is too small to warrant close attention
should also be noted that the error due to HEOG is an over-correction at left
hemisphere sites and an under-correction at right hemisphere sites when HEOG is

measured as the left minus the right outer canthi activity, with the opposite pertai
where 'right minus left' recording is used.

The errors in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 are additive (as per Equation 12.6). Thus to obtain
an error estimate at Fpl, we add the VEOG and HEOG errors. For example error due
to VEOG at Fpl will be similar to that at Fpz, 11.56%, and so this should be added to
the 0.36% error for HEOG to give a total error of 11.92%. As can be seen, there is
little estimated error produced by HEOG in the EOG correction process.

Fortgens and De Bruin (1983) claimed that their maximal correction phase error was
approximately 20% of the neural potential, and that this was at Fpz. This is
compatible with the values of Table 12.1. Their larger errors may be attributed to
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their larger Bs, but this cannot be resolved as they did not describe h o w they arrived
at their figures.

12.5 How can we adjust for this 'correction phase' error?
12.5.1 Filtering
To overcome this correction phase error, Whitton, Lue and Moldofsky (1978)
suggested filtering out frequencies not thought to be of ocular origin, from the EOG

prior to correcting (their view is that there is little EOG activity above about 7 Hz)
This would completely solve the problem if there was no overlap of ocular and neural
frequencies. However researchers have traditionally been interested in EEG slower
than 7 Hz, and so even if there is no ocular activity above 7 Hz, EOG below this
value will still be affected by the forward propagation of low frequency neural
potentials.

For example, in ERP studies, low frequency components such as CNV and the P3
complex are within this range, and thus they would still be over-corrected using this
filtering method - historically it was the difficulty in disentangling CNV and ocular
artifact that led to the development of EOG correction procedures (see Hillyard &
Galambos, 1970). Frequencies within this range are important in quantitative EEG

studies also, with delta and theta bands, for example, being particularly important in
Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder studies (e.g. Clarke, Barry, McCarthy &
Selikowitz, 1998). Therefore filtering is not appropriate.
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12.5.2 Source localization methods
Using an eye-movement calibration task and a form of principal components analysis
(PCA), source localization methods such as that of Berg and Scherg (1994) attempt to
overcome this problem by separating the data into that of ocular and that of neural

origin. To do this the most likely source of the various voltages are estimated using
the EEG and EOG data, and a portion of the estimated ocular artifact sources, rather
than the EOG, is removed.

This is a very powerful correction technique when an accurate model of the head is
available, such as from an MRI scan. However, as MRI scans are not routinely
available, either a spherical or average head model is generally substituted.
Unfortunately this does not offer a reasonable solution to the correction of ocular

artifact either. This is because, as argued by Berg and Scherg (1994), dipole analysi
is not accurate enough to model eye-movements, because there are significant
deviations of subjects' head shapes from the spherical and average head model at the
eyes. Therefore, its application is to limited for routine correction.

Multiple-source eye correction (MSEC) is an advance on this technique that uses
modeling of the neural potentials in conjunction with traditional methods of
calculating B (such as are described in Section 1.3) to overcome the problem (Berg &
Scherg, 1994). This method thus relies on the accuracy of traditional B estimation
methods, and is subject to the problems in the EOG correction procedures discussed
throughout this thesis. Previous applications of this method would therefore have
been in error because of the problems with traditional EOG corrections discussed
above, but it does leave open the possibility that with the new RAAA, MSEC may be
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a viable solution to the correction phase error. This possibility is beyond the scope of
this thesis, and will not be dealt with here.

12.5.3 The approximation adjustment
I propose here an adjustment that may be made after the standard correction
procedure outlined in Chapter 9 (the RAAA), which is appropriate for both EEG and
ERP data. In Equation 12.6 the difference between the true and estimated EEG at

time i and site j was calculated (Ey). This can be rewritten as Equation 12.7, where
TEEGy and estTEEGy are the true and EOG corrected neural potentials respectively,
and EBj is the rate of propagation from EOG to j, summed over EOG channels. This
can be rearranged to show that the true EEG (TEEGy) is attenuated by a factor of

(1 - XBj2), as per Equation 12.8. This can then be rearranged to form Equation 12.9,
the approximation adjustment (TAA). Note that TEEGy is an approximation of true
neural potential at site j, and it will be erroneous in so far as its underlying
assumption (that the rate of generator to EOG propagation is the same as that from
site j to EOG) is inaccurate.

TEEGy - estTEEGy = TEEGy * ZBj2 Eqn. 12.7
estTEEGy = TEEGy * (1 - EBj2) Eqn. 12.8
TEEGy = estTEEGy / (1 - ZBj2) Eqn. 12.9

As the assumption that neural potentials originate at the scalp site being measured

an oversimplification, this adjustment will not be completely accurate. However, it

will correct for the main sagittal effect of the over-correction, which will greatl
reduce the error. The inaccuracy will be in Bpp of Equation 12.5, because the
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assumption that neural potentials originate at the electrode site of interest is not met.

However, it will only be in error in so far as the propagation from generator to EOG

is greater than from site to EOG (or, in terms of Equation 12.5, the degree to which
BFP is greater than Bj).

In theory we can estimate the magnitude of this error using Equation 12.10, where

AEy is the error incurred by using the approximation adjustment at time i and site j
TEEGy the true neural potential, Bjpp the proportion of TEEGy that reaches the EOG,
Bj the proportion of EOG that reaches j, BjSp the proportion of TEEGy that reaches
and the summation takes place over EOG channels. However, in practice we do not

have all of the terms in the equation, and thus this equation is only of theoretical
interest, and cannot be used to correct data.

AEy = Z({[Bj*(BjFp-Bj)]*TEEGy}*BjSP) Eqn. 12.10

To obtain an idea of this error in real terms, let us take the propagation rates fo
12.1. As is shown in the table, maximal error can be expected when we adjust a
waveform frontally that originates pre-frontally. For instance, a 50 uV deflection
originate prefrontally (TEEGy), with 34% reaching VEOG (BjFP) and 34% reaching
Fz

(BJSP).

Now if B at Fz was calculated earlier to be 20%, then the TAA error can be

calculated by Equation 12.10 to be 0.48 |iV. That is, when we employ the TAA we

add 4% of the neural potential at Fz to Fz (0.20 * 0.20), but we should add 6.8% (0.
* 0.34), and correspondingly, the EOG correction procedure has made the deflection
appear smaller than it really is, even after the TAA.
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A s a guide, Table 12.3 gives estimates of the main source of approximation error

(VEOG) as percentages of voltages at a site, assuming neural generators to be locate

near the sites specified in the table. Note that these are percentages of the potent
reaching the site of correction, and that there will be little adjustment error for

potentials originating at the site of correction. As can be seen, error is small, an
arguably only relevant at prefrontal sites.

Corrected
Site

Neural Potential Origin

Fpz

Fz

Cz

Pz

Oz

Fpz

0

0

0

0

0

Fz

2.80

0

0

0

0

Cz

2.80

0.84

0

0

0

Pz

2.53

0.99

0.33

0

0

Oz

2.08

0.96

0.48

0.24

0

Table 12.3

Estimates

when

utilizing

of

error

'the

approximation

adjustment' are given. Numbers are percentage errors of neural potentials at
the scalp sites in the left hand column, where the potential is generated at

scalp site given at the top. This assumes the same propagation rates as Table

12.1. Error is only given for VEOG, as the values for HEOG are too small to b
relevant.
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12.6 Assumptions of this Chapter
The values given as estimates of error involved in both EOG correction and the
approximation adjustment assume:

a/ Neural potentials propagating forward through neural tissue are cancelled out
through the differencing procedure described above. This was argued to be reasonable
for VEOG, but only partially so for HEOG (as described above). The result is that an
unknown amount of error due to EOG correction of HEOG will occur in excess of

that described in Table 12.2. However, as can be seen by the size of the error due to
HEOG, the small discrepancies are not large enough to concern us.

b/ VEOG is recorded from both eyes. If it is only recorded from one eye, there will b
more error due to EOG correction ipsilateral than contralateral to the eye used (see
above), and the degree of over-correction would not be quantifiable, nor the

approximation adjustment appropriate, contralaterally (figures given are for ipsilate

hemisphere sites). It follows that researchers should be careful about reporting late
site differences when EOG correction has been applied with VEOG recorded from
only one eye.

c/ Estimates assume the correction coefficients given in the tables. Larger Bs will
produce larger errors.

dV The electric fields around the head have been grossly simplified in this chapter.

believe that the important aspects have been dealt with adequately, but it is possibl
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that other complexities could complicate matters beyond the understanding offered in
the present chapter.

12.7 Limitations of The Approximation Adjustment
After the approximation adjustment has been made, error may remain of up to 3% of

the neural potential (Table 12.3). This appears to be negligible, particularly as it w

be greatly reduced when measured from the site closest to the source of the potential

(which is where we are most interested). Further, although it has not been establishe
how deviations from the above assumptions affect EOG correction, violations of
these will primarily affect error due to HEOG, which is too small to concern the
correction process.

However, in principal, an alternate adjustment could be made that would eliminate
the above approximation error and our reliance on such assumptions. As argued
above, the source of error is the discrepancy between the true rate of forward
propagation of neural potentials, and our estimation based on EOG to EEG
propagation. So, if an accurate estimate of EEG forward propagation could be
obtained, the error would be avoided.

To do this two conditions are required. Firstly, an accurate estimate of forward
propagation is required, and thus high power EEG that corresponds temporally to low
power EOG is needed (see Chapter 3). Secondly, the EEG needs to be separated into
components with different sources and the forward propagation values calculated for
these. Possible candidates for this aspect include filtering, principal component
analyses and source localization procedures, but in my view the complexity and the
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possibility of error involved with these procedures makes them unworkable at
present.

Another limitation is that neural potentials tangential to a scalp electrode will no
dealt with adequately using the approximation adjustment. That is, EOG correction
may remove a neural potential from the EEG (B*EEGpp in Equation 12.4) that may
have been recorded at the EOG but not the EEG (due to its tangential direction). Thus
B*EEGFP

would be subtracted from the EEG, where it normally would not be

registered at all. The approximation adjustment would increase the magnitude of this
overcorrection, because it assumes that this component is reduced, whereas it is
actually exaggerated.

12.8 Other Sources of Error
This chapter has considered the effect that forward propagation has on the correction
phase of EOG correction. Other sources of artifact, such as mains frequency, D.C.
shifts and EMG, may also cause error. These will not be considered here. However,
their frequency characteristics often allow them to be eliminated through the
appropriate use of filtering.

12.9 Conclusions
The above suggests that even if an accurate B estimate is obtained, an error as large
as 12% of the EEG channel can be expected when correcting ocular artifact from the
EEG, with this error decreasing posteriorly. This error may cause morphological
changes to appear artifactually in data, including changes in relative magnitude of
ERP components and EEG spectra, and distribution aberrations over the scalp. A
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simple adjustment has been suggested, that can be applied to corrected E E G data, that
will decrease this error to an estimated maximum of 3% of the true EEG at a site.

However it should be noted that as the figures and suggestions given in this chapter

are based on theoretical considerations only, and as they do not account for tangentia
potentials, they should be viewed tentatively. An empirical test of The Approximation

Adjustment is therefore suggested, as if it proves to be a valid procedure, the validi
of corrected EEG interpretation will be greatly enhanced. Unfortunately, this is
beyond the scope of the present thesis.
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C H A P T E R 13: Conclusions reached in this thesis
A number of issues have been dealt with in this thesis. Some conclusions reached
have been based on empirical research, others on theoretical considerations, and some
of these conclusions are more speculative than others. In this chapter I shall
summarize the major findings, and describe an EOG correction algorithm based on
these findings.

13.1 The same correction coefficients can correct blink and saccade
artifact
The most significant conclusion from this thesis has been that EEG data,
contaminated by either blink or saccade artifact, can be corrected with the same

correction coefficients, providing that the correction coefficients have been calculat
in the appropriate manner. This conflicts with much of the published literature (as
discussed in Chapter 2), and thus it has required considerable argument and
experimentation to arrive at this conclusion:-

Chapter 2 presented a mathematical rationale, explaining how most of the literature,

reporting that the artifact types needed to be corrected differently, failed to adequ
consider an important source of error, EOG magnitude. This raised doubt as to the
accuracy of their conclusions. Chapter 3 used computer simulations to show that this
mathematical rationale could explain the reported differences between blink and

saccade Bs, and Chapter 4 showed, within a limited data set, that such differences can
be removed by removing the effect of this source of error.
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Chapters 2 to 4 had thus demonstrated that the effect of E O G magnitude on B

calculation could explain the reports in the literature of different Bs for blinks and
saccades, and also showed that, at Fz in the limited sample tested, there was no
difference between blink and saccade Bs. However, Chapter 8 found that frontal sites
were exceptional in this respect, and that saccade Bs did not correct blink data

appropriately at other sites (including prefrontal sites). Further, even at frontal si
saccade-based correction was not good, it was merely not significantly worse than
correcting with blink Bs. This was due to large between-subject variability in the

ability of saccade Bs to correct blink data - some subjects' blink data were corrected
well with saccade Bs, others were not.

The results of Chapter 8 and a reinterpretation of source localization literature (e.

Lins et al., 1993) suggested that the inability of saccade Bs to correct blink data wa
related to the radial EOG channel. It was hypothesized that the reason for the
differential propagation is that the radial channel only plays a significant role in
contamination during blinking, making problematic the calculation of radial
correction coefficients from saccade data. The 'Revised AAA' was proposed as a new
method to overcome this difficulty in REOG B calculation, and in Chapter 9 it was
tested. Chapter 9 demonstrated that Bs calculated using the RAAA could be used to
correct blink and saccade data at all sites. Further, this new method was found to

produce better correction than using blink Bs to correct blink data, and saccade Bs to
correct saccade data. This was viewed as strong evidence that blinks and saccades
should be corrected using the same Bs.
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13.2 The Frequency Domain Approach is Not Recommended
This thesis has not directly tested the assertion of researchers that different

frequencies of eye-movement propagate at different rates. However, it was argued in

Chapter 2 that evidence for the frequency dependence of propagation is inconsistent
and that all validation studies have found no advantage in using frequency domain

methods. As blink and saccade propagation have turned out to be similar, and as the
frequency domain approach is particularly susceptible to the effect of interference,
that was shown to be so harmful to B estimation in Chapters 3 and 4, it was argued
that it is likely that the frequency dependence of Bs is also artifactual.

It was recommended that frequency domain methods should not be used because,

although there is no positive evidence that they are in error, no benefit in using th
has been demonstrated, and the corrected time domain waveforms shown in Chapter 9
do not appear to have suffered from their frequency insensitivity. Further, as the

frequency domain approaches are sensitive to the B distortions discussed in Chapter
2, 3, 4 and 5, it was argued that they are likely to introduce error.

13.3 The RAAA procedure should be used to calculate correction
coefficients
Chapter 9 tested a variant on the aligned-artifact average procedure that allowed

blinks and saccades to be corrected using the same correction coefficients. This wa
referred to as the 'revised aligned-artifact average' procedure (RAAA), and it was

shown to be more effective than correcting blink and saccade data with Bs calculate
from blink and saccade data respectively. It was concluded that the RAAA was the
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best means of calculating correction coefficients, because it overcame the distortions
caused by interference in the EOG and EEG channels, and it provided an accurate
estimate of radial propagation.

13.4 Calibration trials should be employed to calculate Bs
Eye-movement averaging techniques (such as the RAAA) are most easily
implemented with the use of calibration trials. It was thus necessary to consider
whether such pre-experiment trials are appropriate for calculating experimental Bs.
Chapter 11 considered this and concluded that there have been no adequate arguments
or empirical demonstrations in the literature showing that they are not appropriate,
and that there is research supporting their use.

Further, analyses were performed that demonstrated that cued (calibration) and
spontaneous (experiment) artifacts produced similar Bs, that Bs were constant for at
least a 90 minute period, and that forward propagation was not significant in
calibration trials when utilizing an averaging procedure to calculate B. It was
concluded that calibration trials are appropriate means of estimating correction
coefficients.

13.5 Hierarchical multiple regression should be employed to estimate

In Chapter 10, issues relating to the type of regression equation that should be used t
calculate Bs were addressed. On theoretical grounds it was concluded that using
'differenced-data' (e.g. Jervis et al., 1989) would not improve correction, and that
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non-significant B s should not be used in correction (and that B exclusion should not

be decided a priori, but rather by using a form of hierarchical multiple regression).
was shown empirically that multiple-stage regression, as used by Woestenburg et al.
(1983), and as opposed to that used by Miller et al. (1988), was a poor means of

calculating Bs and should not be used. Hierarchical multiple regression was suggeste
as the best means of calculating Bs.

13.6 Other issues addressed concerning B estimation
It was demonstrated empirically in Chapter 7 that, when using an averaging technique
to estimate Bs, averages should be comprised of at least 40 epochs, and that these

averages could be made by aligning either the ocular artifacts or the stimuli evoking
the eye-movements (a more easily implemented procedure). Theoretical reasons
discussed in Chapters 1 and 11 suggested that calibration trials should be performed
in a well-lit room, and that that should comprise pairs of 'opposing' eye-movements.
For example, for every 'up' eye-movement, there should be a 'down' eye-movement
of similar magnitude in the calibration task.

It was also argued on theoretical grounds in Chapter 11, that Bs should not be

averaged across subjects due to the large between-subject B variability that has been
reported in the literature, and that it was appropriate to use a measure of central
tendency (within-subject) to estimate B.

In Chapter 8 it was shown that correction was better when REOG was included in the
correction process than when it was omitted, and in Chapter 9 it was demonstrated
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that R E O G ' s inclusion was necessary in order to correct blinks and saccades together.
Thus it has been shown that REOG should be used to correct EOG.

13.7 Issues relating to the correction phase
It was argued in Chapter 12 that, even if a perfect B can be calculated, there will
be error in the correction process. This error, due to the subtraction of neural
potentials that have propagated forward to the EOG from the measured EEG, was
argued on theoretical grounds to be an over-correction, and that it can cause
artifactual scalp topographies. Error was argued to be maximal at prefrontal sites,
where an over-correction of approximately 13% of the voltage can occur, reducing to
approximately 0.5% at occipital sites. A solution was proposed, the 'approximation

adjustment', that was argued to reduce this error to a maximum of 3% frontaHy, but it
should be noted that the figures and solution given do not account for potentials
tangential to an EEG site, are based on theoretical considerations and have not been
tested empirically.

13.8 Future directions
Although this thesis has resolved a number of important issues in EOG correction, a
number of other issues have also emerged that are beyond the scope of this project:

• The RAAA is now in need of a validation study to determine whether its success
can be replicated.

• The suggested 'approximation adjustment' was derived through theoretical
considerations, and is in need of empirical testing. This may prove difficult
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because computer simulations m a y not be appropriate - it was based on a number
of assumptions that would have to be assumed for the simulations, and it is these
that are in need of validation.

• A number of other issues discussed in this thesis are in need of validation. For
instance, it may be useful to investigate the number of epochs required in an
average using the validation criteria of Chapters 8 and 9 (determining how
accurate is a corrected eye-movement average). The requirement to include a
radial channel (even if the RAAA itself is not employed) is a new finding, and,
similar to the failure of blink Bs to correct saccade data reported in Chapter 8, it
contradicts other researchers' reports and hence is in need of replication.

• It is important to determine the best combination of EOG channels in correction
procedures. Studies have attempted to answer this question, but the accuracy of
the RAAA and the use of an AAA to validate correction procedures appears to
allow a more refined measure of a procedure's success than has been available in
the past, and thus this issue may be more easily tested now.

13.9 Suggested EOG Correction Algorithm
Below is an EOG correction algorithm, based on the conclusions reached in the
course of this thesis.
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•

Preparation
•

All recording characteristics must be the same as in the
experiment proper.
V E O G , H E O G and R E O G channels must be used.

•

Calibration
Task A

Calibration
TaskB

Averaging
Procedure

B(\)
Calculation

B(2)
Calculation

Apply to
R a w Data

M a k e a cross appear at varied locations on the screen in
a pseudo-random fashion, once per second, to create
large horizontal & vertical eye-movements (>40 of
each).
•t* Ask S to follow the cross around the screen.

•
•

M a k e a cross flash once per second (>40).
Ask subject to blink when the cross flashes.

•

For each channel, average data separately for each eyemovement type (-100 to 400ms stimulus onset),
remove mean D C level, join these averages end to end.
D o as above for blinks.

•

Calculate V E O G & H E O G Bs with hierarchical
multiple regression for each subject, for each E E G &
R E O G channel separately, using independent variables

VEOG & HEOG.

Remove V E O G & H E O G from E E G and R E O G blink
data, using Bs calculated from last stage, and Eqn. 1.6.
Calculate R E O G B s from these corrected blink data
using simple regression, for each subject and E E G site
separately (independent variable R E O G , dependent
variable E E G ) .

Correct experimental data using the V E O G , H E O G &
R E O G Bs calculated above (Eqn. 1.6).

Adjust data for over-correction due to forward
propagation using T A A (Eqn. 12.9).
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